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Five important
ter ot

issues reqardinq the nature and charac¬

the manaqement development function remain unresolved

in the literature.

How does the development function relate

to the traininq and education functions?

Which employees

constitute the primary tarqet population for corporate ef¬
forts at manaqement development?

Which specific manaqement

competencies can be siqnificantly improved throuqh partici¬
pation in formal manaqement development proqrams?
should the locus of

Where

responsibility for manaqinq the manaqe¬

ment development process be assiqned?
more important personal,

situational,

What are some of the
and environmental con¬

ditions that shape the final outcomes of corporate efforts
at manaqement development?
sis of

A qualitative case study analy¬

53 subjects representinq the interests of four major

stakeholder qroups in a Reqional Bell Operatinq Company pro¬
vides a phenomenoloqical description of the manner

in which

the manaqement development process actually operates under
field conditions in a larqe corporate settinq.

The constit¬

uency qroups surveyed included HRD staff specialists,
qram participants,

immediate supervisors of

in formal development proqrams,

those enrolled

and qraduates of earlier

manaqement development proqrams within the company.
depth personal

interviews conducted with each of

jects produced three sets of findinqs.

iv

pro-

First,

In

the sub¬

the study

provided answers to four out of

the five questions that oc¬

casioned the research.

it surfaced five distinct

forms of adult

Second,

learninq associated with the development

function which serve to differentiate it from traininq and
education.

Third,

it qenerated a useful checklist of criti¬

cal factors or conditions that must be put

in place it

real

qrowth and development as a management person is to occur.
While no profound new insiqhts into the process emerqe from
the study,

the findinqs may prove to be of value to deci¬

sion-makers,
with a vested

key players in the process,
interest

and other parties

in the results of corporate efforts

at manaqement development insofar as they put the component
parts into sharper focus,

heiqhten awareness of the forces

that shape the process under field conditions,

and contrib¬

ute to the increased understandinq needed to derive maximum
benefit

from efforts at manaqement development.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

Professional
cialists,

educators,

training and development spe¬

and laymen alike have all

growing interest

in a rapidly expanding phenomenon within

the field of continuing adult
decades,

recently demonstrated a

learning.

Over

the past two

the corporate sector has become extensively in¬

volved in the business of conducting a wide array of
learning programs under the general
velopment,
ment

and Education.'

rubric of

Estimates of

in Human Resource Development

(HRD)

adult

'Training,

the capital

De¬

invest¬

activities on the

part of business and industry range from a conservative low
of

two-to-three billion dollars a year to an extremely opti¬

mistic high of one hundred billion dollars a year.1

The

most widely accepted estimate falls in the vicinity of thir¬
ty to forty billion dollars a year.
figure,

it

Whatever

the actual

is very clear that the business and industrial

communities have decided to invest considerable amounts of

New York:
Lusterman, S.
( 1977 ).
Education in industry.
(1976
) .
The Conference Board, p. 2.
Gilbert, T.
Training
and
Training:
The $100 billion opportunity.
Development Journal, (Nov.), p. 3.
2Ctaig, R.L. & Evers, C.J.
(1981).
Employees as educators*
The shadow educational system.
In G. Goi
(Ed.), Business in higher education:
Towards new alUances.
San Francisco, CA:
Jossey Bass, (1985).
p.
1

2

money to support

their own efforts at

adult learning and

there is every indication that this practice will

increase

rather than diminish.

Recent statistical data relating to the extent of cor¬
porate involvement

in the domain of

that the educational
rently being managed,

adult

learning suggest

system within the United States is cur¬
in large part,

by learning specialists

employed by private and public enterprise.

The figures show

that corporations are training and educating nearly eight
million people,
ment

a figure that approximates the total enroll-

. .
3
in America's four year colleges and universities.

Indeed,

so pervasive has the corporate instructional

network

become that

a decade ago it earned the appellation "Shadow

Educational

System,"

was Secretary of

One of
nomenon of

an expression coined by John Dunlop who

Education at

the earliest

the time.

4

attempts to put the emerging phe¬

the corporate classroom into a meaningful

per-

^Eurich, N.
(1985).
Corporate classrooms:
The learning
business.
Princeton, NJ:
The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching.
4Dunlop, J.T.
(1975).
policy planning.

Human resources:
Toward rational
New York:
The Conference Boara.
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spective was made by Leonard Nadler,
the fields of

adult

In an address at

a respected pioneer

in

learning and Human Resource Development.

the annual convention of

ety of Trainers and Developers

(ASTD)

the American Soci¬

in 1969,

Nadler devel¬

oped the thesis that corporate efforts at Hunan Resource De¬
velopment

are best understood in terms of the effective in¬

tegration of

three major

forms of

adult

learning,

each with

its own distinctive set of objectives and strategies.
These three distinct types of
under

the separate titles of

5

adult learning are cultivated
'Training,'

'Development,'

and

'Education.'

If one uses Nadler's proposed tripartite adult learning
taxonomy as a starting point for examining the published
views of other HRD theorists and practitioners over the past
fifteen years,
vestigator

it

soon becomes clear to the interested in¬

that only two of

and education,

the three terms,

namely training

appear to be used with any degree of consist¬

ent meaning in the literature.

The concept of development

remains extremely vague and ambiguous and the label
to refer

to a broad range of

is used

adult learning activities.

5Nadler, L.
(1980).
Defining the field:
Is it HRD or OD?
Training and Development Journal, (June), p. 6 6.
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A detailed review of

the literature regarding the na¬

ture and character of

all

in the next chapter.

For the moment,

some of
tions of

the general

three functions will be presented
it

is possible to use

findings to define the boundary condi¬

the problem faced in attempting to establish some

degree of semantic clarity in exploring the world of corpo¬
rate training,
ing,'

as it

development,

and education.

is generally used

The term

in the literature,

'train¬

refers to a

type of short-term learning that focuses primarily on the
acquisition of
marks of

job-specific knowledge and skills.

this particular

form of

adult

Two hall¬

learning are its very

narrow scope and its immediate task-relevant character.
investigation into the nature of

An

training function indicates

that business and industry use training primarily as a
learning device for mastering specific work operations at
bridge points

in an employee's career,

such as initial

into the company and subsequent vertical
moves within the company.

entry

and horizontal

Training is also used to update

employees when significant changes occur within the induotry,

in technology,

in product

and service offerings or oth¬

er shifts requiring employee adjustments.

The learning outcomes associated with the training
function are precisely defined and measurable in nature

As

a means of maintaining strict quality control over
tion,

the func¬

the majority of corporate training organizations em¬

ploy what may be termed a
the design,

development,

structional

programs.

detailed task

'systems engineering'
delivery,

approach to

and evaluation of

in¬

The first step in the process is a

analysis of the job to be performed to identi¬

fy the particular skills and knowledge needed to perform the
tasks in an acceptable manner.

The prerequisite competen¬

cies are then translated into learning objectives and
grouped functionally or
Next,

logically into meaningful patterns.

a detailed blueprint of instruction is drawn up,

spe¬

cifying the sequence of learning activities and the instruc¬
tional methods to be employed at each step in the program.
The criterion used to measure the effectiveness of
program is generally stated in terms of
rule of

thumb,

a given

task mastery.

training programs are judged to be effective

when 90% of

the trainees demonstrate mastery of

of material

covered.

The education function,

for

its part,

at

the adult

learning spectrum.
in either

least 90%

is viewed by the

majority of commentators as occupying a position at
posite end of

As a

the op¬

The education

process,

as carried out

a corporate or university

setting,

is generally understood to represent an essentially

6

open-ended form of
training,

learning.

In marked contrast to

this function is broadly focused and is grounded

in the pursuit of
with concepts,

long-range objectives.

opinions,

points of view.
ual

adult

Education deals

general principles,

Its primary goal

and contrasting

is to provide the individ¬

learner with a wide range of skills and abilities,

petencies needed to confront
future.

com¬

an indefinite and unpredictable

The main thrust of this particular

function is to

prepare the learner to operate effectively in a variety of
situations and circumstances.
of

this form of

One of the salient features

adult learning is its essentially unfinished

nature.

A difficult situation arises,

however,

when one at¬

tempts to narrow down the focus on the nature and character
of

the development function with the same precision.

vestigator

soon discovers that

the term

different things to different people.

'development'

An in¬
means

Beyond the fact that

the majority of commentators view management development

as

a process aimed at preparing individuals to handle a variety
of management

assignments,

there is little agreement

ing the distinctive nature and character of

regard

the management

development

function.

The notion of management development

encountered

in the literature remains extremely vague and

7

nebulous.

The problem is not simply lack of semantic clarity.
comprehensive review of

A

the literature surfaces a number of

important unresolved issues regarding the very essence of
the management development function.
it

In the final

is possible to identify at least five critical

analysis,
aspects of

the development function that warrant closer examination.

One unresolved issue centers around the relationship
that development bears to the other two functions in the HRD
taxonomy.

Where should the line of demarcation be drawn be¬

tween training and development, on the one hand,
development and education,
mentators

argues that

on the other?

or between

One group of com¬

training and development

are virtually

indistinguishable functions and should therefore be dealt
with under a single title, while another group asserts

that

development bears a strong kinship to education and should
be dealt with
development
tion,

accordingly.

Still

others insist

that,

while

includes elements of both training and educa¬

the process transcends both functions and therefore

warrants a separate label.

A second

issue relates to identifying the proper target

8

population for corporate efforts at management development.
Professionals within the HRD field are divided on this mat¬
ter.

One school

of

thought maintains that management devel¬

opment programs should be restricted to high potential em¬
ployees who give evidence of being able to move within the
ranks of the management hierarchy.
thought
ees,

adopts

the position that

all

Another school of
new management employ¬

particularly those with supervisory responsibilities,

should be enrolled in a management development program dur¬
ing the first 12 to 18 months in a management position.
third school of

thought

insists that development

A

is an on¬

going process requiring attention beyond initial efforts at
development

and should therefore be aimed at all management

employees.

A third unresolved issue revolves around the question
of which specific competencies,
sential

generally deemed to be es¬

for success in a management position,- can or cannot

be significantly improved by participating in formal manage¬
ment development programs.

One group of commentators con¬

tends that certain core management competencies,

such as

leadership ability and decision-making and problem-solving
skills,

are essentially innate qualities that cannot be de¬

veloped

to any significant degree through formal

instruction

9

and practice.
that

On the other hand,

there are some who argue

individuals of average intelligence,

with a strong de¬

sire to learn and succeed in a competitive business environ¬
ment,

are able to acquire the skills needed to be successful

managers.

A fourth issue relates to establishing the ultimate lo¬
cus of

responsibility for managing the development process.

Some commentators,
self-development,

firmly convinced that all development is
insist

that

the ultimate responsibility

rests with the individual manager.
immediate supervisor of

Others believe that the

the person under development bears

primary responsibility for managing the process.
group defends

the view that

the final

with the corporation in general
particular.

Finally,

A third

responsibility rests

and the HRD organization in

there are those who contend that

it

is

impossible to assign a single locus of responsibility for
managing the development process.
their view,

a shared

The responsibility is,

responsibility,

the immediate supervisor,

in

with the individual,

and the corporation assuming re¬

sponsibility for different dimensions of the function.

A fifth issue centers around the identification of some
of

the more important personal,

situational,

and environ-

10

mental

factors that prove to have a strong bearing on the

ultimate success or

failure of corporate efforts at manage¬

ment development.

What one encounters in the literature,

for

is a profusion of normative or prescrip¬

the most part,

tive models for establishing, managing,
agement development programs,
structure,

form,

and evaluating man¬

with a heavy emphasis on the

and content of such programs but with lit¬

tle attention paid to critical

process factors that influ¬

ence the outcomes.

While a number of commentators stress

the importance of

certain conditions such as personal drive

and ambition,

the role played by the first boss,

and the na¬

ture of the assignments given to the management trainee as
playing a critical

role in the process,

little effort has

been devoted to identifying other personal,
environmental
of

situational,

and

factors that strongly influence the outcomes

corporate development programs.

Problem Statement

A detailed

investigation into corporate involvement in

the sphere of continuing adult
ic situation.

On the one hand,

learning reveals a problemat¬
the amount of money,

time,

and energy spent by business and industry on HRD activities
proves to be considerable

and increasing every year.

On the

11

other hand,

while there appears to be general

agreement

among HRD professionals regarding the nature and character
of

company-sponsored training and education programs,

concept of management development
ly ambiguous.
vided over

As noted above,

the

remains vague and extreme¬

commentators are deeply di¬

answers to some very basic questions regarding

the fundamental

nature and character of

the management de¬

velopment function, questions relating to the relationship
of development

to training and education,

population for efforts at development,

the proper target

the possibility of

improving management skills and abilities,
for managing the development process,
that

responsibility

and various conditions

promote or hinder corporate efforts at management de¬

velopment .

Given the fact

that the experts cannot

swers to such questions,

agree on the an¬

it would appear that

the most prom¬

ising approach to the problem of management development lies
in

adopting a non-traditional

want of

a better

term,

approach to the subject.

the conventional

approach to manage¬

ment development may be described as being basically
tionalistic'

insofar

For

ra¬

as numerous attempts have been made to

identify the structure,

form,

and content of efforts at man¬

agement development based on a set of scientific,

abstract,

12

and objective assumptions about how the process should func¬
tion.

What

is conspicuously absent from the literature on

the subject, however,

are detailed case studies which seek

to comprehend the essence of the development function from
the perspective of

those most

intimately involved in the

process on a day-to-day basis under field conditions.
is lacking

are phenomenological descriptions of

What

the inner

dynamics of the process expressed in the subjective, experi¬
ential,

concrete,

and impressionistic terms of

stakeholders in the development process.
a more

'naturalistic'

What

approach to the subject.

the major
is needed is
Detailed

qualitative accounts of how the process actually operates
under

field conditions in a large corporate setting would

provide decision makers and information users in business
and

industry with

the kinds of insight needed to derive in¬

creased benefits from efforts at management development.

Significance of

It

the Problem

is possible to cite a number of reasons for

launch¬

ing a more detailed investigation into the elusive nature of
the management development function.

One of the primary

reasons for wanting to pursue the problem centers around the
notion of professionalism.

It

is generally agreed that man-

13

agement

is a profession and that managerial

dividually and collectively,

performance,

in¬

plays a critical -role in deter¬

mining organizational effectiveness.

It is also generally

agreed that efforts at management development, however
loosely the concept

is defined,

aim at

improving the per¬

formance of individuals in management positions at various
levels

in an organization.

and individual managers,
terest

Corporations,

business units,

therefore, have a strong vested in¬

in learning more about

the what,

why,

and how of

the

management development process as it operates under field
conditions.

A second reason for wanting to obtain a better fix on
the management development

function is grounded in a set of

important economic considerations.

Business and industry

are currently investing considerable amounts of capital
the development of human resources.
ment's legendary concern with
staff support functions,

in

Due to upper manage¬

the bottom-line impact of

a growing number of Personnel Man¬

agers today are finding themselves under

increasing pressure

to justify large expenditures for efforts at management de¬
velopment.
therefore,

Whatever

additional

insights can be gained,

into the elusive nature of the development func¬

tion and the factors

that contribute to its success should

14

facilitate the task of demonstrating the economic worth of
this kind of corporate investment in human resources.

A third reason for pursuing the subject in greater
depth centers around the relationship that the development
function bears to two other key functions in business organ¬
izations,

namely the staffing and planning functions.

For a

company to operate effectively and efficiently and to plan
for

the future,

tions be

it

is important that key management posi¬

filled by the most qualified candidates available

when vacancies occur.
therefore,

The staffing and planning functions,

prove to be heavily dependent on the outcomes of

the management development function.
ments made in the control of
result of

additional

development

Hence,

any improve¬

the development function as a

light being shed on the nature of the

process should aid in the management of

the

staffing and planning functions.

Project Aim and Scope

The main thrust of the research effort

in this study is

to surface meaningful qualitative data regarding the manage¬
ment development process that will enable decision-makers
and information-users in corporations to derive increased

15

benefits from efforts at management development.

The study

aims primarily at shedding light on some of the inner dynam¬
ics of

the management development process as it actually op¬

erates under field conditions as perceived by those most di¬
rectly involved in the process on a day-to-day basis.

The end result of the study is an impressionistic pic¬
ture of management development

as painted by representatives

from four groups with a strong vested interest
comes of

the development process.

groups canvassed

in the out¬

The four stakeholder

included current program participants,

pro¬

gram graduates,

immediate supervisors of individuals cur¬

rently enrolled

in a formal program,

ists charged with

and HRD staff special¬

the responsibility for establishing corpo¬

rate policy and practice in this arena.

The investigation centered around the manner
large Regional

in which a

Bell Operating Company with 10,000 management

employees and 30,000

non-management employees,

dresses the issue of

initial management development.

tempt was made to examine at

currently ad¬
No at¬

length the efforts made in the

direction of middle management development or executive de¬
velopment because the study aimed at
sights

into the fundamental

surfacing some new in¬

nature and character of the man-

16

agement development function as such.

To have extended the

study to include these higher-level domains of the function
would have broadened the investigation beyond manageable
bounds.

The Regional

Bell Operating Company chosen as the locus

for gathering and analyzing the data sought
the northeast part of the country.

is located in

Historically,

the compa¬

ny had experimented with a variety of initial management de¬
velopment programs,
oped

internally.

some developed by AT&T and some devel¬

The purpose in undertaking an examination

into its policies and practices was not to conduct a program
evaluation of

any or

all of

to study the process itself.
tent of
sofar

the programs employed but rather
The structure,

these programs were of interest,

form,

therefore,

and con¬
only in¬

as they provided clues to those conditions that pro¬

mote or hinder

the development process under actual

field

conditions.

The selection of

a Regional

Bell Operating Company as

the primary data source for the study was based on three
considerations.

One reason was the fact that the Bell Sys¬

tem has

long enjoyed a reputation for being on the leading

edge of

improvements

in the field of Human Resource Develop-

17

ment.

The Bell System,

AT&T Corporate Staff,

largely under the guidance of

the

has been noted for its pioneering ef¬

forts in refining the college recruiting process to identify
promising candidates,

in employing the assessment center

concept

identifying management potential,

as a means of

in

applying the principles of job enrichment to a wide variety
of work functions,
tional

and in using university-based instruc¬

programs as a means of fostering middle management

and executive development.

A second reason for choosing a Regional Bell Operating
Company as

the setting for

that the Bell
lution of

the study is grounded in the fact

System has played a prominent role in the evo¬

the corporate classroom in this country.

Some

evidence of the leadership role played by the Bell System in
the domain of

adult

learning can be found in the fact

that

in 1971 AT&T was chosen by the Department of Labor to repre¬
sent

the United States

at an International Conference on

Training and Education held in Copenhagen.
Frank

Blount,

Vice President-Human Resources

Also,

in 1979

at AT&T,

invited to address a Senate Committee on Labor

was

and Human Re¬

sources to describe the various ways in which the Bell

Sys¬

tem sought to address the learning needs of its clerical,

18

technical,

Prior
1984

professional,

and management employees.^

to the breakup of the Bell System on January 1,

as a result of

court-ordered divestiture,

the Bell Sys¬

tem operated one of the largest networks of continuing adult
education in

the United States.

divestiture,

Bell

to support

In 1983,

the year before

System companies spent over $1.1

an extensive training,

development,

billion

and education

curriculum designed to improve the competencies of close to
one million management and non-management employees.
dition to maintaining a small
tional

In ad¬

number of centralized instruc¬

facilities dedicated to special disciplines at stra¬

tegic locations around the country,
also managed hundreds of local

Bell System companies

learning centers across the

22 regions served by the system.

The main reason for

selecting the northeast Regional

Bell Operating Company in question centered around the fact
that

this researcher,

with the company,

currently an organizational consultant

was previously involved for more than 12

6Blount, F.
(1980).
The corporate university:
Training
and education in the Bell System.
Testimony presented
to the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
June 6-7, 1979.
Washington, DC:
U.S. Government
printing Office.

19

years with the design and delivery of generic management
training programs sponsored by the company,
direct

and immediate access to all of

and hence had

the data sources

needed to complete the project.

Project Design and Research Methodology

The research for
stages.

the project was conducted in two

Phase one involved an extensive review of

the lit¬

erature on the subject of management development published
during the past ten to fifteen years.

The two main topical

areas explored were current trends in the field of manage¬
ment development

in general

and the particular policies and

practices adopted by the Bell
velopment

System with respect to the de¬

function.

Phase two involved a four-dimensional
sis of
it

the workings of

is carried out under

pany selected as

case study analy¬

the management development process as
actual

field conditions in the com¬

the observation site.

In-depth personal

interviews were conducted with 53 subjects representing all
four major stakeholder groups identified above.
tions contained

The ques¬

in the interview guide were based on the

considerations raised in the set of

five unresolved issues

20

surrounding the development
nal

function that led to the origi¬

formulation of the problem.

research effort

context

the

in phase two was to study the phenomenon of

management development
full

The ultimate goal of

in its natural setting and in its

as experienced by those closest to the process.

Intra-group and inter-group analyses were made of the com¬
ments offered by those canvassed in the study with a view to
discovering patterns,

themes,

and areas of convergence or

divergence that might help to gain new insights into the in¬
ner dynamics of the management development process.

The case study methodology used to collect and analyze
the data was chosen because of its relevance to the project
objectives.

Given the fact

that conventional

research meth¬

ods have tended more to underscore the problematical
of

the development

sic issues,
als in

the

function than to resolve some of

nature
the ba¬

and given the fact that a number of profession¬
field of research analysis have recently advo¬

cated the use of qualitative methods in the domain of pro¬
gram evaluation,

it was decided to employ the techniques of

naturalistic inquiry as the primary means of gaining in¬
creased understanding and comprehension of
development process.

the management
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The data was collected over a three month period using
three proven qualitative research techniques:
o Content

analysis of existing documentation

policy statements,

program materials,

(corporate

internal studies

and reports etc.)
o In-depth,

semi-structured personal

interviews

o On-site observation of program administration and imme¬
diate work environments

While the use of qualitative methodologies has long
been recognized as a valid and valuable research tool
such humanistic disciplines as history,
studies,

anthropology,

psychology,

sociology,

political science,

three,

religious

ethnology,

and

its extension into the domain of program evalua¬

tion is relatively new and somewhat controversial.
ter

in

therefore,

a detailed examination will

ducted into the epistemological

In chap¬
be con¬

roots of qualitative analy¬

sis in nineteenth and twentieth century German intellectual
history as a means of demonstrating the legitimacy and va¬
lidity of employing this methodology in studying adult
learning processes.

While the main thrust of this project was supported by
a qualitative approach to the subject,

more traditional,
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quantitative techniques were also used to analyze and report
the findings.
and percentages

It should be noted, however,
that

appear

that the numbers

in the data presentation section

are intended to represent orders of magnitude rather than
degrees of statistical

significance.

Some Assumptions

Qualitative analysis,

by its very nature,

excludes the

formulation and testing of hypotheses as a necessary precon¬
dition for conducting a research project.
on a
ta,

'grounded theory'
requiring that

the researcher make sense of

models or paradigms.

ever

Qualitative analysis relies on induc¬
In principle,

theoretical statements or empirical

solely in

the data

without using any external

than deductive reasoning.

made as a result of

it relies

approach to the interpretation of da¬

collected entirely from within,

tive rather

Rather,

a qualitative study,

what¬

generalizations are
should be grounded

the phenomenon under investigation and not influ¬

enced by outside considerations.

It

should be pointed out

that, while a qualitative

study is expected to be free of hypotheses,
pected to be free of

assumptions.

it

is not ex¬

The following set of

as-
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sumptions underly this particular research effort.

First,

it was assumed that the subjects selected for

the study were truly representative of

the larger universe

of the four stakeholder groups within the company,
of

the fact

that

using strict

Second,
of

in spite

the individuals chosen were not selected

random sampling techniques.

it was assumed that an increased comprehension

the inner dynamics of the management development process

as it actually operates under

field conditions will enable

decision-makers and information-users in large corporations,
both

inside and outside of

the Bell System,

to derive maxi¬

mum benefits from efforts at management development.

Third,

it was

assumed that

this researcher's previous

experience with management training and development activi¬
ties would prove to be both an advantage and a handicap in
carrying out this kind of study.
miliarity with

On the positive side,

the process would make it possible to appre¬

ciate subtle nuances in the subjects'
tions asked.

On

serve as a filter
ta.

fa¬

the negative side,

responses to the ques¬

personal biases would

in the collection and analysis of the da¬

A strong effort was therefore made to capitalize on the
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positive aspects and to minimize the subjective aspects of
this background experience.

Project Outline

Chapter one has underscored the fact that, while there
is rather widespread agreement among HRD professionals re¬
garding

the distinctive forms of

adult learning associated

with the training and education functions as carried out in
a corporate setting,

the underlying nature and character of

the management development function remains elusive.
sory review of

A cur¬

the literature shows the concept of manage¬

ment development to be extremely vague and nebulous in most
instances.

A comprehensive review of

the literature reveals

that there are at least five important unanswered questions
relating to the fundamental nature and character of
agement development function.

As a means of resolving the

problem and obtaining some meaningful
tions,

the man¬

answers to these ques¬

it was determined that a case study of the management

development process under

actual

field conditions in a large

corporate setting should be undertaken.

Chapter two represents an attempt to put
into its proper historical

context.

the problem

It contains a detailed
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review of

the literature on the subject published over the

past decade and a half since Nadler first offered his inter¬
pretation of

the adult

learning taxonomy.

The first half of

the chapter focuses on the views of HRD professionals re¬
garding

the nature of

training, development,

and education,

with particular emphasis on the development function.
second half of

the chapter contains a detailed analysis of

the policies and practices of the Bell
to management development over

Chapter

The

System with respect

the past fifty or sixty years.

three presents a detailed explanation of the

principles and techniques behind the overall design of the
project,

including an extended investigation into the epis¬

temological

roots of qualitative analysis to illustrate the

validity of using this methodology to research the problem.

In chapter

four

group comparisons of
the

the results of

responses to the questions contained in

interview guide are presented.

prehensive,
velopment

intra-group and inter¬

The end result

is a com¬

four-dimensional picture of the management de¬

process as perceived by those closest to the

process.

Chapter

five contains a summary of the findings and ex-
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pi ores some of
respect

the implications for policy and practice with

to corporate efforts at management development.

II

CHAPTER

THE PROBLEM IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Chapter one outlined the problematical character of
management development

function as it currently operates in

business and industrial settings.
put

This chapter

the problem into proper historical

the stage for

the

attempts to

perspective and set

a qualitative investigation into the nature

and character of

the development process.

In part one the results of a comprehensive review of
the

literature on the subject published over

teen years will be presented.
that

fif¬

A case will be made to show

the evidence indicates that, while most professionals

in the field of
al

the past

Human Resource Development are in fundament¬

agreement regarding the essential nature of the learning

outcomes associated with training and education activities,
they are deeply divided over the question of the nature of
the management development function.

In part two a detailed

analysis will be offered of the policies and practices of
AT&T with

respect

to the management development function

from the 1920s up to

the present.

ground information necessary for
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This will

provide oack-

interpreting some of the
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case study data to follow.

PART ONE:

A LOOK AT THE FIELD OF HRD

Corporate involvement
learning,
tistical

as noted earlier,
data suggest

tion's educational
vate

industry,

refer

that

in the domain of continuing adult
is very extensive.
a significant part of

this na¬

system is currently being managed by pri¬

a condition that has led some commentators to

to this learning network

tem."

Recent sta¬

as a "Shadow Educational Sys¬

In the opinion of some observers,

this situation

poses a serious threat to the dominant role that traditional
institutions of higher
arena.

learning have always played in this

1

Whether or

not corporate adult learning programs con¬

stitute a serious threat to the influence of
stitutions of higher
not

traditional

learning is a debatable issue.

subject to debate, however,

is the fact

What

in¬
is

that business

and industry are deeply involved in the management of adult
learning and

there is every indication that

this involvement

1 Do11, R.C.
( 1980).
Speculations on the meaning of the
trend toward corporate education.
phi Delta Kapoan,
(Jan.),

p.

336.
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will

increase rather

mum benefit

than decrease in the future.

If maxi¬

is to be derived from the various adult learning

programs conducted in a corporate setting,

then it

is impor¬

tant to narrow down the focus on exactly what the business
community is attempting to accomplish in this area.

One person who has tried to put the issue of corporate
learning into proper perspective is Leonard Nadler,
known figure in the field of adult learning.

a well

Nadler has

suggested that corporate HRD efforts are best understood in
terms of the dynamic interplay of three adult learning sub¬
systems labelled

'Training,'

'Development,'

and

'Educa-

tion.'. 2

The training function,

in Nadler's scheme,

guished from the other two by the fact
the acquisition of

that

is distin¬

it focuses on

job relevant knowledge and skill.

The

responsibility for managing this function, he contends,
rests with the first-level line organization in the corpora„ .
3
t ion.

2Nadler, L.
(1980).
Defining the field:
Is it HRD or OD?
Training and Development Journal, (June), p. 6o.
3Nadler, L.
(1981).
Implications of the HRD concept.
Training and Development Journal, (June), p.
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The education function,

in Nadler's view,

guished from the other two by the fact that it
paring individuals to handle wider

is distin¬
aims at pre¬

areas of responsibility

on future assignments in the company.

Middle management is

responsible for managing this function.

The development function,

Nadler contends,

guished from the other two by the fact
two levels.

that

is distin¬

it operates on

It has both an organizational dimension and a

personal dimension.
general growth,

The development function focuses on

seeking to prepare both the organization and

the individuals within it to meet
terminate future.

the challenges of

an inde¬

The responsibility for managing this

function is entrusted to the executive level within the cor¬
poration.

Reaction among professionals within the HRD field to
Nadler's proposed learning taxonomy covers a wide range from enthusiastically positive to neutral
tive.

At one end of

number of experts
ble,

to decidedly nega¬

the spectrum of opinion, one finds a

in the field who agree that

and perhaps even necessary,

it

is possi¬

to make certain gross,

meaningful distinctions regarding these three basic forms of
adult

learning.

At

the opposite end of

the spectrum,

one
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encounters the position that any attempt to draw clear

lines

of demarcation between various forms of adult learning is
meaningless and futile.
Sparks,

One proponent of

this view, W.

compares the current dispute regarding the estab¬

lishment of an adult learning taxonomy to the medieval scho¬
lastic debate over the number of angels who could stand on
the head of a pin,

and concludes:

By whatever method, whether we consider ourselves to be
involved in training, teaching or educating, the ulti¬
mate objective is the same:
to impose new patterns of
behavior, new habits, upon the narrow patterns and/or
the muscle responses of the students.4

The ancient Greeks,
'education'

and

Sparks points out,

'training'

interchangeably.

used the terms
The modern at¬

tempt to separate the two appears to parallel Aristotle's
attempt to distinguish what one acquires by habit

(practice)

and what one acquires by reason

In the f

nal

analysis,

he suggests,

(comprehension).

a great deal of energy could be

conserved by using the more generic term 'learning'
abandoning

the quest

for

1

and

semantic clarity in this matter.

Somewhere in between the two extremes of portraying tne

4Sparks, W.
(1976).
Should we educate the trainer
train the educator?
Training, (Feb.), p. 33.

-Or
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search for semantic clarity as being either necessary or
tile,

one encounters the view that,

fu¬

as a practical matter,

there is no pressing need to establish definitional clarity
beyond the virtually synonymous use of the three terms.
following quotation,

The

taken from the preface of a recently

published study of developing alliances between corporations
and educational

institutions,

reflects

this conviction:

For purposes of this study, no distinctions were made
regarding the terms training, education, and develop¬
ment.
Training and Development was defined as 'any ed¬
ucational activity or opportunity made available to employees' . 5

In spite of the fact that Nadler's tripartite learning
model has met with less than universal acceptance, his the¬
sis that training,
discrete forms of
useful

development,
adult

learning can nevertheless serve as

starting point for

into the management of

and education be viewed as

launching a detailed investigation

adult learning activities in a corpo¬

rate setting.

5Darkenwald, G.G.
(1983).
Perspectives on business and
industry on cooperative programs with educatio.
■
stitutions.
Adult Education Quarterly, (Summer), PP231-232.

a
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Tr aining

A comprehensive review of the literature on the subject
of

training indicates that

the vast majority of experts

within the field agree that one of the hallmarks of this
particular
acter.

form of

adult learning is its job-relevant

Duggan Laird,

field of

HRD,

char¬

a respected practitioner within the

defines training as

"the acquisition of

the

technology which permits employees to perform to stan¬
dard."6 7

As the following set of quotations clearly illustrate,
one of

the salient

features of

the training function is the

job-specific character of this particular form of adult
learning:

Training objectives focus on the development of specif¬
ic skills that will be used back on the job and can be
observed and measured in terms of improved perform¬
ance...
Training is concerned with specific, job re¬
lated behaviors expressed in terms of procedures, rules
and techniques.7

6Laird, D.
ment .

(1978).
Reading,

Approaches to training and develop¬
MA:
Addision-Wesley, p. 9.

7Parry, S. & Robinson, E.
Management development:
Train¬
ing or education?
Training and Development Journal,
(May), p. 8.
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Training relates to learning experiences that facili¬
tate or strengthen job performance.8 * * 11
Learning activities designed to improve current job
performance are what we call training.
Training objec¬
tives can be stated in specific behavioral terms.
Training pays off starting with day one back on the
job.
It deals with current needs.*
Training is primarily concerned with the improvement of
immediate on-the-job performance.
Learning associated
with training tends to be narrower in scope and more
readily measurable at employee levels below supervisor
than is learning associated with education.
At the su¬
pervisor level and above, it becomes progressively more
difficult to distinguish training from education and
development.
The training technologist is not out to educate anyone
(except perhaps his/her client), only to enable train¬
ees to perform specific job tasks under specific condi¬
tions, and to retain what they have been taught to
do.11
Training equates with technical or manual skill devel¬
opment.
Almost always, it relates directly to the
j ob.12

801son, E. & Berne, E.
HRD practitioners.
"• (May), p. 80.

(1980).
Academic preparation of
Training and Development Journal,

^Nichols, M.
(1982).
Distinguishing between education and
training-And selling them both.
Tr aining, (May), p.
32.
lOphillips, M.
(1981).
The education/training of
ers.
N.S.P.I. Journal, (Feb.), p. 14.

train¬

11 Bollettino, R.
(1980).
Why the training consultant
need not be a subject matter specialist.
N. S . P. _I_
journal, (May), p. 28.
Education in industry-Today
12peterfreund, S.
(1976)
Training
and Development Journal,
and in the future.
(May), p. 31.
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Whi16 some commentators

are inclined to restrict

the

notion of training to the acquisition of narrowly-defined
craft,

technical/

concept

13

others extend the

to include the acquisition of interpersonal

and other
tions.

and clerical skills,

skills

abilities required to perform certain job funcIndeed,

some see the training function as encom¬

passing supervisory and administrative skills.
for example,

Hawrylyshyn,

comments:

The objective of management training is to develop
highly specific and immediately useful skills.
It is
intended to prepare people to carry out well-known
tasks in well-defined job contexts.
While management
training can be given in external programmes, to devel¬
op skills common in many forms, training programmes are
normally organized internally when company-specific
practices must be taught.
The whole activity can be
described as being task oriented in so far as people
are being prepared through it to accomplish specific
tasks.14

In the final
general

analysis,

it

is possible to draw three

conclusions regarding the nature and character of

the

^springer, J.W.
(1981).
Education and training programs
in the Bell System.
In P. Doeringer (Ed.), Workplace
perspectives on education and training.
Boston, MA:
Martinue Nijhoff, pp. 105-106.
14Hawrylyshyn, b.
(1975).
ceptual framework.
In
Management development
England:
McGraw-Hill,

Management education
A con¬
B. Taylor & G. Lippitt (Eds.),
training handbook.
Maidenhead,
p. 170.
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training function as perceived by experts within the field.
First of

all,

there is a strong consensus that the training

function is distinguished by the job-relevant
its

learning outcomes.

set of

character of

Training is universally viewed as a

carefully planned,

organized,

and controlled learning

activities designed to improve some aspect of current
performance.
fact

job

The training function is distinguished by the

that it has precise goals and objectives and its learn¬

ing outcomes can be easily measured in terms of quality and
productivity.

Secondly,

it

is clear

that the training function has

evolved into highly specialized discipline within the HRD
field,

a discipline with a distinctive body of knowledge,

principles,

and concepts.

In many circles today,

ing function is often referred to as
ogy.'

One of

the hallmarks of

the

'Instructional

train¬

Technol¬

this function is the wide¬

spread use of what can be termed a 'systems engineering ap¬
proach'
of

to

the design,

learning programs.

development, delivery,

Many training specialists

building on the pioneering efforts of
the late
proach

1940s and early 1950s,

to skill development.

tailed task

and evaluation
today,

their predecessors in

employ a very structured ap-

The process begins with a de¬

analysis of the job function to be performed.
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The next step is to sketch out a behavioral blueprint or

a

ski11-knowledge map of the competencies needed to carry out
specific work operations step-by-step.

Then a complete

training program is designed and appropriate delivery sys¬
tems

are selected in order to insure the acquisition of

necessary competencies.

Perhaps two of

the

the best-known ap¬

plications of a systems engineering approach to the overall
management of the training function are to be found in the
five-step ISD (Instructional Systems Design)
by all

the major branches of the military and the seven-

phase TDS (Training Development Standards)
throughout

closes

that

premacy.

model

used

the Bell System.^

Thirdly,

a comprehensive review of the literature dis¬

there are two schools of

In one camp,

be termed a

thought vying for su¬

one finds the proponents of what may

'behavioristic'

opposing camp,

l^For

model employed

approach to learning.

In the

one encounters the advocates of what may be

a comprehensive overview of the ISD model see A hand¬
book or designers of instructional systems.
Washington, DC:
Department of the Air Force, 1974.
The TDS model is considered by AT&T to be proprietary
information and hence not to be disclosed outside of
the Bell System.
For a brief sketch of the TDS model
see C.R. MacDonald, Performance based supervisory de_^
velopment.
Amherst, MA:
Human Resource Development
Press,

1982.
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called a

'humanistic'

or

'cognitive'

turing of learning activities.
strong epistemological base.

approach to the struc¬

Both sides operate from a
The behaviorist school,

for

its part, carries on the Lockean tradition which views all
learning,

whether animal

tioning process.
other hand,

or human,

as essentially a condi¬

The humanist or cognitive school, on the

continues

the Leibnizian tradition wherein

learning is understood to be essentially a self-directed,
heuristic process.^
different spheres of
bric of training.
nant

adult learning as managed under

The behavioral

role in the area of

training,
role

Each school tends to predominate in

craft,

the ru¬

approach plays a predomi¬

clerical,

and technical

while the humanist approach plays a predominant

in human relations training and sales training.

Education

When addressing

the question of

the nature and charac¬

ter of the education function, many commentators are in-

16a concise presentation of the epistemological foundations
of the two leading schools of thought can be found in
F. Milhollan, From Skinner to Rogers.
Lincoln, NEB:
Professional Educators Publications, 1972.
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dined to begin by contrasting it with
tion.

the training func¬

Training and education are viewed as occupying posi¬

tions at opposite ends of an adult learning continuum,

a

continuum that runs from the concrete to the abstract,

from

the practical

to the theoretical.

The attempt to define ed¬

ucation by contrasting it with training is clearly evident
in recent testimony offered by Frank Blount, Vice President
HRD at AT&T,
Resources.

before a Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Blount

noted that, while training activities are

usually aimed at helping employees learn specific job-re¬
lated or work activities,

education is generally understood

to mean learning experiences designed to provide an individ¬
ual with

the general knowledge,

tudes needed for
wide range of

the skills,

and the atti¬

living in today's world and coping with a

situations.^

Branscomb and Gilmore make use of a similar bi-polar
model

in attempting to define education:
At one end of the scale, which we may regard as more
typical of training, lies measurability, narrowness of
subject matter, relevance to a particular time and

l7Blount, F.
(1980).
The corporate university:
Training
and education in the Bell System.
Testimony presented
to the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
June 6-7, 1979.
Washington, DC:
U.S. Government
printing Office.
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place, well defined range of use, and the efficiency of
information transfer.
At the other end of the scale,
more characteristic of what we mean by education, lies
exposure to contrasting assumptions and points of view,
the involvement of personal intellectual initiative,
less constrained range of use even to uncertainty about
its specific utility, and the general impossibility of
measuring on a quantitative scale the degree and quali¬
ty of acquisition of insight.18

The bi-polar

relationship between training and educa¬

tion is also highlighted by Harmon who writes:
Training is concerned with modifying observable behav¬
ior...
Education, on the other hand, is concerned with
cognitive skills.
Education is appropriate if we want
our students to be able to perform in open-ended envi¬
ronments where they will be called upon to respond to
unpredictable configurations of stimuli.
In such cir¬
cumstances, the instructional purpose shifts toward
teaching the student generalized principles, theories
or models that will allow the student to predict the
likely outcomes of various courses of action.
In ef¬
fect, the student gets heuristics instead of algorithms
and is expected to develop unique solutions for prob¬
lems that he or she will encounter.1^

Lusterman attempts to summarize the essential differ¬
ence between these two forms of

adult learning by stating

that training activities focus on skill
practice,

acquisition through

while education activities center

18Branscomb, L.M. & Gilmore, P.
( 1975).
vate industry.
Daedalus, (Winter),

around informa-

Education in pri¬
pp. 226-227.

19Harmon, P.
(1981).
The conceptualization of instruc¬
tional design.
N.S.P.I. Journal, (June), p. 20.
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tion,

concepts,

abilities.

20

and the development of broad intellectual

The notion that education has a broadening

effect on the intellectual development of
clearly orchestrated

the learner

is

in the following set of quotations:

Education is concerned with the development of the
mind, the transmission of knowledge, the ability to
reason.
Industry's efforts to 'educate' are less di¬
rected to the immediate job surroundings and more to
the growth of the individual's knowledge base.
It is
'liberal' whereas training is almost purely vocation¬
al . 2i

Education is concerned with broad, general objectives
that are often expressed in terms of values, attitudes
and perceptions...
Like our past courses in history,
government, economics or literature, we gained under¬
standing.
We did not acquire skills.22

20Lusterman, S.
(1975).
Education in industry.
The Conference Board, p. 5.

New York:

21peter f reund, S.
( 1976).
Education in i ndustr y —Tod ay
and in the future.
Training and Development Journal,
(May),

p.

30.

22Parry, S. & Robinson, E.
(1976).
ment:
Training or education?
Journal, (May), p. 8.

Management developTraining and Development
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Education refers to the development of the whole per
son-—socially, intellectually and physically.23

The function of education is to provide the student
with the capacity for analyzing and solving problems
that confront him in his occupation, in his society and
within himself.24

Finally,

in commenting upon the distinctive character of

the learning outcomes associated with

the education function,

Hawrylyshyn observes:
Management education aims at developing a broad range
of abilities, based on appropriate knowledge, attitudes
and skills, to enable managers to cope with a large va¬
riety of organizational contexts.
It is not, there¬
fore, task or organization specific.
It is broader in
scope and has a longer time scale of utility than has
training.
It is more man than task or job oriented.25

23preeman, R.D., Cooper, G.L. & Stumpf, F.S.
(1982).
Man¬
agement education:
Issues in theory, research and
practice.
Chichester, England:
John Wiley & Sons, p.
89.
24Luxemberg, S.
(1978/79).
(Dec.-Jan. ), p. 35.

Education at AT&T.

Change,

25Hawrylyshyn, B.
(1975).
Management education-A con¬
ceptual framework, In B. Taylor & G. Lippitt (Eds.),
Management development training handbook.
Maidenhead,
England:
McGraw-Hill, p. 170.
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Some comment at or s, however,

see education programs con¬

ducted under corporate auspices as having a somewhat narrow¬
er

focus.

Such programs,

they argue,

are intended to enable

individuals to assume higher levels of responsibility within
the company.

Olson and Berne,

for example, maintain that

"education relates to learning experiences that prepare peopie for different or new jobs in the future."
view is expressed by Nichols,

A similar

for whom education includes:

activities that, we hope, will improve employee compe¬
tence beyond that required for the job now held.
This
is knowledge acquisition in preparation for a higher
place in the organization.
There may be no immediate
benefits.
It deals with possible future needs.27

The extensive involvement of business and industry in
the management of continuing adult learning programs has led
some commentators to speculate on the reasons why corpora¬
tions would want

to move into a domain traditionally viewed

as the exclusive province of institutions of higher
Robert Rehder suggests

that

the main catalyst

learning.

in this move

has been the serious failure on the part of business and

260ison,

E. & Berne, E.
HRD practitioners.

(May),

p.

(1980).
Academic preparation of
Training and Development Journal,

80.

27michols, M.
(1982).
Distinguishing between education
and training- —And selling them both.
Training, (May),
p.

32.
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management schools to offer

a more balanced curriculum.28

The majority of business and management schools, he con¬
tends,

place too high a premium on the technical

and voca¬

tional

aspects of higher education and have failed to heed

the advice offered in two important studies in the field of
higher business education.
Report,

he notes,

A recent Ford Foundation Study

concluded that collegiate business educa¬

tion should be geared toward enabling individuals to manage
their entire careers and not simply toward landing a first
job.

At

the same time,

recommended that

a recently published Carnegie Report

the primary emphasis in business education

programs should be placed on the development of those abili¬
ties and strategies needed for confronting problems and sit¬
uations in later
pects of

life,

rather than on mastering detailed as¬

a particular subject matter.

It

is primarily the

failure on the part of the educational community to meet
real

needs of

the

adult learner,

Rehder

argues,

the

that has

forced American corporations to- attempt to meet the educa¬
tional

needs- of

their employees by sponsoring

their own con-

28Rehder, R.R.
( 1982).
American business education-Is
it too late to change?
Sloan Management Review,
(Winter), p. 63.
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tinuing adult education programs.

Some commentators on the growing phenomenon of corpo¬
rate involvement

in

the management of

adult education pro¬

grams insist that corporate adult learning programs and collegiste

liberal

arts programs should be viewed as complemen¬

tary and mutually supportive of one another,
antithetical,

as many contend.

Smith suggests,

it

At

29

Norman

is possible to identify two different
'liberal'

and

Drawing on the ideas of John Henry Newman,

fluential

19th century educator,

Smith develops

'use-

an in¬

regarding the transition

from the world of the university to the world of
ration,

than as

the adult level,

kinds of education which can be labelled
ful.'

rather

the thesis

that

the corpo¬

the domain of

liberal

education has been entrusted solely to the colleges and uni¬
versities,

while corporations are charged with

bility for

assisting adults

knowledge.

edge in general,
liberal

in the acquisition of useful

The ultimate goal of company-sponsored adult ed¬

ucation programs,

in

the responsi¬

he maintains,
as

it

is not the pursuit of knowl¬

is in institutions of higher

arts programs, but

rather

learning

constructive and effec-

29smith, N.R.
(1980).
Corporate training and the liberal
arts.
Phi Delta Kappan, (Jan.), pp. 311-313.
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tive

job performance.

At

the same time, however,

the primary emphasis is on the practical

although

and the useful,

corporate learning programs generally do exhibit a humanis¬
tic thrust.

The one thing that corporate learning programs

cannot provide for
or

the kind of

adults is a true liberal

knowledge that

to push beyond what

arts education

is required if individuals are

are currently perceived to be the

ultimate limits of human potential.

In the final

analysis,

a detailed examination of

the

literature on the subject leads to three important conclu¬
sions regarding the state-of-the-art of

the management of

adult education programs in a corporate setting.
all,

there is a strong consensus

that

First of

the distinctive char¬

acter of the education function is perhaps best understood
by contrasting

the nature of

of the training function.
as occupying positions
continuum,

at opposite ends of an adult learning

from the particular to the universal,

to the theoretical.

and job-specific.
oriented.

Training and education are viewed

a continuum that stretches from the concrete to

the abstract,
practical

the learning involved with that

from the

Training is narrow in scope

Education is broad in scope and person-
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Secondly,
of

one of

adult learning,

the hallmarks of

this particular

form

most commentators agree,

is its essen¬

tially open-ended and broadening character.

in the final

analysis,

education involves the process of learning how to

learn and how to prepare for

the future.

function focuses on information,
principles,

The education

concepts, opinions,

and contrasting viewpoints.

general

its ultimate goal

is to prepare the learner to operate in a wide range of sit¬
uations,

some of which may transcend the immediate work en-

vir onment.

Finally,

corporate education programs are generally

viewed as having a strong business focus,

in the sense of

preparing individuals to function more effectively in busi¬
ness situ at ions.

Corporations are not really in

ness of providing adults with a liberal
This is still

ees

to meet

times,

arts education.

seen as the proper domain of

universities.

the colleges and

Corporate education aims at preparing employ¬

the challenges of

however,

the busi¬

an indeterminate future.

At

corporations find themselves forced to be¬

come more deeply involved in the education process

than they

might want to be due to the failure of business and manage¬
ment schools to offer

a balanced curriculum.
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Development

While

a detailed review of the literature reveals a

strong consensus among HRD specialists regarding

the dis¬

tinctive nature and character of adult learning outcomes as¬
sociated with

the training and education functions,

becomes clear

that there is very little,

if any,

it soon

agreement

regarding the nature of

the management development

beyond the fact

focuses on the general growth and

that it

function

development of individuals within a given work environment.
The researcher soon discovers that the term 'management de¬
velopment'

means different

things to different people.

literature reflects a wide range of philosophical
to

The

approaches

the question of what constitutes management development

and a number of diverse practices regarding the management
of

the function.

It

is possible to identify at least

five

different schools of thought on the subject of management
development.

Relationship to Training and Education

One approach to defining
function is to

link

it

the nature of

the development

closely to either the training or

education function by underscoring

the

the close affinity that
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exists between the end products.

Those who adopt

proach are divided into two camps.

this ap¬

The members of one camp

maintain that a close relationship exists between the learn¬
ing outcomes of both the training and the development func¬
tions and that
experiences,
under

as a consequence all

whether

formal or

the single heading of

job-related learning

informal,

should be grouped

'Training and Development.'

Wexley and Latham defend this position and propose that the
field of

training and development be defined as

"a planned

effort by an organization to facilitate the learning of

job-

related behaviors on the part of employees."30

The members of the other camp consider the development
process
tion.

to be more closely related to the education func¬
One commentator on the subject,

plicitly rejects

Charles Bowen,

ex¬

the view that management development should

be equated with management training and contends that organ¬
izations do themselves a serious disservice when they confuse the two.

31

Management development,

he argues,

is more

30wexley, K. & Latham, G.
(1981).
Developing and training
human resources in organizations.
Glenview, ILL:
Scott Foreman, p. 3.
31 Bowen, C.P.
( 197 3).
ment development.
pp. 85-86.

Let's put realism back into manage¬
Harvard Business Review, (July-Aug.),
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closely related to the education function insofar as it

is a

process whereby individuals learn to make increasingly im¬
portant decisions under pressure,

In a similar vein,

and make them right.

Phillips develops the thesis that

the development function made a place for

itself

in

the are¬

na of adult learning by assuming some of the meaning once
accorded to education.
continuum,

32

he contends,

the education function,

At some point along the learning
the training function shades into
and the education function,

gradually shades into development.
velopment programs, he maintains,
interpersonal skills,
dimensions of personal

in turn,

Corporate management de¬
aim at character building,

self-awareness,

and other

important

growth and development.

Parry and Robinson are also among those who view the
development function as being more akin to the education
function than

the training function.

They write:

Common to the parlance of training directors and per¬
sonnel administrators is a dichotomy in the use of the
words 'training' and 'development.'
One trains non-ex-

32Phillips, M.
(1981).
The education/training of train¬
ers.
N.S.P.I. Journal, (Feb.).
p. 14.
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empt employees, salespersons, and first—line supervis¬
ors.
One develops managers and executives.
Training
is specific, well-defined, and measurable; development
is often ill-defined and largely synonymous with educa¬
tion. ..
Organizations must devote far more time and
energy to determining the goals of management develop¬
ment than in the past.
It is essential that top man¬
agement articulate what combination of training and
education is desired, and how the results will be measur ed.33

A Unique Form of Adult Learning

A second approach to the question of management devel¬
opment adopted by a number of professionals within the HRD
field is the view that

the management development function

transcends both training and education and consequently rep¬
resents a wholly unique form of
within a corporate setting.
ments of

adult learning acquired

In addition to embracing ele¬

both training and education as part of

the process,

the management development function includes a number of
other

learning activities such as

signments,
ing.

job rotation,

special

as¬

developmental performance appraisals and coach¬

One proponent of

this view attempts to delineate the

33parry, S. & Robinson, E.
(1976).
ment:
Training or education?
journal, (May), pp. 8-9.

Management develop
Training and Development
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transcendent

character of

this particular

form of

adult

learning in the following terms:
Development/ as it is used in the industry, is the
broadest of the three terms.
it not only embraces
'training' and 'education' but also contains efforts at
developing character, interpersonal skills, self-aware¬
ness, and other dimensions of personal growth and be¬
havior . 34

And Hawrylyshyn,

another

advocate of this position,

writes:
Management development encompasses the whole, complex
process by which managers as individuals learn, grow,
and improve their abilities to perform professional
management tasks.
It involves, first and foremost,
learning on the job through experience...
Learning on
the job can, and often is, enhanced and accelerated by
a variety of instruments and activities such as devel¬
opment-oriented performance appraisals, career plan¬
ning, job rotation, participation in task forces,
project teams, junior boards, and special assignments.
Occasional participation in formal training or educa¬
tional programmes should be an integral part of the
overall management development process.35

Education in industry-Today
34peterfreund, S.
(1976 ).
Training and Development Journal,
and in the future.
(May), p. 31.
35nawrylyshyn, B.
(1975).
ceptual Framework.
In
Management development
England:
McGraw-Hill,

Management education-A ConB. Taylor & G. Lippitt (Eds.),
traininq handbook.
Maidenhead,
p. 170.
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Relationship to Organizational Change

A third approach found in the literature reflects the
view that one of

the distinctive features of

function is its dual

focus.

It aims at increasing the ef¬

fectiveness of both the organization as
ual managers within the organization.
the management development process,
position argue,
backdrop of
ration.

the development

a whole and individ¬
The main thrust of

the proponents of

this

can only be properly understood against the

the specific needs and objectives of

the corpo¬

While training and education clearly have a primary

focus on the individual

learner,

the management development

process exhibits an additional organizational dimension.
The twin focal points of
lighted

the development

process

are high¬

in the following quotation:

Management development is a term much bandied about in
supervisory literature and usually refers to almost any
training program conducted in an industrial or business
setting...
Management development, however, is more
than a series of general programs; it is a growth
process which includes the exposure of individuals to
material of both general and specific interest.
Pre¬
cise and relev ant information is necessary for individual growth, and it must be tailored to meet specific
company and individual needs.36

(1970).
A custom36jobe, E.D., Boxx, W. R. & Howell, D.L.
management
development.
Personnel
ized approach to
Journal. (Mar . ), p. 150.
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Indeed,
tends

that

primary

one

impetus

the

changing
in

the

commentators on

the management development

organizational
both

group of

from

the widespread

change

organization

set

function derives

phenomenon of

and the corresponding need
and

circumstances.

following

the subject

of

individuals
This

theme

within

it

con¬
its

continuous
to prepare

to

adapt

to

is clearly orchestrated

quotations:

Management development programs are based on the under¬
standing that continuous organizational adjustment re¬
quires a parallel continuous development of the manage¬
rial staff through planned learning activities.
Thus,
management development programs are vital components in
the process of organizational change, since they are
responsible for preparing the managerial staff to cope
successfully with environmental and internal changes...
The major objective of management development programs
is to change managerial behavior in order to facilitate
the achievement of present and future organizational
goals.37

Development relates to learning experiences that build
on workers' potential to respond to new organizational
needs or goals.38

37zeira, Y.
(1974
development.

.
The systems approach to management
Fall), p. 65.
Organization Dynamics,

380ison, E. & Berne, E.
HRD practitioners.
(May),

p.

80.

(1980).
Academic preparation of
Training and Development Journaj^,
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Activities that increase the competence and ability of
employees to progress within the organization as it
changes and grows can be classed under development.
Specific, required behaviors have not yet been identi¬
fied because the future conditions and proficiency
standards are unknown.
Development may pay off some¬
time in the future.
It deals with predicted needs.39

... development is concerned with preparing the employ¬
ees so they can 'move with the organization as it de¬
velops, changes and grows'...
The development activity
often takes the form of university enrollments for top
executives.
They can thus acquire new horizons, new
technologies, new viewpoints.
They can lead the entire
organization to newly developed goals, postures and en¬
vironments.
This is perceived as a way to maintain
growth and development for the entire organization, and
not just for the individual.40

39Nichols, M.
(1982).
Distinguishing between education
and tr aining-And selling them both.
Training, (May),
p.

32.

40Laird, D.
ment.

( 1978 ).
Reading,

Approaches to training and develop
MA:
Addison-Wesley, p. 9-10.
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The two-dimensional

character of

the management devel¬

opment function is also reflected in the writings of those
HRD specialists who adopt a systems view of

the personnel

function and stress the importance of integrating the man¬
agement development process with both individual
planning and organizational
Fobrum,

and Tichy,

succession planning.

for example,

career
Dev anna,

note:

Activities designed to insure that individuals are pro¬
perly equipped with skills and knowledge to carry out
their jobs fall into the management development catego¬
ry.
These activities range from simple job training
for lower-level employees to long-term development of
senior executives.
The three major areas of the devel¬
opment process are:
(1) job improvement:
the develop¬
ment of specific job skills and competencies; (2) ca¬
reer planning:
a longitudinal focus on individual
growth and development in relation to organizational
opportunities; (3) succession planning:
the organiza¬
tional focus on insuring an adequate supply of human
resource talent for projected needs in the future based
on strategic plans.41

41 Dev anna, M.A., Fobrum, C.J. & Tichy, N.M.
(1981).
Human
resource management:
A strategic approach.
Organization Dynamics, (Winter), p. 55.
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All

Development

is Self-development

A fourth approach to defining the essential
the management development process is to adopt
that all development,
opment.

in the final

The proponents of

analysis,

nature of

the position

is self-devel¬

this view maintain that

the real

key to managing the management development function lies in
recognizing the fact

that all development

is dependent upon

the intentions and motivation of the individual being devel¬
oped.

Kur

and Pedlar,

of John Gardner

after noting the pioneering efforts

and Chris Argyris to lay the foundations for

a self-improvement approach to the development process, de¬
velop the thesis that all efforts at management development
are wholly dependent on the individual manager and that,
a result,

as

the responsibility for managing that function can

in no way be relegated to either

the corporation or

the im-

_
.
42
mediate supervisor.

4 2{<ur, E.C. & Pedlar, M.J.
development.
Tr aining
p. 19.

(1982).
Innovative management
and Development Journal, (Jan.),
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A similar view is expressed by Livingston who argues
forcefully that the individual management person has the
primary responsibility for recognizing the need to adapt to
changing circumstances by taking the initiative and embark¬
ing on a program of self-development.43

A common theme expressed
development
else.

is

the notion that

in this approach to management
no one can develop someone

This principle is clearly evident in the view ex¬

pressed by Roy Walters,
Development at AT&T.
shown

that

a former Director of

Walters believes that experience has

those managers who are successful

subordinates recognize that all development
ment

Employment and

at developing
is self-develop-

and therefore seek to provide opportunities

for

their

reporting people to grow and develop themselves on the
job.44

Effective managers, he argues,

do not

attempt to

43Livingston, J.S.
(1983).
New trends in applied manage¬
ment development.
Training and Development Journal,
(Jan.) p. 19.
4 4Walter s, R.W.
( 1 978).
You can't develop another.
Training and Development Journal, (Sept.), p. 38.
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develop others.

Rather,

they provide the means whereby

their subordinates develop themselves.

Mandt,
velopment,
velopment
er,

another

advocate of

insists that,
involves

this view of management de¬

while the process of management de¬

the interaction of

the nature of the job,

total work environment

the individual manag¬

the style of supervision,

in which the process occurs,

the individual manager who must assume full
for

the management of

that,

the process.

45

and the
it is

responsibility

Desatnick

also notes

while the management development process always occurs

within a specific corporate context and with company sup¬
port,

the nature of the learning involved is such that the

individual manager must assume complete responsibility for
managing his or her own growth and development.

E.J.
opment.

4$Mandt,

46DeSatnick,

agement.
p.

15.
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(1979).
A basic model of management devel¬
Personnel Journal, (June), p. 395.
R.L.
(1972).
Innovative human resource manNew York:
American Management Association,
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Selective Recruitment versus Formal

Development

A fifth approach to management development found in the
literature reflects

the paradoxical view that

the key to

management development lies in resisting the temptation of
trying to develop people.
velopment,
cruitment.

The real secret to management de¬

some HRD specialists assert,
There is strong evidence,

is selective re¬

they point out,

which

suggests that managerial skills tend to remain relatively
stable over time.
to channel

Corporations

therefore,

are well

advised

their energies in the direction of improved re¬

cruitment and placement techniques rather than attempting to
improve the competence of veteran employees using formal de¬
velopment programs.

One of the leading proponents of the view that corpora¬
tions should selectively recruit talented individuals with
management potential
that will

and then place them in an environment

allow them to find their appropriate level

organization is Douglas Bray.
psychologist,

Bray,

a former

Bell

in the

System

comments:

Private industry is replete with development programs
for management trainees, and these efforts find their
counterparts in the government and the military.
De¬
velopment efforts include rotation between assignments,
coaching, and formal courses both inside and outside
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the organization.
The effects of these efforts are
still debatable.
A recent comprehensive evaluation of
research on the results of management development pro¬
grams (Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler and Weick, 1970) has
concluded that their value is still very much in doubt.
It is possible to assert without fear of scientific
contradiction that managers merely find their proper
level, given the opportunity, and that there are no
significant changes in management ability after gradua¬
tion from college.47
y

Bray goes on to note that,
mains open

while the possibility re¬

that more deliberate and concentrated efforts at

development might be more successful,
on

the assumption that

it

is best to proceed

fundamental managerial

planning,

decision making,

abilities,

such

as organizing,

problem solv¬

ing,

and leadership skills cannot be expected to improve as

the result of participation in structured management devel¬
opment programs.

Douglas and Francine Hall,

career development special¬

ists who have worked on a number of HRD projects for
Bell

System,

the

noted that the prevailing philosophy at AT&T

has always reflected the belief that carefully sequenced job
assignments have a far greater impact on an individual's man-

47[3ray, D.W., Campbell, R.J. & Grant, D.L.
( 1 974).
Forma¬
tive years in business:
A long-term AT&T study of_rnangerial lives.
New York:
John Wiley & Sons, pp. 3-4.
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management development
penence.

48

1.

training ex-

A close examination of the policies and prac¬

tices regarding
they observe,

than any other kind of

the management development function at AT&T,

reveals a three-fold strategy:

Emphasize the development of high potential

indi¬

viduals identified through the management assess¬
ment process.
2.

Set specific departmental performance objectives
based on the competencies needed to hold a given
management position.

3.

Train immediate supervisors to provide management
trainees with learning experiences designed to fa¬
cilitate individual growth and development.

In a similar vein,

Digman calls

attention to the fact

tat AT&T has withdrawn its sponsorship of formal

in-house

management development programs across the Bell System and
has scaled back drastically on its support of university
programs for

the development of executives.

49

The cardinal

D.T. & Hall, F.S.
(1976).
What's new in career
management?
Organizational Dynamics, (Summer), p. 20.

48nall,

49Digman, L.A.
(1978).
How well-managed organizations de¬
velop their executives.
Organizational Dynamics,
(Fal1), p. 65.
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principle underlying the management of
opment function at AT&T,
well

rather

he notes,

than devote time,

the management devel¬

is to recruit

and place

money and energy to formal

management development programs.

Summary and Conclusion

A detailed examination of the published views of HRD
theorists and practitioners regarding the essential nature
of

adult learning programs conducted by corporations under

the headings of Training,

Development,

and Education enables

one to draw a couple of conclusions regarding the current
st ate-of-the-art.

First,
that

specialists in the field are generally agreed

training and education represent distinctively differ¬

ent forms of

adult learning.

The training function is gen¬

erally viewed as being very narrow in scope and focused on
the acquisition of
education function,

job-specific knowledge and skills.
on the other hand,

The

is generally seen as

an open-ended process which aims at providing the learner
with

a broad range of competencies needed to confront an in¬

determinate future.
ing

a bi-polar

Training and education are seen as hav¬

relation,

occupying positions

at opposite ends
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of

an adult learning continuum.

Second^

commentators are deeply divided over the ques¬

tion of what constitutes management development.

The term

'management development' means different things to different
people.

A comparison of

the various approaches taken to de¬

fining and managing the development function surfaces at
least
tion.

four unresolved issues that warrant

further investiga¬

Four major questions remain unanswered,
1.

What

is

namely:

the precise relationship between manage¬

ment development and the training and education
functions?
or

the other or does it

type of
2.

Is development inseparably tied to one
represent a wholly unique

adult learning in a corporate setting?

What group or

groups of employees constitute the

primary target population for corporate manage¬
ment development programs?
velopment
hires,

Should management de¬

programs be geared

to new college

to those recently promoted into management

from the non-management ranks,
candidates, or

to high potential

to the management population in

gener al?
3.

What specific competencies are needed in order
an individual

to be successful

for

in a management po-
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sition?

Are these skills innate or can they be

acquired?

Are they stable over time or can they

be improved to a significant degree through train¬
ing and practice?
4.

Where should one assign the primary locus of re¬
sponsibility for managing the development

process?

Does the responsibility reside with the individual
manager being developed,
the corporation,

Third,

or

the immediate supervisor,

a combination of all three?

the literature is replete with normative models

and paradigms for designing and administering management de¬
velopment program and with narrative descriptions of what
steps particular

companies have taken to refine the manage¬

ment development process.

There is, however,

little quali¬

tative data available regarding the various personal,
tional,

and environmental

forces

situa¬

that shape and mold the

management development process under

actual

field conditions

The four unresolved issues outlined above,

together

with the scarcity of useful qualitative data regarding in¬
ternal

and external

forces that strongly influence the man¬

agement development process, provided a clear

focus for

case study that

the research

served as

the cornerstone for

the
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project.
gional
point

Since the case study was conducted within a Re¬

Bell Operating Company,

it will be helpful

to examine more closely the approach taken by AT&T to

human resource development in general
development process

PART TWO:

and to the management

in particular.

AT&T'S APPROACH TO HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

The corporate staff
for

at this

at AT&T has long been recognized

its pioneering efforts in the field of human resource

management.

The famous Hawthorne studies of

the

1920s and

the more recent longitudinal study of managerial effective¬
ness

are but two examples of

the Bell

System's long and deep

involvement with the effective and efficient management of
human resources.

The four topical

areas to be explored in

this section cover major experiments conducted by AT&T in
the

field of human resource management over

decades.
o

the past-seven

They include:
The refinement of organized campus interviewing
techniques

o

The development of university-based programs for
executive education

o

The use of

assessment centers to evaluate manage¬

ment potential
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o

The completion of a twenty year longitudinal study
of managerial effectiveness

Campus Recruiting

Organized campus recruiting on the part of

large compa¬

nies seeking qualified candidates for entry-level management
positions has its roots in the early part of this century.
History shows

that prior to World War

I

the Bell System was

in the vanguard of those companies that sought to refine the
use of

college recruiting techniques.

coordinated plan for
lege hires was put

campuses
sonal

In

1922 a single,

the recruitment of promising new col¬

in place across

The plan called for

50

the entire Bell System.

a three-person team to visit college

in order to gather background data and conduct per¬

interviews with promising candidates for management

training positions within

the telecommunications industry.

Each

recruiting team was composed of a representative from

Bell

Laboratories

AT&T),
cal

(the research and development

Western Electric

(the manufacturing arm),

Bell Operating Company.

arm of
and the lo¬

The plan called for initial

50Bridgemen, D.S.
(1930).
Success in college and busi¬
ness.
Personnel Journal, (Jan.), pp. 1-19.
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background information on potential
tained

new hires to to be ob¬

from the data contained on application forms,

ered in brief personal

interviews,

uncov¬

and drawn from other on-

campus sources such as faculty members or

the registrar.

The most qualified candidates were then scheduled for a sec¬
ond,

or sometimes a third,

in-depth personal

interview be¬

fore being offered an entry-level management position within
the system.

Research

into the effectiveness of the college recruit¬

ing techniques employed by the Bell System was conducted
from the mid-1920s through the mid-1950s.

This research was

expanded during the late 1950s when Frederick Kappel,
Chairman of
study into
gram.

the Board at AT&T,
the effectiveness of

the

commissioned an in-depth
the college recruiting pro¬

A research team examined the careers of more than

17,000 management hires and eventually concluded that,
earlier studies had indicated,
between

as

a strong correlation exists

the job performance of college graduates hired into

the system and their
while in college.

academic or scholastic performance

In Kappel's words:

The figures show that the single most reliable predic¬
tive indicator of a college graduate's success in the
Bell System is his rank in the graduating class.
A far
greater proportion of high-ranking than low-ranking
students have qualified for the larger responsibilities.
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Forty-five percent of the men in the top academic third
were in our top salary third; while of those in the
lowest third of their graduating class, only 26 percent
made the top salary third.51

While there is some evidence that college quality also
makes a difference,

Kappel

notes,

rank

in class ultimately

proves to be the most significant factor in predicting fu¬
ture success in a management position.

There is also some

indication that there is a correlation between achievement
in non-academic activities while in college and later

job

performance in a management position, but only in those in¬
stances where there was real

accomplishment and not simply

participation in extracurricular

activities.

The success of college recruiting programs,
serves, has some important implications for

Kappel

ob¬

the management

development process.The primary goal of the educational
system at all
of

levels is

the individual,

the overall

growth and development

whereas the primary aim of the business

enterprise is to carry on the business and not to educate

SlRappel, F.R.
(1964).
Business purpose and performance.
New York:
Duell, Sloan & Pearce, p. 180.
See also
From the world of college to the world of work.
9e ^
Telephone Magazine, (Spring, 1962), pp. 3-16.
52Kappel,

F.R.,

pp.

230-231.
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people.

Development,

that occurs prior

therefore,

to assuming a management position.

this condition does not rule out
ment

if placed

underscores

must be seen as something

later growth and develop¬

in a favorable environment,

the fact

While

Kappel argues,

it

that individuals are responsible for

continuing to develop their own capabilities after they are
placed in a management position.

It also means

that corpo¬

rations should rely more on selective recruiting and place¬
ment

and less on formal development

programs in attempting

to find qualified candidates for middle management positions.

University-based Development Programs

During the 1950s AT&T experimented with a novel and in¬
novative approach to the process of management development,
at the middle

and upper

levels in the management hierarchy,

by sponsoring a set of university-based humanities programs
as a means of promoting managerial growth and develop„ 53
ment .

53bowden, G.T. & Greenleaf, R.K.
( 1970).
The study of tne
humanities as an approach to executive development^.
New York:
AT&T.
See also M.S. Viteles, Long-range im
pact of a programme of humanistic studies for business
executives on management attitudes and behavior.
i_Q
hprnaHonal Review of Applied Psychology, (Aug., 1955).
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The impetus

for

this experiment came from Cleo F.

who assumed the presidency of AT&T in 1951.
that

Craig

Craig believed

something had to be done immediately to stimulate the

growth and development of middle and upper managers in the
business.

Twenty years of austerity in the Bell System fol¬

lowing the compression of the business after the Depression
and

the rapid expansion of

the business after World War II,

with no significant influx of managerial talent during that
time,

had taken its toll on the availability of capable peo¬

ple to assume top leadership positions within the industry.
Craig's view of management development was strongly influ¬
enced by Chester Barnard.
of

the humanities,

He was convinced that the study

with its broadening effect, would provide

a more long-range value for
tial managers within

the development of high poten¬

the business

than the study of day-to-

day problems associated with the operation of a business en¬
terprise.
staff
Bell

As a result,

in 1952 he commissioned the AT&T

to initiate a process of management development for
Operating Companies grounded in university-based pro¬

grams in the study of humanities.

The

first step in the creation of

this new program of

management development was the establishment of
tute of Humanistic Study of

the Insti¬

the University of Pennsylvania
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in 1952.
for

This move was a very controversial one,

because

the first time in history young business managers were

to be placed in a university setting for ten months with the
avowed purpose of studiously avoiding the mundane problems
related to

the daily management of

the telecommunications

industry.

Each Bell Operating Company was allowed to send one
candidate a year to

the University of Pennsylvania program.

Between 1953 and 1960 one hundred and thirty-four high po¬
tential managers
the program.

from across

Conferees attended lectures, participated in

seminar discussions,
cert halls.

the Bell System participated in

and visited museums,

theaters,

and con¬

Outside speakers were brought in to address the

conferees on a wide range of subjects including the humani¬
ties,
sic,

the social
and drama.

and physical

sciences, philosophy,

art,

mu¬

No examinations were administered and no

academic credit was granted but Dr.
psychology department

at

Morris Viteles of the

the university conducted follow-up
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evaluations of

the program.^

The initial

success of the program at the University of

Pennsylvania led to an expansion of
locations around the country.
sonnel

the experiment

at other

Two members of the AT&T Per¬

Relations staff responsible for

the administration of

these programs summarized the rapid expansion of the experi¬
ment of

the following terms:

Under the impetus of this initial effort, Craig then
encouraged his staff at American Telephone and Tele¬
graph to arrange similar shorter programs at other in¬
stitutions.
There ensued a 14 week program at
Swarthmore College in the Fall and Spring (1956-1961);
an eight-week program at Northwestern University three
times a year (1957-1961); and eight-week summer ses¬
sions at Dartmouth and Williams (1956-1961).
In total
70 attended Swarthmore, and a total of 739 attended the
three eight-week programs.
At all five schools exten¬
sive discussions were held between faculty and adminis¬
trators and Bell System representatives concerning the
development needs of prospective students as perceived
within the business.
But each institution designed and
staffed its own program—and each was quite different
in content.
All expenses were borne by the company.55

5^Program of humanistic studies for bell system executives
-Univ. of Pennsylvania ( 1953-1960)-Long-range impact
on managerial attitudes and behavior:
A follow-up sur¬
vey .
Privately printed by Bell Telephone Company of
Philadelphia, 1969.
55eowden, G.T. & Greenleaf, R.K.
(1970).
The study of the
humanities as an approach to executive development.
New York:
AT&T, p. 5.

All of

the programs shared a common goal.

They were

designed to assist responsible, mature, competent Bell

Sys¬

tem managers in learning and working in a future environment
that could not be clearly defined.

The main thrust of each

program was to inculcate an analytical and experimental
proach to dealing with issues.
ing a sustained interest

ap¬

Each also aimed at develop¬

in personal

growth and development

throughout one's entire career.

Some of the programs also addressed specific problems
associated with

the management development process.

Dartmouth-Wi1liams experiment,

for example,

focused on the

phenomenon of waning interest in growth during
years of life.
normal

The

the middle

There was evidence that suggested that the

incentives which proved to be adequate for sustaining

interest,

responsibility,

and competence in the early years

often failed to provide sufficient momentum to continue the
search

for development during the critical middle years.

The Dartmouth-Wi11iams experiment was geared toward explor¬
ing what additional

impetus is needed to sustain interest

in

continued growth and development during the middle years.
Specifically,
of

these programs aimed at broadening the range

interest and expanding the habit of

ing awareness of current social,

inquiry,

political,

at sharpen¬

and economic
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trends,

and at laying the groundwork for

a sustained program

of self-development.

Preliminary evaluations of the experiment with employ¬
ing

the study of

the humanities as

a management development

tool, based mainly on interview and questionnaire data,
dicated that

the vast majority of

in¬

those who participated in

the programs felt that they had benefited from the experi¬
ence.

Most indicated that

thinking with
sues,

respect to social, economic,

and political

read more widely and selectively than before,

cultural
ance,

they had improved their critical

interests,

suing their

pursued

and exhibited more understanding,

self-confidence,

and greater personal

is¬

toler¬

freedom in pur¬

careers.

The experiment with humanities programs as a means of
fostering management development, however,
shortlived.

In 1958 Frederick Kappel,

President of AT&T,

proved to be

the newly appointed

established a committee to review the en¬

tire area of upper management education in the Bell
and make recommendations regarding its improvement.

System
The

committee was charged with finding ways of bringing along
the next generation of top managers within the business and
devising an approach to management development that would oe
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challenging,

business oriented,

ing an interest

in continued self-development,

gard at

the same time for

liberal

arts.

with full

the broadening influence of

After considerable study,
cluded that,

and geared toward stimulat¬

despite high-level

re¬

the

the committee members con¬
support

for

the project and

widespread acceptance on the part of program participants,
the humanities experiment was too controversial
conclusive to be continued.

As a consequence,

and too in¬
the final

committee report contained the recommendation that AT&T drop
its sponsorship of the project but allow individual Operat¬
ing Companies to continue to send managers to the programs
if they wished:

The report also recommended that future ef¬

forts at middle and upper management development be more se¬
lective,

more incisive,

problems of

and more focused on the foreseeable

the business.

The recommendations of the committee were accepted and
implemented.
terminated

The majority of

the humanities programs were

in the early 1960s and management education with¬

in

the system from that time on tended to follow the lines

of

corporate seminars that focused attention on the critical

management

issues facing the telecommunications industry.
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The Dartmouth project,

it should be noted,

another

ten years in a modified form.

fering,

entitled

lasted lor

The new program of¬

"Management Objectives Project,"

repre¬

sented a joint venture on the part of the AT&T Personnel Re¬
lations staff

and

the Dartmouth faculty.

The curriculum

contained three courses--The Language and Literature of De¬
cision

(conducted by a faculty member),

(conducted by a faculty member),
Setting

Analytical Thinking

and Leadership and Goal

(conducted by a Bell Oper ating Company representa¬

tive) .

A summative evaluation of the controversial humanities
experiment within the Bell
Dartmouth project,
Personnel

System,

which ended with the

is offered by two members of

the AT&T

Relations staff directly responsible for oversee¬

ing the entire project:
In summary, the authors believe that the Management Ob¬
jectives Program provided an unusual opportunity to ex¬
ercise, and perhaps develop, qualities of foresight and
imagination that sometimes are drilled out of a person
by years of close attention to administrative detail.
Our conclusion, in perspective, is that the one value
of enlarging foresight and imagination is the chief
justification for turning to able teachers in the human-
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ities for a critical element of preparation for higher
management.

Assessment Center Techniques

The mid-1950s also marked the beginning of

a third for¬

ay into the domain of management development on the part of
AT&T.

During this period the Bell System began to experi¬

ment with a number of assessment center methods borrowed
from the military to appraise the management potential of
its employees.

Between 1958 and 1979 over

200,000 Bell Sys¬

tem managers were assessed in more than 70 assessment cen¬
ters across the country.

For

depending on the nature of
evaluated with

respect

the program used,

to their

responsibility by a staff
ment

and situational

sessment center

candidates were

ability to assume increased

trained in the use of such assess¬

tools as psychological

terviews,

a period of one to three days,

evaluations,

tests.

peer

Although

ratings,

the use of

in¬
as¬

techniques to appraise management potential

i s common pi ace today in the bu siness and industrial worl-i,
it should be noted that the very first application of
assessment center concept

56q0wden,

G.T.

the

in a corporate setting was made by

& Greenleaf,

R.K.,

p.

19.
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an AT&T project team in 1956.

The assessment center concept
the use of war games

traces its roots back to

(Kriegspiele) by the military as a

means of preparing troops for combat early in this century.
The tactic of employing a number of situational
measure leadership ability,

tests to

originally devised by the German

military strategist von Reiswitz,

was refined by German psy¬

chologists and later used as the primary means of selecting
the most qualified officer candidates during the 1930s.

In

1938 the British War Office introduced a modified version of:
the German assessment center process as
own officer selection process.
formed Office of
States set

a key part of its

In late 1943 the recently

Strategic Services

(OSS)

in the United

up assessment centers in Washington,

the west coast to process candidates.

D.C.

and on

The psychological-

psychiatric units established by the OSS employed essential¬
ly the same clinical

assessment techniques developed by the

German High Command and the British War Office.
aim of

The primary

these assessment centers was to make a determination

regarding the ability of military and civilian personnel to
engage in dangerous intelligence work under wartime condi¬
tions,

often behind enemy lines.

operation over

5,000

While the program was in

individuals were assessed at

these two

30

centers.
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In 1956 AT&T hired Douglas Bray,
psychologist,

a Columbia University

to undertake a longitudinal study of

fectiveness of established Bell
the recruitment,

selection,

agement candidates.

the ef¬

System procedures regarding

and placement of qualified man¬

The primary tool used by Bray and his

staff to create a yardstick

for measuring the potential of

new management hires into the system and making predictions
regarding advancement was a version of
ment center modified to suit

the military assess-

a business environment.
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The aim of the research project was to make an initial de¬
termination regarding the management potential of a group of
new hires based on performance in assessment center exer¬
cises,

predict

the rate of

advancement within the Bell Sys¬

tem management hierarchy based on assessment center
and

then track

the careers of

those involved over

results,

a twenty

year period.

57por

a complete account of the use of assessment center
techniques by the military in the early 1940s see Th_e
assessment of men:
Selection of personnel for the Ot^
fice of Strategic Services^New York:Rinehart, 1946

( 1 974) .
Forrna58Bray, D.W., Campbell, R.J. & Grant, D.L.
A
long-term
AT&T
study
of
rnantive years in business;
john
Wiley
&
Sons.
agerial lives.
New York:"
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In

its military form the assessment process was a one-

to-three day affair conducted by a team of industrial psy¬
chologists who used a variety of individual

and group exer¬

cises and employed a set of multiple criteria for measuring
qualities and traits deemed necessary for carrying out dif¬
ficult
sonal

intelligence assignments successfully.

The key per¬

and interpersonal variables measured in the process

included the following:
o

Energy-a measure of one's activity level;
fort,

o

initiative,

and involvement.

Effective Intelligence-ability to select strate¬
gic goals and the most effective means of
ing them; quick,
ness,

practical

originality;

people,
o

ef¬

thought;

attain¬

resourceful¬

good judgment in dealing with

things, or

ideas.

Emotional

Stability-ability to govern disturbing

emotions;

steadiness and endurance under pressure;

tolerance for

ambiguity and uncertainty;

freedom

from neurotic tendencies.
o

Social

Relations-ability to get along well with

others; goodwill,

team play,

from disturbing prejudices;

and tack;

freedom

freedom from annoying

traits.
o

Leadership-social

initiative;

ability to evoke
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the cooperation of others;

acceptance of responsi¬

bility; organizing and administering ability;

ini¬

tiative and forcefulness in guiding others toward
the achievement of a common objective.

To insure that

these and other variables were measured

objectively and consistently,
identical

trained

in the use of clinical

assessment techniques.

were used to elicit

in

and non-clini-

A variety of structural designs

the desired behaviors,

less group exercises,
exercises,

candidates were placed

situations and observed by a staff of industrial

psychologists
cal

all

improvisation tests,

projective tests,

including leader¬
group discussion

and in-depth personal

inter-

vi ews.

In employing the assessment center concept as the cor¬
nerstone for establishing

a methodology for measuring the

effectiveness of AT&T recruiting and placement procedures,
Bray and his staff modified both
of

the military assessment center

the more important
for

the content and the process
approach.

changes introduced by the project team

the AT&T study were the following.

using industrial

Among some of

First,

instead of

psychologists as staff members,

he trained

line managers from the Bell Operating Companies to observe
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and measure the performance of program participants.
ond,

projective-type tests requiring the clinical

tation of

trained professionals were eliminated.

specific variables considered essential

the organizational

and written and oral

Third,

such as knowl¬

structure, career orientation,

communication skills were added to the

list of competencies being measured.
put

interpre¬

for success in a

management position within the Bell System,
edge of

Sec¬

the process in a business setting,

involving the handling of

Fourth,

in order

to

an in-basket exercise

a set of typical business-related

situations were added to the program.

A summary of

the results of the AT&T longitudinal

on managerial effectiveness will be presented in
section.

It should be pointed out here, however,

study

the next
that the

assessment center concept developed by Bray and the project
staff
er

for

the AT&T experiment soon proved to have a far wid¬

application

than that of

one particular project.
sessment center

a research tool

for carrying out

Over the past three decades the as¬

approach to identifying management potential

has been used extensively both inside and outside of
Bell

tne

System.

The first documented field application of the assess
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ment center concept developed by Bray and his staff was in
Michigan Bell.
Bell

in 1957 the Plant Department of Michigan

incorporated an assessment center program into the de¬

cision-making process for promoting craft technicians into
first-level management positions within the organization.
Assessment center
al

promotional

tence,

results were used to supplement tradition¬

criteria such as technical skill

motivational

ability,

and compe¬

and job performance.

Michigan Bell's success with the process soon led to
its adoption by many Bell Operating Companies across the
country.

AT&T assumed responsibility for coordinating the

process and gradually tailored the programs to evaluate man¬
agement

potential

at different

erarchy and in different

levels in the management hi¬

functional

areas.

In 1961

gram was developed to measure the potential of
managers to assume second level positions.

first

a pro¬
level

In 1964 a pro¬

gram was introduced to assess the potential of candidates
for marketing and sales positions.
developed to measure

In 1968 a program was

the potential of second level managers

ana to assume the responsibilities of a district
tion.

And finally in 1971

and assess high potential
introduced across

level posi¬

a program designed to identify
in the field of engineering was

the system.

35

In reviewing

the genesis and evolution of

ment center concept here,

it

the assess¬

is not necessary to conduct a

detailed examination into the question of

the validity of

the process.

it

to note that

For purposes of this study,
there is evidence of

is sufficient

a significantly high cor¬

relation between the predictions of success based on assess¬
ment center results and later performance in a management
position.

In statistical terms,

the assessment center

process proves to be roughly twice as effective as conven¬
tional methods of
tential.
ple,

identifying and evaluating management po¬

Data from the Michigan Bell experiment,

indicated a success rate of 62.5% for

for exam¬

those promoted

into a management position after assessment versus an earli¬
er

success rate of only 33% prior

progr am.

to the introduction of the

59

The application of the assessment center concept within
the Bell

System,

it should be noted, has been primarily as

selection and promotional
however,

a number of

tool.

59unpublished

the Bell

System,

corporations have used the process as a

management development tool.
score high on some of

Outside of

a

Those candidates who do not

the more important variables

report circulated within the Bell

are en-

System
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rolled in management development programs designed to help
them improve in weak

areas.

Managerial

Effectiveness Study

The longitudinal study of management effectiveness con¬
ducted by Douglas Bray and his staff,

as indicated earlier,

aimed at determining the effectiveness of AT&T policies and
procedures in recruiting,
new hires

selecting,

and placing talented

in entry-level management positions.

The study

team assessed and then tracked the careers of 274 new man¬
agement hires,

one-hundred percent of whom were male and

two-thirds of whom were recruited from the college campus.
Thirty-five percent of
the social
neering;

the college graduates had majored in

sciences or humanities;

30% in science or engi¬

and 35% in business administration.

were hired

The subjects

into five Bell Operating Companies and placed in

various entry-level management positions in a number of dis¬
ciplines,

including Plant,

Accounting,

predict

Commercial,

and Engineering.

The original
assess

Operator Services,

study plan called for

the management potential
how far

the project team to

of each of

the subjects,

and how fast each would move within the man-
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agement

ranks,

and track

individual

progress by means of

1n-

depth yearly interviews conducted by a group of professional
interviewers.

It also called for all of

assessed a second time

the subjects to be

at the eight year mark.

particular milestone was reached, however,
jects had left the Bell
planned annual

System

Before that

100 of

(80% voluntarily).

interviews were still conducted,

the sub¬
The

however,

even with those who had left the system.

In the original

assessment,

40% of

the candidates were

judged to possess the talent and ability to move to a middle
management position
od of

(third or district level)

five to ten years.

Individual

vealed either to the subjects or
in order
phecy '

to prevent a

results were not

their

'Pygmalion'

or

immediate supervisors

ef feet.

reported to work

location the subjects

in their respective Bell Operating Compa¬

The orientation programs conducted by the Operating

Companies were basically the same,
interviews,
sions,

re¬

'self-fulfilling pro¬

After being assessed at a central

nies.

within a peri¬

consisting of personal

formal orientation sessions,

on-the-job discus¬

training on administrative and departmental matters,

job rotation

in a variety of

non-management positions,

infer-

mation on other departments,

and some formal

in-house man¬

agement development activities.

At

the end of eight years,

reached district or

32% of

the subjects had

third level in the management hierarchy.

The data collected up to that point supported a number of
conclusions.

First,

the progress of the new management re¬

cruit tends to be strongly influenced by the organizational
setting in which he was originally placed.
of

Second,

the use

the assessment center concept to identify and measure

management potential

makes it possible to improve substan¬

tially on the selections made in the ordinary recruiting
process.
ployment

Third,

the aptitudes displayed at the time of em¬

are definitely related to later success in a man¬

agement position.

Fourth,

the two major determinants of

progress within the ranks of management appear to be the set
of

individual

abilities and the total

portunities that

set of advancement op¬

arise.

The individual

variables that seem to play a critical

role in determining managerial effectiveness,
concluded,
1.

are the following:
INTELLECTUAL ABILITY

the study team
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2.

MANAGEMENT FACTORS

3.

At

o

Administrative skills

o

Interpersonal skills

MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS
o

Stability of performance

o

Work motivation

o

Career orientation

o

Independence of others

the eight year mark all of

the subjects participated

in a second assessment program identical
results of

to the first.

the second assessment, when compared with

The

the

results of the first program along the three dimensions of
managerial effectiveness outlined above,
o

On average,
lectual

o

showed that:

the subjects scored higher on intel¬

ability.

After eight years of corporate experience,
was no significant difference in
ministrative and interpersonal

o

The

there

the rating of ad¬

skills,

average manager proved to be better

adjusted

and more independent than when first assessed.

In

the judgment of

the staff,

during the project contained

the study data collected

important

implications for the
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management of

the management development

function.

The data

clearly indicated that the individual management recruit
took

an active role in his own growth and development

manager

and was not a passive participant in the process of

advancement
ment,

as a

in

the management ranks.

the study team concluded,

conditioning process.

Management develop¬

is more than a corporate

In the opinion of

the staff:

The recruits were not developed, trained and motivated
by 'Ma Bell' so much as they tended to further the
promising implications of an ongoing life style formu¬
lated long before they came to the System recruiter.60

The final

results of the proposed twenty-year study

were published in
initiated.
o

1974,

eighteen years after

Among the major
Conventional

the project was

findings were the following:

college graduate employment proce¬

dures do not afford an adequate basis for evaluat¬
ing potential

recruits on those variables shown to

be strongly related to success in a management po¬
sition.
o

The assessment center process proves to be an ef¬
fective means of identifying and measuring manage¬
ment potential.

6 0 B r a y,

D. W. ,

Campbell,

R.J.

& Grant,

D.L.

p.

135.
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o

The two most

important success factors appear to

be leadership ability and administrative skills.
Next

in

the order of

ability,
tion,
o

importance are intellectual

stability of performance,

work motiva¬

and career orientation,

Managerial

talents are generally developed during

the college years and tend to remain relatively
stable over time.
o

The key to effective management development lies
in the recruiting and selection techniques em¬
ployed

rather

development

than in the use of formal management

programs once a recruit

is placed in a

management position.

In the opinion of the study team,

the primary reason

why many corporations continue to rely on formal management
development programs in filling management positions rather
than making use 'of

the assessment center concept

many businesses cannot

is

that

afford the expense of maintaining a

trained staff to run an assessment center.

Overall

A review of

Summary and Conclusion

the literature on

the subject of corporate
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adult

learning programs in the first half of

this chapter

revealed a couple of things regarding the present state-ofthe-art.

First,

HRD professionals are in general

regarding the essential

nature and character of the training

and education functions.
sally,
of

agreement

Training is viewed,

almost univer¬

as a form of learning associated with the acquisition

the skill

and knowledge required to perform a particular

work operation or

task.

Education,

seen as a distinctive form of

on the other hand,

adult learning

that

is

aims at

preparing one to confront an indeterminate and unpredictable
future through
tual

the development of

a wide range of intellec¬

competencies.

At

the same time,

widely divided over

professionals within the field are

the question regarding the fundamental

nature and character of the management development function.
All

are in basic agreement

development

that

includes the notion of growth and development

beyond one's present assignment,
there.

the concept of management

but

the agreement ends

A detailed analysis of the literature indicates that

it

is possible to identify at least

of

thought on the subject of management development.

final
What

analysis,
is

five different schools
In the

five important issues remain unresolved.

the relationship of the development

function to the
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training and education functions?

Who is primarily respon¬

sible for managing the development process?

To what extent

can specific management skills be developed and improved?
Which employees should be considered to constitute the pri¬
mary target population for company-sponsored management de¬
velopment programs?
personal,

What are some of

situational

the more important

and environmental

factors that shape

the results of efforts at management development?

Third,

there is a dearth of qualitative data regarding

the nature and character of the development process.
lished materials on the subject tend to fall

Pub¬

into one of two

categories-normative models for structuring and adminis¬
tering management development programs or simple descriptive
narratives of the efforts of particular companies to refine
the management development process.

In the second half of the chapter,
of

AT&T's involvement

a detailed analysis

in the area of human resource manage¬

ment disclosed some important facts.

First,

the predominant

philosophy and policy at AT&T wit’h respect to the management
of

the management development process over

ades has clearly been that of

the past few dec¬

advocating the refinement of

recruiting and selection procedures rather

than channeling
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efforts

into formal management development

programs as the

primary means of planning to fill middle management posi¬
tions in the Bell System.
at AT&T lies,

The key to management development

paradoxically,

ment of new recruits rather

in careful

selection and place¬

than in formal efforts to devel¬

op management competencies after
placed in a management position.

an individual has been
Second,

personnel special¬

ists at AT&T are firmly convinced that there is strong evi¬
dence to suggest
veloped prior
and

that most managerial

to employment,

competencies

are de¬

usually in an academic setting,

these abilities tend to remain stable over time.

They

are also convinced that the management development process
remains

the primary responsibility of

the individual

recruit

throughout his or her entire career.

It should be pointed out,
policy of AT&T in this regard,

that, despite the official
the Bell Operating Companies

have always enjoyed the freedom of setting their own poli¬
cies with
opment

respect

function.

to the management of the management devel¬
In actual

practice,

a number of

Bell Oper¬

ating Companies have made use of both assessment center
techniques and formal management development programs de¬
signed to promote individual

growth and development.

The next step in the investigation,
conduct
at

was to

an examination into management development practices

a large Regional

ology of

therefore,

Bell Operating Company using the method¬

naturalistic inquiry to surface qualitative data

regarding management of the development process under
field conditions.
used to gather,
scr1 bed

In chapter three the research methodology

summarize,

in det ai1.

actual

and analyze the data will

be dc-

CHAPTER

11 I

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The main thrust of

this research project

is to clarify

the five unresolved issues surrounding the underlying nature
and character of

the management development outlined in

chapter one and expanded upon in chapter two.

The five

problem areas identified center around the relationship of
development

to training and education,

the proper target

population for corporate efforts at management development,
the specification of which management competencies can or
cannot be significantly improved,

the locus of

ty for managing the development process,
tion of

the more important personal,

ronmental

and the identifica¬

situational,

forces that shape the process.

providing some meaningful

responsibili¬

and envi¬

The study aims at

answers to these questions by

gaining insights into the inner dynamics of the development
process as it

actually operates under

field conditions in a

large corporate setting.

As noted at

the outset,

quiring some meaningful
of

the most promising means of

insights in the what, why,

ac¬

and how

the development process appeared to be a phenomenological
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investigation into the world of management development

as

experienced by those currently participating in a formal
program,
in

by those responsible for supervising participants

a program,

ment

by those who completed a management develop¬

program earlier in their career,

and by those responsi¬

ble for setting corporate policies and overseeing the admin¬
istration of management development programs.

If one applies the research classification scheme em¬
ployed by M.
of

Patton and other professionals within the field

research design to the project objectives,

might be labelled as a form of

'process'

then the study

evaluation.

What

distinguishes process evaluation from other forms of program
evaluation is a central

focus on the manner in which a given

program actually works,

i.e.,

process
comes of

itself,

the program."''

critical

the

rather than on the end results or final out¬
Process evaluation aims at uncov¬

ering key success factors,
nesses,

on the inner dynamics of

operational

human interactions,

strengths and weak¬

and other program de¬

terminants that shed light on how a given program actually
operates

in its natural

1 Patton, M.W.
( 1983).
Beverly Hills, CA:

setting.

Qualitative evaluation methods.
SAGE Publications, Inc., pp. 60 ff.
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The project can also be classified as a form of
zation-focus" evaluation.
its name from the fact
there are a number of
that

This form of evaluation derives

that

in many evaluation projects

interested constituencies,

a condition

provides a highly specific and pragmatic focus to the

,
2
researcn effort.
results of
and

"utili¬

As noted above,

this study will

it

is expected that

the

be of value to decision-makers

information-users in business organizations when deter¬

mining future policy and practice with respect to the devel¬
opment

function.

Finally,
that

the nature of

it exhibits many of

the characteristics of what Michael

Scriven terms a "goal-free"
tion.

3

ation,

this research project is such

approach to program evalua-

In adopting a goal-free approach to program evalu¬
the researcher gathers data across a broad spectrum

relating to the program's ability to meet
vidual

learners,

pended with respect

M.Q.,

^scriven, M.
ation.

indi¬

without being constrained by a narrow con¬

centration on stated goals and objectives.

2patton,

the needs of

pp.

to what

Judgment

is sus¬

the program is designed to do or

59-70.

(1972).
Pros and cons about goal-free evalu¬
Evaluation Comment, 3, pp. 1-7.
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trying to do, while full
in the actual

attention is given to what happens

administration of

isfying specific needs of

the program in terms of sat¬

the learners.

Qualitative versus Quantitative Methods

Given the phenomenological
this study,

nature of

the data sought

in

it was determined that the most appropriate

means of gathering,

analyzing,

and presenting the data would

be through the application of qualitative rather than quan¬
titative research methods.

Before delineating in detail

data collection and analysis plan used in the project,
might be helpful

to offer additional

the

it

justification for em¬

ploying a qualitative approach to the subject since the no¬
tion of
many,

research is virtually synonymous,

with a scientific,

detached,

in the minds of

objective,

analytical,

and quantitative investigation into a problem.

As a first step in establishing the validity and utili¬
ty of employing a qualitative methodology in a research
project of this type,
of

it will

be helpful

to highlight some

the essential differences found in qualitative and quan¬

titative research methods.
for conducting research

The classical model or paradigm

in many disciplines is a quantitative
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methodology.
a conceptual

Quantitative techniques are firmly grounded in
framework that stresses the need for the re¬

searcher to collect empirical data,
and

report

run correlation studies,

findings that are statistically significant.

Strong emphasis is placed on precise definitions,
data collection techniques,
lyzing the data,

objective

systematic procedures for

and findings that

are replicable.

ana¬

Quanti¬

tative methodology also underscores the importance of
rate measurement,

reliability,

accu¬

and validity as indispensable

attributes of serious research in the quest for truth and
understanding.

While the quantitative approach serves as the predomi¬
nant

research model

physical

in many disciplines,

and exact sciences,

particularly in the

it should be noted that the use

of qualitative methods for conducting research in the human
sciences has a long and respected history.
analysis,
phenomena,

which

aims

at

Qualitative

a holistic understanding of social

has been used extensively in psychology,

anthropology,

political

science,

religion,

history,

sociology,

and

other humanistic disciplines.

The fundamental

difference between a quantitative and a

qualitative approach to research can perhaps best be por-
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trayed as the difference between a 'rationalistic'
'naturalistic'

approach to truth and understanding.

tailed comparison of

and a
A de¬

the two methodologies suggests that

they represent complementary rather than conflicting modes
of understanding.

if

the notion of complete understanding

reflects an integration of conceptual

and experiential

knowledge and a balance between objective and subjective
knowledge,
pected that

as appears to be the case,
there be at

research design.
control

then it

is to be ex¬

least two different approaches to

In practice,

this means that experimental

designs that employ quantitative measurements and

hypothetico-deductive reasoning need to be balanced by heu¬
ristic designs involving qualitative measurements and holis¬
tic-inductive reasoning.
contrast
cial

Naturalistic inquiry,

to rationalistic inquiry,

phenomena in holistic terms.

in marked

seeks to understand so¬
It

represents a discov¬

ery-oriented approach to truth and understanding,
proach

free of

the control

mental

research projects.

an ap¬

systems associated with experi¬

Qualitative analysis aims at understanding the world as
directly experienced and perceived by the numan subjects be¬
ing studied.
tions,

Attention is focused on people,

behaviors,

feelings,

and social

events,

interactions as

situa¬
they
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occur

in their natural

settings.

Naturalistic inquiry seeks

to gain new insights into the inner dynamics of social phe¬
nomena by adopting a subjective rather than an objective
perspective.

Research findings are generally presented in

the format of

a case study narrative rather than in the for¬

mat of statistically-grounded reports.

Another significant difference between the two ap¬
proaches lies

in the fact that naturalistic inquiry seeks

meaning rather than measurement.

One of the salient fea¬

tures of qualitative approach is a strong emphasis on induc¬
tive reasoning.
of

Qualitative analysis attempts to make sense

the data collected entirely from within,

without

any preconceived expectations on the results.
uncover categories,

patterns,

Qualitative methodology employs a

that

perspective.

'grounded theory'

approach

The principal of grounded theory states

any theoretical

statements or empirical generalizations

made regarding the results of

a research project must be

grounded solely in the nature of
ied and not

It seeks to

and themes which help to ex¬

plain a given phenomenon from an internal

to understanding.

imposing

the phenomenon being stud¬

influenced by external considerations.

The two methodologies are found to be rooted in two
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very different

sets of epistemological

tionalistic model,
jective,

for its part,

quantitative,

assumptions.

The ra¬

relies exclusively on ob¬

and statistical methods of

inquiry.

The driving force behind rationalistic inquiry is either to
verify or to disprove a given hypothesis,
ses,

or set of hypothe¬

regarding the subject under investigation.

Quantita¬

tive inquiry has proven to be an indispensable research tool
in the physical

and exact sciences.

on the other hand,
qualitative,
at

The naturalistic model,

relies on the collection of subjective,

and impressionistic data as a means of

an understanding of complex social

phenomena.

arriving

The driv¬

ing force behind naturalistic inquiry is to gain insight
to the inner dynamics of
of

a social

the participants in the event.

proven to be a valuable tool
social

event

in¬

from the perspective

This mode of

inquiry has

for gaining new insights in the

sciences and in the humanities.

In commenting on the epistemological
lying the qualitative approach,

principles under¬

Filstead notes;

Qualitative methods are based on the premise that so¬
cial reality is the shared creativity of individuals.
Consequently, one needs to develop data gathering tech¬
niques which tap the perspectives of participants en¬
gaged in social interaction.
In doing so, one develops
a sense of the meaning of events grounded in the reali
ties and considerations which shape them.
Evaluators
as well as policy makers are realizing, more than ever
before, that the 'natural science' model of qualities
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tion lacks the ability to tap the contextual under¬
standings about the processes and structures involved
in social interventions.
The turning to qualitative
methods or to multiple methods which provide the con¬
textual grounding to the 'hard data' has been employed
in a wide array of substantive areas.4

Patton,

another

leading commentator on the use of qual¬

itative methodology in designing and carrying out
projects,

research

writes:

Qualitative measurement has to do with the kinds of da¬
ta or information that are collected.
Qualitative data
consist of detailed descriptions of situations, events,
people, interactions, and observed behaviors; direct
quotations from people about their experiences, atti¬
tudes, beliefs, and thoughts; and excerpts or entire
passages from documents, correspondence, records and
case histories.
The detailed descriptions, direct quo¬
tations, and case documentation of qualitative measure¬
ment are raw data from the empirical world.
The data
are collected as open-ended narrative without attempt¬
ing to fit program activities or people's experiences
into predetermined, standardized categories such as the
response choices that comprise typical questionnaires
or texts. ^

A comprehensive delineation of the distinctive charac¬
ter of naturalistic inquiry is offered by Guba and Lincoln

^Filstead, W.J.
(1981).
Using qualitative methods in
evaluation research:
An illustrative bibliography.
Evaluation Review, (April), p. 260.
5patton, m.Q.
Qualitative evaluation methods.
Hills, CA:
SAGE Publications, Inc. 1983,
Italics in original.

Beverly
p. 22.
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who highlight

five facets of

a qualitative approach to re¬

search :
Reality, as it is lived by the subjects of research is
not fragment able into variables and processes, but is
rather experienced holistically and mediated heavily by
values, attitudes, beliefs, and the meanings which per¬
sons ascribe to their experiences, and as a
result,
inquirers must approach human subjects and human phe¬
nomena holistically rather than in piecemeal fashion;
Inquirer and subject invariably interact; it is not
possible to maintain a discrete and inviolable distance
between the inquirer and the subjects of the research;
and the appropriate response of inquirers to this natu¬
ral and unavoidable interactivity is to both 'track' it
and exploit the insights it lends by becoming 'smarter'
instruments themselves;
Truth statements expressed as generalizations-endur¬
ing, context-free laws, particularly about human behav¬
ior-are not possible except in the hard sciences, and
human behavior, bounded as it is by time and context,
is best described by means of 'working hypotheses,'
temporary assertions about context-specific situations;
The search for direct, highly 'tied' and systematic
cause-effect relationships in human affairs is of lit¬
tle utility when human beings are caught up to interac¬
tive webs and patterns of factors, events, processes,
and ascribed meanings, so that it is more important to
search for factor patternings than for 'if-then' casual
chai ns ;
And finally, inquiry is always value bound and is never
in the social sciences (and rarely in the physical sci¬
ences) value free, rather the choice of a problem, a
substantive theory and procedures to guide collection
and analysis of the data, and the context in which to
conduct the research are all arenas where values enter
into the empirical inquiry.
Along these assumptions,
we have argued, there can be no compromise between par¬
adigms.
The inquirer must choose one set of assump¬
tions (axioms) or other to undergird his or her in-
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quiry. ^

Qualitative analysis has been proven to be particularly
well-suited to conducting the type of process evaluation at¬
tempted

in this study.

One reason why it

conducting this type of

is appropriate for

an investigation is that program

processes are usually sufficiently complex and interdepen¬
dent

that

they can rarely be sufficiently represented along

a set of one-dimensional quantitative scales.

The data sur¬

faced as a result of naturalistic inquiry provide decision¬
makers and information-users in an organization with an un¬
der standing of how a given program actually functions on a
day-to-day basis,
pact

why it

functions as it does,

and what

im¬

the process has on those involved.

The Roots of Naturalistic Inquiry

While the use of qualitative methods as a valid re¬
search tool has long been recognized

in humanistic disci¬

plines their extension into the domain of

program evalua-

6Guba, E.G. & Lincoln, Y.S.
(1982).
Epistemological and
methodological bases of naturalistic inquiry.
Educa
tional Communication and Technology Journal, (Winter),
pp.

249-150.
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Lion is relatively new and not without controversy.
additional

Some

justification for employing a qualitative ap¬

proach to projects of
intellectual

this type can be found in tracing the

history of naturalistic inquiry back

to its

19th century roots.

First,

however,

it

is

important to note that qualita¬

tive methodology was not originally devised as a means of
overcoming certain deficiencies of the rationalistic para¬
digm.

Rather,

as seen earlier,

ity and utility of
ent

their own;

both paradigms have a valid¬

each is grounded in a differ¬

set of epistemological principles.

from very different ways of
world.

The two models stem

attempting to understand the

Each represents a different kind of knowing.

A strong statement of the priority value of naturalis¬
tic inquiry is offered by Guba and Lincoln who claim:
As we shall demonstrate, the motivation for considering
naturalistic inquiry as an alternative paradigm to ra¬
tionalism is not founded simply on the desire to avoid
the shortfalls of that latter model.
Naturalistic in¬
quiry has many characteristics to recommend it on other
grounds.
For example, it offers a contextual relevance
and richness unmatched by any other paradigm.
It dis-
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plays a sensitivity to process virtually excluded in
paradigms stressing control and experimentation.
It is
driven by theory grounded in the data; the naturalist
does not search for data that fits his or her theory
but develops a theory to explain the data.
Finally,
naturalistic approaches take full advantage of the not
inconsiderable power of the human-as-instrument, pro¬
viding a more than adequate trade-off for the presumab¬
ly more 'objective' approach that characterizes ration¬
alistic inquiry . 7

It

is a gross oversimplification,

it should be noted,

to equate quantitative methods with objectivity and qualita¬
tive methods with subjectivity.
1972)

Figure 1

(after Scriven,

illustrates the proper relationship among the four

terms:

7Guba,

E.G.

&

Lincoln,

Y.S.

p.

235 .
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SUBJECTIVE
What

OBJECTIVE

an individual
experiences

QUANTITATIVE

What

a number of

individuals

(n = 1)

experience
(n

Unreliable,
QUALITATIVE

biased,

a matter of opinion

> 1 )

Reliable,

factual,

confirmable

Figure 1

One of

the hallmarks of naturalistic inquiry is its

heuristic character.

While the rationalistic model seeks to

determine the causes and measure the consequences of social
phenomena,

naturalistic inquiry aims at surfacing new in¬

sights into their

inner nature.

sizes the value of
researcher

Qualitative analysis empha¬

impressionistic data and the need for the

to view social

phenomena from the frame of

refer¬

ence used the subjects being studied.

In terms of
has deep roots

its epistemology,

the naturalistic paradigm

in two closely related movements in 19th cen-
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tury German philosophy.

The first of

these movements,

gen¬

erally referred to in the literature as the verstehen tradi¬
tion,

developed the idea that human beings can be understood

in a manner that other objects of study and investigation
g
cannot.
People set goals and objectives for themselves;
they experience a wide range of emotions;

they adopt differ¬

ent perspectives for viewing the world around them;
tablish value systems.
ing for

them.

they es¬

The world they experience has mean¬

Due to these added dimensions, human beings

can be understood in a manner other

than that used to under¬

stand purely natural phenomena.

The verstehen approach to research emphasized a mode of
understanding

that

focused on meaning, context,

and an em-

pathetic response on the part of the researcher.
volved the extensive use of detailed descriptions,

It

in¬

intro¬

spection,

and reflection on the part of the subjects being

studied.

The verstehen method relied on the careful obser¬

vation of behavior

as a means of penetrating beyond the sur¬

face characteristics of social
insights

into their

phenomena and gaining deeper

inner nature.

Spat ton, M.Q.
( 1983).
Beverly Hills, CA:

It sought understanding

Qualitative evaluation methods.
SAGE Publications Inc.
pp. 44 ff.

Ill

rather

than factual

Information,

of perspective, value,

meaning,

vestigating social events.
of

emphasizing the importance
and intelligibility in in¬

One of

the cardinal

the verstehen tradition was that it

on context

and insight

principles

is necessary to focus

if one is to understand human activi¬

ty completely.

One of

the leading strategists within the verstehen

tradition was Wilhelm Dilthey,

a German philosopher of

late 19th and early 20th century.
tion to intellectual

inquiry,

it

the

Dilthey's chief contribu¬
is generally acknowledged,

was the development of a distinctive methodology for con¬
ducting research in the area of humanistic studies,
odology set

a meth¬

forth in his Einleitung in die Geisteswissen-

schaften published in 1983.
sive influence of

Reacting strongly to the perva¬

the methodology of the physical

in research design,

sciences

Dilthey advanced the view that human

science constitutes a unique form of inquiry because it
deals with subjective meaning as well
He stressed the importance of

Erleben (experience)

ing meaning from a given social

In the end,

as objective facts.
in deriv¬

event.

Dilthey developed a philosophy of under¬

standing that perceived man in his essential historicity,
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that

is,

in terms of his radical contingency and changeabil¬

ity,

his treatment of history from an essentially cultural

perspective,

it should be pointed out,

has had a strong in¬

fluence on the study of the humanities,
study of

particularly the

literature.

The second movement which served to lay the epistemo¬
logical

groundwork for

the naturalistic paradigm was Edmund

Hussurl's phenomenology.
philosopher,

Hussurl,

an Austrian-born German

was firmly convinced that Dilthey's doctrine of

Weltanschauung (world view)

as a fundamental

ence for determining meaning was incapable of
rigor

required for

and understanding.
new method for
facts,

refer¬

achieving

argued,

the

a truly scientific approach to knowledge
Consequently he set out to establish a

acquiring a truly scientific knowledge of

a methodology which he termed "phenomenological

quiry."
he

frame of

The primary objective of intellectual

in-

inquiry,

are pure data uncontaminated by scientific as¬

sumptions or metaphysical

theories.

The term 'phenomenology,'

as it

is used today,

refers

^Hussurl, E.
(1913).
Ideen zu einer reinen Phanomenologi e
und phanomenologishen Philosophie.
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to

the philosophical

tradition started by Hussurl

and car¬

ried on by those who share his conviction that the primary
objective of understanding is the direct investigation into
phenomena (phainesthi,
enced,

without

to appear)

theories about

as consciously experi¬

their causal explanation and

as free as possible from unexamined preconceptions and pre¬
suppositions.

The ultimate aim of phenomenological

in other words,

inquiry,

is a scientific knowledge of essential

structures.

Phenomenology attempts to understand human behavior
from the subject's own frame of reference.

Primary emphasis

is placed on the immediacy of the experience.
is made to isolate it

from all

assumptions of existence or

causal

influence and to lay bare its actual

ture.

Phenomenological

grounded
of

Every effort

analysis,

intrinsic na¬

in other words,

is

in a descriptive account of the essential structure

the directly given.

A review of
tellectual

the verstehen and the phenomenological

traditions,

therefore,

shows clearly that

in¬

the

naturalistic paradigm has long been used to guide research
projects involving a study of man and his world.

Thus,

while the application of qualitative methods to program eval
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uat 1 on is relatively new,

the naturalistic model used to

guide the process is part of a respected intellectual

tradi¬

tion.

Finally,

strong support for extending the methodology

of naturalistic inquiry into the domain of program evalua¬
tion,

as Robert House points out,

cent endorsement of
arena by Cronback
ities in

is to be found in the re¬

the use of qualitative methods in

and Campbell,

this

two highly respected author¬

the field of experimental

research design who pre¬

viously served as the major spokesmen for the rationalistic
par adigm."^

Research Objectives

The main objective of

the study,

as previously noted,

was the processing of qualitative data relating to the inner
dynamics of

the management development process as a means of

providing some meaningful
tions regarding

answers to five unanswered ques¬

the nature and character of

the management

development function.

The five unresolved issues centered

10House, R.H.
(1977).
Los Angeles, CA:
UCLA, p. 18.

The logic of evaluative argument.
Center for the Study of Evaluation,
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around

the following considerations:
1.

What

relationship does the management development

function bear to the management

training and edu¬

cation functions?
2.

Which group or groups of employees should be con¬
sidered the primary target population for corpo¬
rate efforts at management development?

3.

Which specific competencies,
tial

judged to be essen¬

for success in a management position,

can or

cannot be improved to a significant degree through
formal
4.

instruction and practice?

Where should the locus of responsibility be as¬
signed for managing the development process?

5.

What

are some of

uational,

the more important personal,

and environmental

sit¬

factors that foster or

hinder management development under actual

field

conditions?

Research Strategy

The overall

approach chosen to accomplish

this objec

tive was a detailed case study investigation into the manner
in which

the development process operates in its natural

setting and in its full

context

in a corporate environment.
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The main thrust of

the entire research effort was to use

qualitative data to create a comprehensive,
image of

the inner workings of

reflected

the development process as

in the first-hand experiences of

the process.

key players in

The four major stakeholder groups singled out

for study were HRD staff specialists,
program graduates,
ticipants.

four-dimensional

program participants,

and immediate supervisors of program par¬

By canvassing subjects in each of these four

constituencies,

it seemed,

it would be possible to gather

information that would illuminate the process from within
and from four different vantage points.

Members of

the HRD staff group,

charged with the re¬

sponsibility for determining corporate policy and overseeing
efforts at management development, would be in a position to
comment on how the development process operates across the
entire company.
ered by most

Members of the supervisory group,

to play an extremely critical

velopment process,
mental

consid¬

role in the de¬

would be in a position to reflect depart¬

priorities and comment on day-to-day involvement

the process.

Members of the participant group,

the least experienced of all

in

would be in a position to offer
pr ocess.

And

finally,

in

presumably

the development process,
a novice's view of the

members of

the graduate group would
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be in a position to comment on the process from a time-lapse
point of view.

Relevant Data

The data required to complete this project
two categories-primary and secondary data.
included the first-hand experiences,

fell

into

Primary data

reactions,

reflections,

and impressions of some of the key players in the management
development process,
process as it

those most directly involved in the

actually occurs under

large corporate setting.
with subjects

field conditions in a

Specific topical

areas explored

in the four major stakeholder groups included

the following:
o

The essential

nature of the management development

function and its relationship to management

train¬

ing and education
o

The role played by the boss-subordinate relation¬
ship in

the process

o

The role played by peer

o

Important personal,

interactions in the process

situational,

and environmental

factors that serve to help or hinder the process
o

Benefits to be derived from participation in a
formal program as opposed to an informal

arrange-
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ment between boss and subordinate
o

The primary locus of responsibility for managing
the process

o

Specific management competencies that can or can¬
not be significantly improved by means of

formal

instruction and practice
o

The primary target population for corporate ef¬
forts at management development

o

Specific program strengths and weaknesses

o

Critical

incident examples of extraordinary suc¬

cess or failure with respect to efforts at manage¬
ment development

The secondary data included such items as background
information on the different
ponents,

program com¬

and previous program evaluation studies.

cifically,
o

programs offered,

More spe¬

the data included:
Corporate policy and practice with respect to the
management development

function

o

Program objectives and rationale

o

Program contents

o

Selection criteria

o

Tracking mechanisms

o

Previous evaluation results
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Data Sources

To collect the primary data sought,

a decision was made

to canvass between 12 and 15 subjects in each of

the four

major stakeholder groups in order to obtain a reliable and
representative sample.
were interviewed,

In the end,

a total of 53 subjects

a relatively high number

for

a qualitative

study.

With the exception of the HRD staff specialist group,
the selection process was conditioned by a number of varia¬
bles

that limited and restricted choices.

the HRD staff specialists,

In the case of

the entire team responsible for

corporate policy and practice with regard to the management
development

function,

from the Assistant Vice President-Hu¬

man Resources to the program administrators,
viewed.

In

the case of

the program graduate group it was

difficult to find a large pool of potential
the relatively small

the case of both

subjects due to

number of candidates enrolled in the

earlier programs and a poor
in

was inter¬

record-keeping system.

Finally,

the program participant group and the

immediate supervisor group,
was limited by the fact

the number of potential subjects

that,

as a result of divestiture,

fewer people were being promoted into management positions
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and there were fewer new college hires being recruited.

Another set of considerations that influenced the se¬
lection process included the goal of achieving a mix of dis¬
ciplines and the need to impose a limit on travel while
gatnering the data.
was achieved,
conducted at

In the end,

a good blend of disciplines

and with a few exceptions,
the work locations of

the interviews were

the subjects within a

fifty mile radius of metropolitan Boston.

The tactic used in approaching potential

subjects in

the HRD group and the graduate group was a face-to-face
meeting to enlist
phone call

their cooperation in the project or a

in two or

three cases.

The main tactic used to solicit
subjects

the participation of

in the program participant group and the immediate

supervisor group was only slightly different.
trants
joint

new en¬

into the programs were scheduled to attend a day-long
planning meeting with

their bosses at

Learning Center

in Marlboro,

ing

few months

their

sessions,
met

All

first

a personal

the departmental

in

the Corporate

Massachusetts at some time dur¬
the program.

During

these

meeting was arranged with pairs that
and geographical

requirements noted
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above and both members of
in the study.

the team were asked to participate

Without exception,

every single person in¬

vited to participate demonstrated a willingness to be inter¬
viewed at his or her work location.

Figure 2 on
of

the following page provides a group profile

the number of subjects interviewed in the study and their

departmental

affiliation.

Additional demographic and back¬

ground information on each group will be provided
next chapter.

in the
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I

HRD GROUP

II

AVP-Human Resources
Div. Mgr.-Development
Dist. Mgr.-Development
Mgr.-Development

1
1
1
9

Engineering
Instal./Maint.
Operator Svcs.
Information Svcs.
Accounting

7 Males
5 Females

III

GRADUATE GROUP
6
3
1
1
1

9 Males
3 Females

PARTICIPANT GROUP

IV

Accounting
Information Sys.
Marketing
Bus. Marketing
Revenue Matters
Network
Real Estate
Per sonnel

SUPERVISOR GROUP
Accounting
Information Sys.
Marketing
Bus. Marketing
Revenue Matters
Network
Real Estate

3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

3
3
2
2
2
1
1

9 Males
5 Femal

4 Males
11 Females

Figure 2

Secondary sources used in the data collection process
included published corporate policy statements regarding the
management development
ing the programs,
reports.

function,

company brochures explain¬

program materials,

and internal

evaluation
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Data Collection Techniques

The data was collected over

a three month period using

three widely accepted qualitative analysis techniques.

Con¬

tent

in¬

analysis techniques were used to extract pertinent

formation from documentation available within the company
regarding corporate policy and practice and the findings of
previous program evaluation studies.

Field observations

were conducted to observe first-hand the administration of
various program activities and the immediate work environ¬
ment of those who participated in the study.

However,

the

primary data gathering technique used in the process was
semi-structured,
in each of

in-depth personal

interviews with subjects

the four stakeholder groups.

The interviews,
complete,

which took

an average of 75 minutes to

were conducted using an interview guide.

questions contained

The

in the guide were based on the five un¬

resolved issues surrounding the nature and character of

the

development function formulated in the original problem
statement.
process.

Two slightly different versions were used in the
The one used with the participant group and the

graduate group contained an additional question regarding
personal

expectations

(see Appendix A and B).

Both versions
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were developmentally tested and refined at the outset.

A conscious decision was made not
corder during the interview sessions.
this researcher,

to employ a tape re¬
In the opinion of

while there are times that a tape recorder

should be used to collect data,

a skilled interviewer with

highly developed listening skills and an effective short¬
hand method for

transcribing information,

is generally able

to capture the verbatim responses of subjects without having
to rely on a back-up recording system.

Data Summary and Analysis

Once the data collection process had been completed,
the results were summarized and analyzed using the thematic
outline of

the interview guide.

A matrix was then con¬

structed for each of the four groups, matching the responses
of

individual

subjects to the same question.

for viewing the data provided a useful

This format

framework for

identi¬

fying patterns and themes in the various responses and for
determining areas of

strong convergence or divergence.

A second matrix was then created, matching the re¬
sponses of subjects across all

four groups against eacn of
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the questions asked.

This technique allowed for a detailed

inter-group comparison on any given question.

Data Presentation Format

The results of the study are presented in chapter
The format used in presenting the findings is identical
that used

in summarizing and analyzing the data,

sequence used in reporting the findings will

to

namely the

thematic outline contained in the interview guide.
ical

five.

The top¬
follow the

order in which the questions were asked in the interview.

CHAPTER

IV

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

In keeping with the basic principles of case study
methodology,
of

the approach taken to presenting the findings

this research effort

is both descriptive and analytic.

On the descriptive or phenomenological side,
of

this chapter

scopic image of

is to project
the manner

the main thrust

a four-dimensional,

stereo¬

in which the management develop¬

ment process actually operates in a large corporate setting,
an image grounded in the reflections of 53 individuals inti¬
mately involved in the process on a day-to-day basis.
the analytic or inductive side,

an attempt

On

is made to pene¬

trate beyond the surface data to discern meaningful patterns
and themes in the information as
sight

into the inner dynamics of the management development

process as
is

a means of gaining some in¬

it operates under field conditions.

also made to explore some of

findings

An attempt

the implications of these

in terms of corporate policy and practice with re¬

gard to the management of the development function.

The analysis was conducted following the guidelines set
forth

in a cardinal

rule of qualitative analysis,
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namely the
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principle of

"grounded theory."

istic inquiry is firmly rooted

As noted earlier,

in the conviction that any

meaning derived from an analysis of
grounded solely on internal
tnerefore,

must

natural¬

the data must be

considerations.

All meaning,

arise from within and cannot be imposed from

without.

The results of the study are presented in three parts.
The first part contains a group profile of
each of

the subjects in

the four constituency groups canvassed.

These group

profiles furnish important demographic and background infor¬
mation needed to interpret some of the responses made to
questions contained in the interview guide.

The second part

offers a brief overview of the various management develop¬
ment

programs sponsored by the company in question over

past

two and one half decades.

provides

This short historical

the

sketch

important background information for understanding

both the responses of subjects in the study and corporate
efforts,

past

and present,

at management development within

the company.

Part three contains two segments.
contains

The first segment

the results of detailed intra-group and inter-group

comparisons of

the various responses given to each of

the
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questions asked during the interviews.

The categories used

to summarize and analyze the data are based on the themes or
topical

areas explored in the interview sessions.

cific dimensions of
dressed

The spe¬

the management development process ad¬

include:

1.

The essential difference between management devel¬
opment and management training

2.

The role played by the boss-subordinate relation¬
ship

3.

The role played by peer

4.

The identification of critical personal, situa¬
tional, and environmental factors influencing the
outcomes of efforts at management development

5.

Specific benefits to be derived from formal
gram versus informal arrangements

6.

The ultimate locus of responsibility for managing
the development process

7.

Particular managerial skills that either can or
cannot be significantly improved through instruc¬
tion and practice

8.

The identification of the primary target popula¬
tion of corporate efforts at management develop¬
ment

9.

Perceived strengths and weaknesses of current pro¬
grams

interactions

pro¬

10.

Examples of extraordinary success or
the sphere of management development

failure in

11.

Personal

12.

Additional insights into the nature and character
of the development process

expectations of program outcomes
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The second segment

in part

three deals with some of

the

implications the findings have for corporate decision-makers
and

information-users.

each of

The findings and implications for

the twelve dimensions explored in the study are pre¬

sented in thematic fashion under each of

the twelve topic

headings.

PART ONE:

GROUP PROFILES

HRD Staff Specialists

Twelve subjects were surveyed in the HRD staff special¬
ist group.

Included in the sample were the Assistant Vice

President-Human Resources,

the Division Manager-Development,

the District Manager-Development,
Taken collectively,

the members of

the entire management

ana 9 staff managers.
this group constituted

team responsible for setting corporate

policy and practice with regard to efforts at
agement development
two or

three years.

across

initial man¬

the entire company over

It should be noted

in passing that,

months before this research project was undertaken,
of

the department within which all of

was changed from the Personnel
sources Department

the past
six

the name

these subjects work

Department

to the Human Re¬

to convey a more enlightened approach to

the personnel
level,

function.

Figure 3 provides a breakdown,

by

of those canvassed in the study.

HRD STAFF SPECIALIST GROUP

Assistant Vice President
Division Manager
District Manager
Staff Managers

1
1
1
9

Figure 3

The level of
females

formal

education among the 7 males ana 5

in the sample proved to be well

were college graduates.

above average.

All

More than one half of the group

members also held advanced degrees; one held a doctorate in
adult education,

three held a master's degree in human re¬

source development,

All

but

and two possessed an M.B.A.

degree.

two of the group members had previously worked

in other departments within the company.

Each indicated

that he or she wished to be viewed as a competent and dedi¬
cated professional working for an organization that

is

striving to be on the leading edge of corporate human re¬
source development

and human resource management.
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The interviews with the members of
be very easy to conduct.

Each of

the subjects was extremely

cooperative and provided reflective,
the questions asked.
in the

findings of

this group proved to

articulate responses to

Each also indicated a strong interest

the study and asked to be informed of

the

results .

The views of the members of this particular group were
of special

relevance to the research objectives of

in at least two ways.

On the one hand,

the study

those surveyed were

in a position to provide insights into the inner dynamics of
the development process from a professional point of view.
On the other hand,

they were also in a unique position to

comment on company-wide,
ic,

rather than departmental1y-spec1f-

efforts at management development.

Immediate Supervisors

Fourteen subjects were interviewed in the immediate su¬
pervisor group.

The sample selected provided a representa¬

tive cross-section of

those departments that were promoting

from within at that time or
relatively large numbers.
divestiture on Regional

recruiting new college hires
One of

in

the immediate effects of

Bell Operating Companies,

it should
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be noted,

was the need to reduce the work

force as a means

of projecting a cost-competitive image and improving earn¬
ings.

As a result, most departments ordered a freeze on

promotions and new hires.

A few departments,

however,

which

were considered to be in a growth stage in the new environ¬
ment,

departments such as the Information Services Organiza¬

tion and Business Marketing,

were authorized to continue to

promote from within and recruit new college graduates.
ure 4 shows a breakdown of

Fig¬

the various disciplines or de¬

partments represented in the sample of 9 male and 5 female
supervisors surveyed.

SUPERVISORY GROUP

Accounting
Information Systems
Marketing
Business Marketing
Revenue Matters
Network
Real Estate

3
3
2
2
2
1
1

Figure 4

The majority of

those selected had some previous exper¬

ience with developing new managers.
jects

Only two of

the sub¬

in this group indicated that they were responsible for

the direct

supervision of management

trainees for

the

first
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time.

Two of

rolled

in a management development program themselves earli¬

er

the veteran developers, moreover,

had been en¬

in their careers and therefore had first hand experience

with the process on two different levels.

As

in

the case of

the HRD staff specialist group,

the

immediate supervisors chosen in the sample proved to be ex¬
tremely cooperative,

reflective,

and articulate in respond¬

ing to questions regarding various facets of
development process.

The views of

the management

the subjects in this

group were of particular value for this study for two rea¬
sons.

First,

they were in a position to comment on depart¬

mental values,

priorities,

and practices in regard to ef¬

forts at management development.
of particular

Second,

importance to this study due to the critical

role played by the immediate supervisor
process.

It

their views were

in the development

is generally acknowledged by professionals and

laymen alike that

the immediate boss has a determining in¬

fluence on the outcomes of efforts at management develop¬
ment.

Consequently,

the opinions of

group were of particular
sights

into

conditions .

the subjects in this

relevance in gaining some new in¬

the process as

it

actually operates under

field
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Program Participants

Fifteen subjects

in the program participant group were

interviewed in the study.

All but two were enrolled in more

than one management development program sponsored by the
company.
hires;

Eleven members of

this group were new college

the remainder were veteran employees with a high

school diploma who had been promoted into a management posi¬
tion for

the first time.

Two-thirds of

the subjects were

females,

a ratio that clearly reflects the company's strong

commitment to affirmative action in recent years.

Figure 5 provides a breakdown of
disciplines represented
of

the addition of

it

should be noted,

zation matches
ple.

This

in the sample.

a subject

the various industry
With the exception

from the Personnel

Department,

the number of subjects from each organi¬

that of

the immediate supervisor group sam¬

is due to the fact that the data collection plan

called for canvassing boss-subordinate pairs whenever possi¬
ble

in order

gather

to cut down on the amount of travel needed to

the data.

PARTICIPANT GROUP

Accounting
Information Systems
Marketing
Business Marketing
Revenue Matters
Network
Real Estate
Per sonnel

3
3
2
2
2
I
I
1

Figure 5

Experience with formal management development activi¬
ties on the part of the program participants ranged from
four to six months.

All of

the subjects in this group had

received some degree of technical

and administrative train¬

ing during that period but only two had been exposed to any
generic management training.

Two common traits were found in virtually every one of
the members of

this group.

Each was very much concerned

with making a very good showing on his or her
ment

job.

first manage¬

Each also expressed the need to compare his/her

experiences with others in a similar position within the
company.

The views of program participants or management

trainees
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were of special

relevance to the study because they were in

a position to offer

a novice perspective on the development

process.

the stakeholder groups,

pants,

Of

all of

it can be generally assumed,

amount of knowledge about

program partici¬

start out with the least

the process.

Program Graduates

The sample included twelve veteran managers who had
been management trainees when they first
Nine of

joined the company.

the subjects in this group had participated in de¬

velopment programs specifically designed to facilitate the
movement of high-potential management candidates within the
corporate hierarchy.

The other three had been enrolled in

intensive development programs designed to facilitate the
transition of

new managers into non-traditional

areas,

as females moving into construction or engineering.
the nine high potential
trict

level

ducted;

such

Two of

candidates had reached third or dis¬

in the company hierarchy when the study was con¬

the other seven held second level positions.

The ratio of males to females in this group sample was
three-to-one,

a figure that

practice with respect

reflects earlier AT&T policy and

to management development

activities
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when females were excluded from consideration as management
trainees.

It was not until

of a consent decree by AT&T,

1973,

as a result of the signing

that Bell Operating Companies

established affirmative action goals and strategies in the
area of management development.

The views of program graduates were of particular
terest

in¬

in this study because they were in a position to pro¬

vide an important time-perspective on the development
process.

It had been more than ten years since any of

the

individuals in this group had participated in a formal man¬
agement development program.

Those interviewed,

were in a position to comment on what their
tions were and the degree to which

therefore,

initial expecta¬

these expectations were

realized or not over time.

Figure 6 provides a breakdown of the departments or
disciplines represented in the sample.
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GRADUATE GROUP

Engineering
Installation/Maintenance
Operator Services
Information Systems
Accounting

6
3
1
1
l

Figure 6

PART TWO:

CORPORATE EFFORTS AT DEVELOPMENT

The primary objective in undertaking this research
project,

as noted earlier,

was not to evaluate the effec¬

tiveness of past or current management development programs
sponsored by the company in question.
identify internal

Rather,

it was to

and external conditions which shape the

outcomes of corporate efforts at management development.
The following historical

overview of six formal management

development programs sponsored by the Regional
ing Company chosen as
process

Bell Operat¬

the locus for studying the development

is designed to serve a two-fold purpose.

First,

it

provides a capsule view of efforts at management development
within the company over
furnishes background
some of

the past three decades.

Second,

it

information necessary for understanding

the references made by the subjects

in responding to
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some of

the questions contained in the interview guide.

Junior Executive Training (JET)

The Junior Executive Training program was a prototype
management development program developed by AT&T and used in
a number of

Bell Operating Companies prior to 1962 when the

first definitive management development program was intro¬
duced across

the entire Bell System.

designed to provide high-potential
fast

track

The JET program was

new college hires with a

to a second level management position in the man¬

agement hierarchy after

a year of participating in a set of

structured development activities such as rotational
ments

assign¬

to different departments and coaching by a seasoned

manager.

Initial

Management Development Program (IMDP)

In 1962 AT&T introduced the Initial
ment Program to the Bell

System.

Management Develop¬

This program was designed

to accelerate the movement of high-potential
hires

into middle management positions.

new college

After a one year

trial period during which the trainees were assigned a num¬
ber

of

first and second level management

jobs at AT&T,

in one
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of

the Operating Companies,

Labs,

in Western Electric,

or

in Bell

successful candidates were guaranteed a second level

position;

unsuccessful

candidates were terminated.

it was

expected that successful candidates would advance to third
or

fourth level within five to ten years.

program,

This particular

which was restricted to male candidates,

extensively throughout

the Bell System until

was used

1973 when AT&T

agreed to abolish sexual discrimination in placing and de¬
veloping management

trainees.

First Management Job

(FMJ)

/

In 1973

the company serving as the focal point

case study introduced a new development program,

for this

grounded in

a highly structured management-by-objectives approach to the
process.
replaced

This new program,
the Initial

entitled First Management Job,

Management Development Program.

marked contrast to earlier programs,
management people,

including all

In

FMJ was open to all

new college hires and those

promoted from within into a management position for the
first

time.

This program was still

study was conducted.

new

in operation when the
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Intensive Development Program ( IDP)

In the mid-70s the company introduced an accelerated
management development program designed to facilitate the
transition to supervisory positions in non-traditional
fields.
called,

This new Intensive Development Program,

as it was

was intended to provide new supervisors in new

fields with

the technical,

administrative,

and supervisory

skills needed to handle these management assignments in a
compressed period of time.
room training,
managers in

In addition to intensive class¬

candidates receive coaching from experienced

the field.

This program was still operational

when the study was conducted but only on a very small

General

scale.

Management Candidates Program (GMC)

Another company-initiated management development pro¬
gram was
duced

the General

in 1979.

Management Candidates Program intro¬

This program aimed at

identifying a pool of

promotable people made up of high-potential
level managers.
years,

This experiment,

first and second

which lasted only three

relied heavily on quarterly performance appraisals

and feedback

reports

to higher management

in the candidate s

depar tment.

Although participant feedback tended to be
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strongly positive,

the program was dropped because some de¬

partment heads felt that it was not meeting their needs.

Initial Corporate Development Program (ICDP)

The most
gram,

recent corporate management development pro¬

introduced in 1983,

to all

is a two-track program available

new management hires and those promoted from within

into a management position.

The track A version of

the pro¬

gram is geared for new managers with no supervisory respon¬
sibilities.

The general objective of

this track,

in the brochure describing the program,
best

possible management employees.

as stated

is to develop the

This track, which is

followed by about 90% of new managers in the company,
volves orientation sessions,
with corporate officers,

relevant

job training,

in¬

meetings

periodic performance feedback,

and

experience-sharing sessions.

The track B version of the program was designed to fos¬
ter

the development of

the special skills needed by first

level supervisors to manage job results effectively and in¬
teract with reporting people.
in the same developmental
A version,

management

In addition to participating

activities contained in the track

trainees in

track B receive

additional
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training in supervisory skill-building and problem-solving.

PART THREE:

The results of

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

the study will be presented using the

same topical headings or categories employed in the inter¬
view guide during the data gathering phase of
The findings derive from detailed
group comparisons of
al

the project.

inter-group and intra¬

the various responses made by individu¬

subjects to the same question.

The analysis,

as noted earlier,

is heavily weighted

toward the qualitative rather than the quantitative side.
It

focuses more on anecdotal data than statistical data.

The primary goal
into

of the study is to gain some new insights

the inner dynamics of

the management development

process as it operates under
large corporate setting.
therefore,

actual

The main thrust of

the analysis,

is the identification of areas of strong conver¬

gence or divergence of opinion,
or

field conditions in a

novel

or unique perceptions,

other qualitative information that sheds light on the un¬

derlying nature and character of

the management development

function,

in a holistic way.

Percentages,

ratios,

numerical

indicators used in reporting the findings

and other
are in-
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tended to convey orders of magnitude rather than statisti¬
cally significant figures.

Management Development
versus Management Training

With one or

two exceptions,

study indicated that

those interviewed in the

it is possible to draw certain gross,

meaningful distinctions between management development and
management

training.

Indeed,

a central

theme orchestrated

in the comments of the vast majority of those surveyed is
the notion that
polar

these two functions bear an essentially bi¬

relation to each other.

The predominant image re¬

flected in the language used to describe the outcomes of
these two forms of adult learning is that of a continuum
with training positioned at one end and development

at

the

opposite end.

Management training,

most subjects indicated,

ally understood in terms of
tivities usually conducted

formal,

structured learning ac¬

in a classroom setting.

the distinguishing features of

is gener¬

One of

this particular form of

adult

learning is a narrow emphasis on the acquisition of certain
technical

and administrative skills needed to succeed in a
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given management
with

formal

job.

The training function is identified

course offerings,

seminars, conferences,

and

other structured learning activities designed to improve an
individual s ability to handle the responsibilities associ¬
ated with a particular management position.
ber of subjects,
group,

that management

training,

and administrative skills.

The concept of management development,
agreed among the subjects in all

it was generally

four stakeholder groups,

and more comprehensive.

opment process represents an overall
manner

by its

should aim at providing basic management skills

in addition to technical

much broader

a num¬

especially in the HRD staff specialist

stressed the fact

very nature,

However,

is

The management devel¬
approach to improve the

in which management assignments are handled,

with a

strong emphasis on enhancing one's ability to advance within
the management hierarchy.

In the opinion of the majority,
associated with

the management development

a long-term type of
and broad

the learning outcomes

adult learning that

in perspective.

process represent

is generic in nature

Management development

aims at

improving and refining competencies judged to be essential
for

success

in any management position.

While

the develop-
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merit process often includes elements of management
it

training,

seeks to accomplish more than is possible through train¬

ing alone.

Management development

sion-making,

leadership,

the use of coaching,
formance reviews,
mental

activities.

and other managerial skills through

special

projects,

rotational
It

aims at improving deci¬

aims

developmental

assignments,

per¬

and other develop¬

at preparing an individual

to

perform well on a variety of assignments involving increas¬
ing degrees of management responsibility.

Figure 7 highlights the essentially bi-polar character
of

the learning outcomes and strategies associated with

the

training and development functions as reflected in the lan¬
guage used by the subjects in the study to describe the fun¬
damental

differences between the two functions.

MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT

MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Narrow focus
information-based
Short-term objectives
Theoretical
Cognitive learning
Learning about a job
Job-specific skills

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Figure 7

Broad focus
Process-based
Long-term objectives
Practical
Experiential learning
Doing a job
Generic management skills
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Fully one half of

the HRD staff specialists cautioned

against viewing these fundamental differences as grounds for
divorcing the two functions.
tion,

The management

they argued, bears a special

ment development process.

Indeed,

in the development process.
technical

relation to the manage¬
it plays a critical

role

in addition to improving the

and administrative skills needed to be successful

in a given management position,
engaging in a set of
ties.

training func¬

it

lays the groundwork for

formal management development activi¬

It furnishes the basic tools needed to begin to oper¬

ate in a context wider

than the immediate job.

Management

training aims at establishing a managerial mind-set and de¬
veloping the basic thought patterns of management,
defining the job,
tives,
of

establishing priorities,

selecting strategies,

such as

setting objec¬

and devising action plans.

One

its primary objectives is to underscore the fact that be¬

ing a manager

involves much more than merely giving orders

to subordinates.

In marked contrast to this view of the relationship be¬
tween

the two functions,

the primary architect of

the two-

track management development program most recently intro¬
duced
role

into the company saw training as playing a very minor
in the development process.

In responding to the ques-
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tion,

he commented:
Training, in my mind, is a small component of manage¬
ment development.
Development is a thing that happens
to people which tends to be an inherently se1f-directed
and self-initiated process.
It has to do with learning
and life experiences.
Training, on the other hand, is
not involved with learning.
Learning has to do with
what is important to a person.
It has to do with what
helped you most in your personal life, your job, your
hobby, and so forth.
Learning is how you get devel¬
oped.
Very seldom do people say 'I took a course to
learn something.'
The training mythology is that one
trains to develop.
But training is the smallest entry
into the process.
It helps one to think about the
process, but it doesn't really provide the skills and
knowledge.
Development, in the operational sense, is a
process or a program which enables people, in a struc¬
tured and systematic way, to learn from experience.
Training is involved only in a small sense-a very
small sense.
The real key is experience and involve¬
ment, not training.

A somewhat similar view of the nature of the develop¬
ment

process was expressed by one of

the program partici¬

pants who stated:
Training means being trained for a specific job that
carries a management title.
It leaves no room for pro¬
gress.
Development gets into putting things into an
educational perspective.
It carries that implication.
It is mu 11i-dimensional.
It means growth
profession¬
ally, personally, emotionally.
It means growth as a
thinker and as a decision-maker.

More than one quarter of
called attention to the

the program participants

'rite-of-passage'

mal management development

programs for

character of

for

the new management
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person.

Formal programs of

this type serve to facilitate

the difficult transition from a student to a corporate cul¬
ture.

They expose the new college recruit to a different

set of values,

a different set of behavioral

and different ways of setting priorities.

assumptions,

Corporate devel¬

opment programs prepare new college hires to function in the
business world by clarifying job expectations and exposing
them to the philosophy and management style of the corpora¬
tion that recruited

them.

Three members of the immediate supervisor group noted
the

'rite-of-passage'

character of

the development process

and went on to stress the deeply internal
comes of
position,

the process.

internal

The formative years in a management

they pointed out,

and growth as

nature of the out¬

represent a period of maturation

a management person.

In stressing the deeply

character of the development process, one subject

observed:
Development, I think, has a great deal to do with self¬
expansion or internal expansion of the individual in
addition to external expansion.
Management training is
always, I think, external.
Development is almost a
50/50 split between what the individual does for him¬
self and what others do for that person to help.
My
idea of what development is, is recognizing what people
need in a growing assignment or changing environment.
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A similar view regarding the idiosyncratic character of
the learning outcomes of the development process was ex¬
pressed by one of

the program graduates who commented:

I would say that training is more an educational
process of the new individual.
it presents basic man¬
agement techniques.
It deals with such things as busi¬
ness writing and techniques of dealing with people.
It's inculcating them with a management mind-set.
Whereas management development, I don't know if you can
train someone for it.
It is growth as a person and as
a management person.
It's self-acquired.
If one
hasn't developed himself, he won't get much out of go¬
ing to schools like the Sloan School.
Development is
not something you get out of a book or a class.
It's
judgment, savvy, and all that kind of thing that comes
into play here.

Two immediate supervisors from two of the more techni¬
cally-oriented departments within the company expressed some
concern over the low status accorded management development
activities in some quarters.

In certain disciplines,

as Information Systems and Engineering,

they noted,

such

a much

higher priority is often placed on the enhancement of tech¬
nical

competencies than on the improvement of generic man¬

agement skills.

Advancement in these departments,

torically depended more on technical
gerial
to fill

ability.

has his¬

expertise than on mana¬

The best technician is generally selected

a group manager position when a vacancy occurs.

The majority of

subjects in

the program graduate group
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indicated that, while virtually no effort was made to devel¬
op specific managerial

abilities in the earlier programs,

the exposure to the various company operations,

such as en¬

gineering,

and so forth

operator services, plant,

provided a meaningful
industry in general,
in particular.

commercial

orientation to the telecommunications
and the Regional Bell Operating Company

The strategy of placing new,

management candidates on brief rotational

high potential

assignments in the

various operating departments provided the new manager with
a comprehensive understanding of the nature of the business
to be managed.

A detailed analysis of the reflections of the subjects
in all

four stakeholder groups within the sample regarding

some of the essential
management

differences and similarities between

training and management development suggests

that

there are at least three ways that greater benefits could be
derived
First,

from corporate efforts

at management development.

if the notion of management training includes the ac¬

quisition or enhancement of generic management abilities in
addition to the development of technical
skills,

as many of

and administrative

the HRD staff specialists contend,

then

provision should be made for more generic management train¬
ing to be included at

the front-end of

the management devel-
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opment process.

Only two of

program participant group,
generic management course.

the fifteen subjects in the

as noted earlier, had completed a
Under current conditions,

only

those new managers with supervisory responsibilities who are
enrolled in

the track B version of

velopment Program receive skill

the Initial Corporate De¬

training in such basic man¬

agement competencies as leadership, decision-making,

and

problem solving.

If management training ultimately aims at providing the
new management person with a conceptual

framework

for

ap¬

proaching management tasks and a solid grounding in the ba¬
sic competencies needed to be successful
sition,

in a management po¬

then it would seem that a generic management train¬

ing curriculum should be an integral

part of

the design of

any management development program.

Second,

the data suggests that more conscious attention

should be paid to the

'rite-of-passage'

management development process for

character of the

the new college recruit.

Despite a recent spate of books and articles that underscore
the
of

important

role that

corporate culture plays in

business and industry,

attention

it would appear

is often paid to the fact

the world

that insufficient

that corporate develop-
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ment

programs can be used as a vehicle for

facilitating the

transition from a student culture to a corporate culture.
One way of

improving

the results of corporate efforts at

management development would be to include this as one of
the formal

objectives of

two on the subject of
velopmental

Third,

the program and add a seminar or

corporate culture to the list of de¬

activities.

the observation that there exists a serious dan¬

ger of downplaying the importance of efforts at management
development

in some of the more technically-oriented depart¬

ments appears to warrant serious attention.
ing climate in certain departments

If

the prevail¬

is such that a much high¬

er value is attached to the enhancement of technical exper¬
tise,

as opposed to the improvement of managerial skills as

a means of
it

advancing within the management hierarchy,

then

is possible that both the corporation and individual man¬

agers will be losers in the end.
part, may fail

The corporation,

for

to develop an adequate pool of promotable

managers needed to meet management succession plans.
agement trainees,
realize their

full

Man¬

on the other hand, may ultimately fail
potential

if

insufficient

paid to their development during their
the business.

its

Consequently,

if

to

attention is

first few years in

the danger

is real,

then all
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of

the key players in the development process in these de¬

partments should be reminded of the critical
forts at management development
overall

effectiveness of

role that ef¬

play in determining the

individual managers and the corpo¬

ration as a whole.

Boss-Subordinate Relationship

Subjects in all
were in fundamental

four of

the major stakeholder groups

agreement regarding the critical

role

played by the boss-subordinate relationship in shaping the
outcomes of the management development process.

The funda¬

mental working relationship established between a boss-es¬
pecially a first boss-and a subordinate,
out,

it was pointed

has a determining influence on the ultimate success or

failure of corporate efforts at management development.
pivotal

The

role played by this relationship was summarized by

one of the HRD staff specialists in the following terms:
The boss-subordinate relationship is major, critical,
fundamental.
It is a very sensitive relationship.
The
self-perception of each determines success or failure.
Dialogue around the job is required.
What is needed?
How is it measured?
How to get there?
If the subordi¬
nate feels the need to defer to the boss, he won't
probe and question.
There will be no real dialogue and
challenge.
As a consequence, there will be little
clarity as to how the subordinate will be evaluated.
Some subordinates don't like to tell their boss tney re
not skilled in some area after conducting a needs as-
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sessment.
Therefore this limits the value of the de¬
velopment planning.
It puts restraints on it.
If the subordinate sees himself as an equal par¬
ticipant and wants to be clear about things, and it's
alright to say he's not skilled in some areas, then
this results in a team effort, dialogue and cooperation.
The boss has the responsibility to develop people.
This means coaching, providing knowledge and informa¬
tion, sharing expectations, explaining how the subordi¬
nate will be held accountable, and encouraging the use
of resources, that is, people, documents and so forth.
The boss needs to provide feedback informally-daily,
quarterly, whatever.
It should be positive as well as
critical.
It should be a problem-solving approach.

A predominant theme encountered
staff specialists,

in the comments of

immediate supervisors,

HRD

and program gradu¬

ates regarding the boss-subordinate relationship focuses on
the multi-faceted character of
diate supervisor

in the development process.

sis was placed on the fact
a number of different
hats,

in shepherding

that

Strong empha¬

the boss is expected to play

roles, or wear

a number of different

the new management person through

wide range of developmental
tical year

the role played by the imme¬

a

activities during the first cri¬

in a management position.

The boss'
subjects in all

role in the development process,
three groups insisted,

To be effective in this role,
see his or her

a number of

is multi-dimensional

the immediate supervisor must

responsibility as involving much more than
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the handing out of work assignments and
job performance.
teacher,

the monitoring of

The boss is expected to function as guide,

mentor,

coach,

and evaluator

in working with the

new manager.

One of the terms most commonly used to describe the na¬
ture of

the boss'

'coach.'

role in the development process was

As a coach,

to work with

the boss is expected to set

the new person,

the job itself.

aside time

despite the pressing demands of

He or she is expected to provide the new

person with a job description, define areas of responsioi1ity and accountability,
of

the job.

vidual

The boss is expected to be sensitive to indi¬

needs,

to be supportive,

become more secure,
carrying out

and explain the boundary conditions

and to help the subordinate

more confident,

and more imaginative in

job responsibilities.

In the judgment of one quarter of
HRD staff specialist group,
ate supervisor

in

first boss,

the primary role of the immedi¬

the development

positive role model

for

the subjects in the

process is to serve as a

the new management person.

it was noted,

plays an extremely critical

in corporate efforts at management development.
of

the new management

The

person,

the

role

In the eyes

first boss j_s_ the company.
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The immediate boss inevitably makes a powerful

impression,

either positive or negative, on the new management person.

A prominent

theme orchestrated in the remarks of

majority of the immediate supervisors interviewed
the role of

the boss-subordinate relationship is

the

regarding
the central

importance of the types of assignments given to the subordi¬
nate during the
tive,

first year of development.

they insisted,

It

is

impera¬

that the boss provide the new manager

with challenging assignments designed to promote real
and development as a management person.
should be varied,
such

challenging,

These assignments

realistic,

a nature that the individual

growth

meaningful,

and of

is forced to stretch be¬

yond ordinary limits in order to succeed.

Conspicuous by its absence,
of

was the failure on the part

the subjects in the program participant group to specify

the precise role played by the immediate supervisor in the
development process.
viewed tended to speak
commenting on
ship.

Without exception,
in global

the nature of

all of

those inter¬

and very general

terms in

the boss-subordinate relation¬

Not a single program participant attempted to deline¬

ate his or her expectations regarding

the role of

the boss
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in concrete and specific terms.

Even a cursory review of the responses of the subjects
in this group to the question reveals a sharp difference of
opinion regarding the overall
pervisor

approach of the immediate su¬

in developing the new manager.

Forty percent indi¬

cated that they expected the boss to adopt a very directive
approach.

The underlying rationale offered for

adopting

this position was that the boss is experienced and in the
best position to lead and direct

the new person.

In at¬

tempting to describe the nature of the working relationship
that should exist,

one program participant used a teacher-

student analogy.

Slightly more than one quarter of the program partici¬
pants,

on

the other hand,

indicated that

they expected the

boss to adopt an essentially non-directive approach to the
relationship.

The immediate supervisor,

they observed,

should be available when needed, but should basically pro¬
vide a free hand in allowing the new person to carry out ms
or her

job responsibilities.

One subject

remarked:

In terms of my own boss-subordinate relationship, Bill
is tremendous.
I'm very fortunate.
He lets me do as
much as I can on my own.
He's willing to iet me ge
involved in anything I want to take a stab at.
It I
have problems, I can go back to him tor help.
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to development is to take the ball and run with it.
If
you stumble, you get up and continue.
The independence
factor is the key.
The more you get, the more you can
handle.
It s a reciprocal relation.

Finally,

one third of the program participants

sample gave no clue as to what general approach
pected the boss to take to the relationship.
state, however,
role

that

they felt

in the

they ex¬

They did

the boss plays an important

in the process.

One third of the immediate supervisors and one quarter
of

the program graduates expressed the view that

should be non-directive in his or her
ment.

approach to develop¬

The boss should not be directive and controlling in

dealing with the new person.
they argued,
er

the boss

What the new manager needs,

is guidance rather than teaching,

than instruction.

support

rath¬

And the guidance should come as direc¬

tion and not as answers.

The boss should allow freedom and

latitude in the carrying out of

job responsibilities.

In

the words of one immediate supervisor:
The boss is the subordinate's principle link to the
overall organization and for the orientation and spe¬
cific work efforts of that person.
There's very little
contact with the next level above the immediate super¬
visor.
The boss is the primary interface.
So the boss
becomes very important.
He provides guidance and di¬
rection, but he should allow the subordinate freedom
and latitude.
He needs to allow the subordinate to ac-
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tually make decisions.
You need to allow the subordi¬
nate to act.
At the same time, you must try not to
overmanage.
You don't want to impose your own precon¬
ceptions on the new person.

In commenting on the centrality of the boss-subordinate
relationship to

the entire management development process,

25% of the subjects
scored
boss'

the fact
role

in the HRD staff specialist group under¬

that,

although

the critical nature of

the

in the process is universally acknowledged by up¬

per management

in all departments across the entire company,

boss selection and boss training remain two of the weakest
links in the process.
gested,

This condition exists,

because individual departments-and not

ganization-exercise full

control

managers and the selection of their

In the view of

the majority of

immediate supervisors,
the study,

immediate supervisors.

HRD staff specialists,

and program graduates interviewed in
the role of

the im¬

in the development process could be im¬

proved considerably.

It

that every boss,

necessarily has

the HRD or¬

over the placement of new

the overall effectiveness of

mediate supervisor

expect

it was sug¬

is unrealistic,

they contended,

no

simply by virtue of being the boss,

the interest and the ability needed to de¬

velop subordinates.

One way of

remedying this situation,
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they suggested,
respect

is to train, measure,

and reward bosses with

to their efforts at management development.

If

the

development of subordinates was added to the list of varia¬
bles contained on the yearly performance appraisal
then one would expect

that

the quality of

form,

the results of ef¬

forts at management development would improve in every depar tment.

A detailed analysis of all of the comments made by the
subjects in

the study regarding the role of

the boss-subor¬

dinate relationship in the management development process
allows one to draw at least
First,

three important inferences.

in stressing the centrality of the relationship to

the entire process and in highlighting the determining in¬
fluence that the relationship has on the ultimate success or
failure of efforts

at management development,

the majority

of subjects confirm the findings of a number of studies that
underscore
role

the critical

role played by the boss-subordinate

in the process.

Second,

the fact that not

a single subject

gram participant group attempted to delineate
role of the immediate supervisor
the

importance of making

in the pro¬

the precise

in the process underscores

those under development consciously
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aware of what

the corporation expects of

the boss in foster¬

ing the growth and development of the new management person
as a means of

clarifying role expectations.

tions of subjects
garding

The observa¬

in the other three stakeholder groups re¬

the nature and character of

be valid and important.

the boss'

role appear to

The role of the boss in the process

is a multi-faceted one involving much more than handing out
work

assignments and monitoring job performance.

diate supervisor

is expected to function in a number of dif¬

ferent capacities-as guide, coach, mentor,
forth-in preparing

opment

as

A closely related
attention

is

challenging,

intended to promote real

a management

for

the per¬

He or she is also expected to pro¬

the subordinate with meaningful,

istic assignments

and so

The immediate

is expected to serve as a role model

son under development.
vide

judge,

the new management person to handle

current and future management assignments.
supervisor

The imme¬

and real¬

growth and devel¬

person.

issue that appears to warrant closer

the sharp difference of opinion among subjects

in both the program participant group and the immediate su¬
pervisor

group regarding a directive versus a non-directive

approach to the boss-subordinate relationship.

Perhaps in

the

the differ-

final

analysis,

it

is possible to show that
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ences boil down to a question of preferred management styles
and the individual
way of

needs of those under development.

One

confronting the issue directly would be to encourage

dialogue

around role expectation at the very outset

to establish

Third,

a mutual understanding of

given the amount of time,

in order

the relationship.

money,

and effort

spent on corporate efforts at management development,

it

makes good business sense to try to build in some kind of
quality control
pervisor

over

the process in terms of

accountability.

corporate efforts

immediate su¬

The suggestion that the results of

at management development could be consid¬

erably improved if bosses were trained, measured,
warded in

and .re¬

the area of subordinate development appears to

have merit.

It

is possible to cite at least two distinct

advantages to adding

the development of subordinates to the

list of variables evaluated on the annual performance ap¬
praisal

form.

On

the one hand,

individual would benefit
the part of

the corporation and the

as a result of improved efforts on

the boss who is

the other hand,

both

a key player

bosses would also benefit

in the process.

On

from the move.

Most would be inclined to seek out ways of developing exper¬
tise in this area;
achievement

in

they would experience a greater sense of

their

jobs;

and they would be rewarded for

their efforts in this direction.

Peer

The majority of

Interactions

those interviewed in the study indi¬

cated that in their opinion peer
powerful

interactions function as a

force shaping the outcomes of efforts at management

development,

a force second only to the extraordinary influ¬

ence exerted by the immediate supervisor.

A number of sub¬

jects called attention to the strong inclusion and exclusion
forces that

are operative in all human interactions includ¬

ing those that occur

among peers in a work environment.

The

newcomer to the work group is driven by a strong desire to
do well on his or her
ences
peer

first management

the need to gain
group in order

therefore,

for

job and soon experi¬

the acceptance and respect of

to do so.

It

the

is virtually impossible,

the person under development

not to come to

grips with the influence of peers on his or her development
as a management person.

A few of

the HRD staff specialists

expressed the view that peer influence remains an important
consideration

throughout an individual's entire career.

the same time,
group suggested

At

a couple of other subjects within the same
that

peer

influence is most powerful during

the formative years in business and tends to diminish with
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the passage of time and the acquisition of new competencies.

A prominent theme reflected in the comments of
staff specialists,

immediate supervisors,

HRD

and program gradu¬

ates was the notion that peer interactions represent an am¬
bivalent

force.

edged sword,

at management development.

the posi¬

and experience,

the new person by sharing

providing guidance and direction,

and serving as emotional support systems.
side,

On

to help

peers are in a unique position to contribute to

the growth and development of
knowledge

a kind of two-

in the sense that they can serve either

or hinder efforts
tive side,

They actually function as

On the negative

peers are in a position to undermine and sabotage ef¬

forts at management development by being uncooperative,
serving as negative role models,
engaging in harmful

creating roadblocks,

ana

competition.

One subject described peer interactions in terms of
sibling rivalries and love-hate relationships.

Another

at¬

tempted to capture the ambivalence of such encounters in tne
•following terms:
Peer interactions run the gamut.
If they are jealous
or feel threatened, they will hinder the process; oth¬
erwise they will help.
The stronger people feel about
themselves, the more helpful they will be to the new
person.
The more competitive people will hinder ^ne
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process and actually create roadblocks.

While
peer

acknowledging the possible negative impact that

interactions might have on the development

process,

every one of the program participants interviewed stressed
the essentially positive nature of his or her experience in
working with peers.

A couple of subjects

in each of the four stakeholder

groups emphasized the importance of viewing peer resistance
more as opportunities for

additional

growth and development

than as strong impediments to development.

This negative

condition provides an opportunity for growth by challenging
the individual

to find ways of overcoming the resistance and

ultimately benefiting from what peers have to offer.

As one

program participant observed:
During the course of interactions with the peer group
you encounter both positive and negative feedback.
Part of growth, I believe, is being able to deal with
negative as well as positive attitudes.
It's good for
the individual as a growth thing.
One can develop from
it professionally.
Sometimes peers provide you with
information you might not get from higher management
because they are closer to the job.
They lay the
groundwork for you.
If the management trainee is a
seed that will grow into a plant, then, to continue the
analogy, peers provide the water.
You can't develop
without input from your peers.
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In order
mum benefit
group,

for

the new management person to derive maxi¬

from interactions with members of the peer

one subject

gested,

it

in the immediate supervisor group sug¬

is necessary for the boss to attempt to harness

these forces and effect an integration of
horizontal

influences on the development process.

agement of peer
chance.

the vertical

and

The man¬

interactions should not be left up to

In the words of this subject:

I see that as really my job-to create the situation,
the growth situation, for the new person so it becomes
an interaction with peers.
You can't do development
vertically.
You couldn't give it enough time.
You
need to create a climate among the peers to support the
growth.
It's through working with other management
people that they pick up the basics.

A detailed analysis of the data gathered around this
aspect of

the management development

process reveals two

areas of strong agreement regarding the role played by peer
interactions in the development process.
around the critical
shaping
ment.

The

first centers

role that these interactions play in

the final outcomes of efforts at management develop¬
Only two subjects, both from the program participant

group and both with
with peers,

jobs requiring little,

contended that peer

no influence over

if any,

contact

interactions have virtually

the development

process.

fifty one subjects indicated that peer

The remaining

interactions put

into
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motion a set of powerful

forces that serve either to promote

or hinder development as a management person.

The second

area of strong agreement centers around the need to view
negative peer situations as new opportunities rather than as
threats.
benefit

If

those under development

from these encounters,

are to derive maximum

then it

is important for the

boss-subordinate pair to make conscious efforts to channel
these forces in the proper direction.
one subject
vertical

The fact that only

in the sample noted the need to integrate the

and horizontal

influences that shape the develop¬

ment process suggests that
quently overlooked

this is an important,

but

fre¬

responsibility of the immediate supervi¬

sor .

Personal,

Situational,

Environmental

Factors

The majority of subjects surveyed
cated

that personal,

situational,

and

in the study indi¬

and environmental

factors

represent a third set of forces that have a direct bearing
on

the final outcomes of efforts

in a large corporate setting.
far

at management development

In the judgment of most, how

ever,

these factors exert

less influence on the end re¬

sults

than that exerted by the immediate supervisor

and
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peers.

When asked to identify some of the more important per¬
sonal

factors

that have some bearing on the process, one

quarter of the subjects
well

in the program participant group,

as a couple of subjects in each of

the other three

groups, cited the importance of such individual
self-image,
goals.

drive,

initiative,

Generally speaking,

ambition,

they noted,

as

variables as

and high personal
those who are highly

self-motivated and have a clear sense of purpose and direc¬
tion tend to move faster
than

those who lack

and farther

in the organization

these personal qualities.

Two subjects, one in the program participant group and
one in

the program graduate group,

expressed the view that

the personal qualities needed to enhance the positive re¬
sults of

the development

process

are found more trequentj.y

in college graduates than in those whose formal educationstopped at
ence,

the high school

both argued,

level.

The.collegiate experi¬

appears to help individuals fashion a

strong self-image and clarify career goals and aspirations.
It

appears to have a broadening effect on life

expectations.

High school

graduates, on

inclined to be less career oriented.

and career

the other hand,

They tend to have low
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aspirations and ambitions,

and are frequently content to

have a well-paying job that provides security and enables
them to maintain an acceptable life style.

In attempting to summarize the importance of

the role

played by individual variables or personal qualities in
shaping the development process from the boss'
view,

one of

point of

the immediate supervisors commented:

Personality factors within the person themselves are
important, such as where they see themselves in five
years.
And innate ability to work well with people,
particularly here in this department where teamwork is
important, is important.
It's easier to create growth
situations if the individual is interested in develop¬
ing.
The process certainly slows down if the person
wants to sit back and not grab the wheel and drive the
bus.
The boss must become more involved if the indi¬
vidual is not motivated.
The boss needs to do a lot
more coaching.
Maybe 'personality' is not the right
word.
It may be bigger than that.

In addressing the issue of which situational
have a bearing on the development process,
subjects
first

the majority of

identified three main factors-the nature of

job,

the types of assignments given to

and boss selection and preparation.
diate supervisors,
other

factors

three groups,

meaningful

together with

the

the new person,

One third of the imme¬

a number of subjects in the

stressed the importance of a valid and

job as a primary condition for engaging in manage

17]

ment development activities.
satisfied,

it

Once that condition has been

then becomes important for the new management

person to be given meaningful

and challenging assignments.

The new person needs to be given opportunities to achieve,
to do something significant,

to demonstrate his or her abil¬

ity to make a contribution to the organization.

The new

person also needs to experience the personal satisfaction
and reinforcement that comes from achievement and success.

The

third situational

factor singled out for

attention,

namely boss selection and preparation, was reviewed earlier
under

the topic of boss-subordinate relationships.

should be noted,

however,

role of personal,

and a number of
returned

that when asked to comment on the

situational,

the process, however,

It

and environmental

the majority of

factors in

HRD staff specialists

immediate supervisors and program graduates

immediately to the issue of boss selection and boss

preparation as being a critical

situational

factor.

In a negative vein, two subjects noted that
promotional opportunities within the company,

the lack of

occasioned by

a concerted effort to shrink the company as a result of di¬
vestiture,

tends to have a demoralizing effect on some indi¬

viduals enrolled

in corporate development programs.

For ,

on
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the one hand,

management

trainees are encouraged to engage

in developmental

activities with a view toward enhancing

their chances of

advancing within

yet

the management ranks,

and

at the same time they are reminded that as the corpora¬

tion shrinks

there will be fewer openings in the management

hier ar chy.

In reflecting on the role played by environmental
tors in shaping
subjects

the development process, very few of

fac¬

the

in the sample saw these forces as exerting much

fluence on

the final outcomes.

diate supervisor

in¬

A few subjects in the imme¬

and the program graduate groups stressed

the need for continued corporate support
els as being a critical

factor

at

the highest

in assuring the success of

efforts at management development across the company.
only other environmental

lev¬

The

factors singled out by a couple of

subjects as having some bearing on the process were the im¬
mediate physical environment,
credibility of

It

family background,

the development programs currently offered.

is possible to draw a couple of

from the information provided around
of

that

important

inferences

this particular

the management development process.

shows

and the

First,

personal qualities and situational

aspect

the evidence
factors play
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an important
process.
far

role in shaping the final outcomes of

the

While the influence of these factors appears to be

less than that exerted by the immediate supervisor and

members of the peer group,
process requires
tors.
age,

Individual
drive,

that

the effective management of the

some attention be paid to these fac¬

variables such as goal

initiative,

ambition,

clarity,

and so forth appear to en¬

hance the chance of success in this arena.
situational

factors of boss selection,

first management
during

job,

self-im¬

and the types of

Likewise,

the nature of

the
the

assignments given

the first year appear to have a strong bearing on the

growth of the individual under development.

Second,
tively minor

environmental
role

factors appear to play a rela¬

in the process, particularly when compared

to the influence exerted by the boss and the peer group, on
one side,

and personal

and situational

factors, on the other

side.

Benefits of Formal Programs

The subjects in all
in unanimous agreement

four major stakeholder groups w.rce

that company-sponsored,

formally-

structured management development programs provide a numoer
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of distinctive advantages over

informal

arrangements worked

out between bosses and subordinates with respect to efforts
at management development.
formal

The problem with adopting an in¬

approach to the development process,

jects pointed out,
cused,

is that

a number of sub¬

it tends to be haphazard,

and generally ineffective in promoting real

and development as

unfo¬

growth

a management person.

While the members of the four constituency groups sur¬
veyed tended to highlight sets of benefits to be derived
from a particular stakeholder perspective,

there was some

agreement across groups regarding some of
derived from a formal program approach.
found

in the comments of

a number of

sors and program participants
ture,

the benefits to be
A central theme

the immediate supervi¬

is the notion that the struc¬

the mandatory boss-subordinate activities,

and the

third-party tracking mechanisms embedded in formal develop¬
ment programs serve as effective counterweights to boss in¬
ertia and procrastination in the area of subordinate devel¬
opment.

Even with

observed,
theless,

this external

some bosses still

pressure,

a few subjects

resist getting involved.

Never¬

while the leverage applied from outside cannot

guarantee the universal participation of

immediate supervi¬

sors

a formal

in

the process,

the requirements of

program do
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force things to happen and serve to insure that,
stances,

the new person will get

in most in¬

the attention needed during

this critical stage of his or her management career.

The majority of subjects

in the HRD staff specialists

and program participant groups,
program participant group,

together with a few in the

stressed the fact that formal

programs furnish the individual under development with net¬
working opportunities.

The periodic group meetings built

into the program structure make it possible for new managers
to meet one another,

compare notes on their experiences,

and

begin to establish a network of personal contacts in differ¬
ent departments across the company.

In

the judgment of

a number of

HRD staff specialists

and program participants the mutual planning and goal-set¬
ting sessions,

the quarterly job performance reviews,

the periodic boss feedback
gram requirements

information mandated by the pro¬

are of particular value.

ments serve to focus intentions and actions.
able

and

These require¬
They also en¬

the individual under development to gauge his or her

progress along a fixed timeline.

Company sponsorship of formal management development

.17 6

programs,
ists,

in the opinion of

program graduates,

recognition for

a number of HRD staff special¬

and immediate supervisors, provides

the new management person.

it sends

a mes¬

sage that the company places a high priority on the develop¬
ment of human resources and values the contributions that
new managers are able to make to the business.

This corpo¬

rate recognition is intended to enhance the self-image of
the new management person.

A few subjects suggested that company-sponsored pro¬
grams offer

some additional

provide a conceptual

advantages.

the process.

programs

framework for engaging in developmental

activities and a checklist of
out

Formal

things to be done in carrying

They also provide guidance and define the

criteria for success

and failure in the domain of management

development.

A detailed
jects on

review of the comments of all of the sub¬

this topic indicates that

the chances of success

are definitely enhanced when efforts at development are for¬
malized and made part of a company-wide program.

The testi¬

mony of those most closely involved

in the process suggests

that

all of

in

it

is in

the best

the process for

interests of

companies to sponsor

the key players

formal management de
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velopment programs rather

than leave new managers and their

immediate supervisors entirely to their own devices in the
realm of subordinate development.

Although no single benefit was singled out by a majori¬
ty of subjects across all
cant,

four groups as being most signifi¬

there was some agreement among subjects

in two or more

groups regarding distinctive advantages to be gained from
formal versus informal

attempts at management development.

Taken collectively, moreover,

the full

list of

advantages

afforded by formal management development programs is very
impressive.

However,

in order

for all of

holders to derive maximum benefit
the process,
to the full
Not

it

the major stake¬

from their involvement

in

seems that more publicity needs to be given

range of advantages offered by such programs.

a single subject

should be noted,

in the program participant group,

it

mentioned corporate recognition of the new

management person as being an advantage of being formally
enrolled
of

in a program,

the other

while two or more subjects from each

three groups saw this as a definite benefit

that served to enhance the self-image of the new management
person.

At

the same time,

HRD staff specialist,

while two or more subjects in the

program participant,

and program grad¬

uate groups saw networking opportunities as an important ad-

vantage,

no one in the immediate supervisor

group included

this on the list of benefits and advantages.

Responsibility for
Managing the Process

The subjects in all
vided over

four groups proved to be deeply di¬

the question of where to assign the primary locus

of responsibility for

the overall management of

the process.

Only in two groups was there any evidence of consensus con¬
cerning the assignment of responsibility.
supervisory group,

50% of the subjects indicated that the

primary responsibility rests with
subjects

In the immediate

the boss, while 60% of

the

in the program participant group said that the in¬

dividual under development bears

the ultimate responsibility

for managing the process.

It should be noted at the outset
of

that the vast majority

those canvassed in the study expressed some discomfort in

being asked to identify a single

locus of overall

bility for managing the process.

responsi¬

The final breakdown of

opinions expressed by the 53 subjects was as follows:
o

The individual

(16)

o

The immediate supervisor

(12)
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o

The corporation (9)

o

Shared by boss and subordinate

o

Shared by corporation and the individual

o

Shared by the boss and the corporation (3)

In

the case of

(8)

the immediate supervisors,

(5)

one half of

the subjects stated that the boss is primarily responsible
for managing the management development process.
tionale offered for

The ra¬

adopting this position was that the

growth and development of reporting people should be seen as
an integral

part of the job of being the boss.

the immediate supervisor

Furthermore,

is in the best position to deter¬

mine the development needs of the new management person.
Finally,

since new managers

frequently lack

and drive needed to manage the process,

the initiative

the responsibility

often falls to the boss by default.

A couple of subjects
suggested

that,

in the immediate supervisor group

while it might be true that

the major por¬

tion of the responsibility for managing the process rests
with

the boss in

the beginning,

the ratio of shared respon¬

sibility changes dramatically with the passage of

time.

One

subject estimated:
I guess I'd have to say that the primary responsibility
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is mine, perhaps 95% mine, because of the disciplines
that exist today in this department.
if you stick to
the First Management Job plan and the person fails
a
good case could be made for saying that it's the boss'
fault.
After the first year period, however, if you're
going to talk full management development, then the ta¬
bles are turned and the individual assumes almost full
responsibility for his own development.

And another subject

in this group observed:

The responsibility is 50/50 between me and the subordi¬
nate-but not in the beginning.
It's probably 90/10
in the beginning.
What turns the ratio around is a
positive rather than a negative look at what subordi¬
nates are doing.
Fifty/fifty becomes ideal.
it's
reached gradually.
People need more help in the begin¬
ning.
They need to learn what the company expects,
what I expect.
I personally have high goals and I com¬
municate them to subordinates.
I also tell them that I
need their help.

A few of those
that,

interviewed in this group commented

in their opinion,

ly responsible for

the immediate supervisor is primari¬

implementing management development plans

for

subordinates but

for

the process must come from upper

hierarchy.

For

successful,

it

analyze

the initiative and continuing support

the efforts

at management development to be

is necessary for

the needs of

ment programs to meet
needed to insure

levels in the corporate

trained professionals to

the business,
those needs,

the success of

design corporate develop¬
and provide the support

the programs.
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Only a couple of immediate supervisors expressed the
view that the ultimate responsibility for managing the de¬
velopment process rested with
ment.

the individual under develop¬

The initiative for pursuing management growth and de¬

velopment,

they insisted,

being developed.

At

can only come from the individual

the same time,

however,

the immediate

supervisor has to share the responsibility in some way.
of

One

the immediate supervisors estimated the ratio of shared

responsibility in
of 95/5,

this regard is somewhere in the vicinity

with the individual

assuming the major portion of

the responsibility.

In the case of the HRD staff specialist group,
were split

subjects

four ways over the question of where to assign

the primary locus of responsibility for managing the devel¬
opment

process.

One

third of

the subjects expressed the

view that the responsibility for managing the process ulti¬
mately rests with
tivation,

the individual under development.

they argued,

This is not to say,
full
The

The mo¬

can only come from the individual..

however,

that

responsibility for efforts
immediate supervisor

and

the individual muse bear

at management development.

the corporation as

a whole have

a responsibility to support and assist the new management
person in benefitting

from engaging in developmental

activi-
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ties.

One quarter of the HRD staff specialists adopted the
position that

the immediate supervisor must bear final

sponsibility for

the ultimate success or

at management development.
these subjects

insisted,

nates is a fundamental

re¬

failure of efforts

It should be clearly recognized,

that the development of subordi¬

responsibility of

the boss and that

is particularly true in the case of the new management per¬
son .

Another quarter of the HRD staff specialists felt that
the ultimate responsibility should be assigned to the corpo¬
ration in general

and the HRD organization in particular.

The main reason for shifting the responsibility in this di¬
rection,

they pointed out,

was that the corporation is re¬

sponsible for setting policy and designing and implementing
plans for management succession.
sponsibility to perpetuate itself,
through efforts

The corporation has a re¬
and it

is primarily

at management development that it

strengthen itself

is able to

and plan for management succession.

Two members of the HRD staff specialists group defended
the view that

the responsibility for managing the process i s
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ultimately shared by the boss and the subordinate.
ject estimated the split
weight
other

One sub¬

to be about 50/50, with a special

attached to the individual's side of
judged the ratio to be about 80/20

the ratio.

in the boss'

The
favoc,

but with particular emphasis placed on the individuals'

mi¬

nority share.

In addressing the issue of who should bear the final
responsibility for
of

the management development

process,

60%

the program participants argued that the primary respon¬

sibility rests with

the individual under development.

rationale offered for

adopting this position was that since

management development is essentially an internal
process,

growth

only the individual being developed can be held ac¬

countable for
ment.

The

the results of efforts

at management develop¬

The new management person is ultimately responsible

for his or her own destiny.
should be prepared,

therefore,

the immediate supervisor
by way of support

The person under development
to take advantage of whatever

or the company is able to provide

in efforts

at management development, but

the ultimate responsibility for

the outcomes of

the process

resides with the individual.

The following set of comments offered by two program
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participants clearly reflect

the theme of

personal

account¬

ability:
The person, the new hire, is primarily responsible for
managing the development process.
You can have the
best program in the world, but if the individual
doesn't use it, it's worthless.
On the other hand, a
poor program can be effective to some degree if the in¬
dividual is highly motivated.
Personally, I think it's the individual being devel¬
oped.
He should be the most responsible.
The others
are there to help along the way, to give me projects
and situations to help me develop.
The individual is
responsible for his or her own development.
The compa¬
ny only helps.
It's up to me to motivate myself.

Only two subjects
fended

the view that

accountable for
opment.

in the program participant group de¬

the immediate supervisor should be held

the results of efforts at management devel¬

One described this condition in the following terms:

My immediate supervisor has primary responsibility.
She has the responsibility to oversee my meeting objec¬
tives.
For me, development is the process of meeting
these objectives.
The company has the responsibility
to provide development opportunities.

Slightly more than one quarter of

the program partici¬

pants were of the opinion that the final
managing

responsibility for

the development process is shared by the boss and

the subordinate.
held accountable

The boss,
for

for his or her part,

identifying

should be

the development needs of

the subordinate and for providing the guidance,

support,

and
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encouragement

needed to succeed in a first management

The subordinate,

on the other hand,

job.

is responsible for

striving to achieve mutually agreed upon goals and objec¬
tives.

Estimates of the ratio of shared responsibility be¬

tween the two parties ranged from an equal 50/50 split to
80/20,

with the individual bearing the greater share of the

load.

Program graduates were also deeply divided over

the is¬

sue of where to assign responsibility for managing the de¬
velopment process.
that

the corporation in general,

particular,

and the HRD organization in

bears primary responsibility for initiating and

overseeing efforts
were offered
ment

One half of the group members maintained

at management development.

in support of this view.

First,

Two reasons
upper manage¬

is charged with the responsibility of planning for man¬

agement succession in accordance with corporate strategies
and objectives,
ent

and management development is

in the planning process.

Second,

a key ingredi¬

management development

should not be left entirely to the immediate supervisor and
the subordinate to work out between themselves,

since the

majority of boss-subordinate teams would be unable to carry
out the process successfully without considerable direction
and guidance

from training and development professionals.
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Forty percent of
vinced that,

the program graduates were firmly con¬

in the final

analysis,

the responsibility for

managing the process should be seen as being shared by the
corporation and the individual under development.
no attempt was made by any of

Although

those interviewed to estimate

the relative degrees of accountability in this regard,
was generally agreed that
share.

the corporation bears

the immediate supervisor

range of developmental

Only one of

the twelve program graduates in the sample

the major portion of

the process,

for managing a wide

activities should not be overlooked.

expressed the view that the individual

sor

the greater

Attention was also called to the fact that the re¬

sponsibility of

bears

it

under development

the responsibility for managing

with the corporation and the immediate supervi¬

assuming some responsibility.

In the final

analysis,

the initial discomfort experi¬

enced by the majority of subjects in feeling constrained to
identify a single
ing

locus of overall

responsibility for manag¬

the process provides an important clue to the underlying

complexity of the issue of assigning responsibility in tnio
matter.

A detailed comparison of

the opinions expressed

suggests that perhaps the best way to understand the issue
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is to

adopt a composite view.

The management development

process proves ultimately to be a team effort
set of shared responsibilities.
diate supervisor,

involving a

The corporation,

and the individual

the imme¬

under development

should be seen as bearing varying degrees of responsibility
for managing different aspects of the development process.
The corporation,

for

its part,

is responsible for initiating

the process and providing all of the support systems needed
to foster growth and development,
fect

a proper match between the new management person and

his or her
in

including the need to ef¬

immediate supervisor.

this scenario,

The immediate supervisor,

is responsible for

acquiring the skills

and knowledge needed to develop a new- manager

and for becom¬

ing deeply involved in shepherding the new manager through a
wide range of
ate supervisor
ferent

planned developmental activities.

is responsible for playing a number of dif¬

roles in the process,

evaluator,

The immedi¬

including guide,

and primary role model.

Finally,

coach,

mentor,

the individual

under development

is accountable for assuming much of

initiative needed

for

the process to be successful

tne

and foe

taking advantage of various opportunities for growth and de¬
velopment afforded by the company,
or

the job situation.

the immediate superviooc,
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Developing Management Competencies

When asked to identify specific management skills and
abilities that either can or cannot be improved to a signif¬
icant degree through training and practice,
subjects

in all but

the majority of

the program participant group used the

list of variables measured on the annual performance ap¬
praisal

form as a primary point of reference in responding

to the question.
not

the program participants did

refer to this list since all had been in the company for

less than a year
annual
of

Presumably,

and therefore had not yet experienced the

review process.

A number of subjects,

the HRD staff specialists,

including some

it should be pointed out,

countered considerable difficulty in remembering

en¬

the eight

variables on the list.

Eight dimensions of performance measured on this list
are all derivatives of
scribed

in chapter

o Oral

the assessment center variables de¬

two.

They include:

communication

o Decision-making

o Written communication

o Leadership

o Flexibi 1 ity

o Organizing and planning

o Performance stability

o Inner work standards
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All

fifty three subjects in the sample stated that oral

and written communication skills should definitely be in¬
cluded in the category of developable management competen¬
cies.

Experience has shown,

noted,

that anyone of

a number of those canvassed

average intelligence is generally able

to improve his or her oral

and written communication skills

to a notable degree with formal
coaching.
cies

instruction,

and

Other suggestions regarding management competen¬

that should be included under

a few individuals across all
skills,

practice,

stress management,

this heading, offered by

four groups,

included listening

interpersonal skills,

and time

management.

Beyond that point, however,
proved to be deeply divided over
ment skills can or
of

formal efforts

those surveyed in the study
the issue of which manage¬

cannot be noticeably improved as a result
at management development.

the question reflect

Responses to

two distinct schools of thougnt regard¬

ing what many professionals believe to be core management
skills,

such as leadership,

and planning.

A majority of

decision-making,

and organizing

those interviewed adopted the

position that basic management competencies, whether

judged

to be innate or capable of being acquired, must exist in an
unfinished state to begin with

in order

for

an individual to
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profit

from participating in formal management development

activities.

Management skills,

in the majority opinion, can

only be refined and enhanced through participation in corpo¬
rate development programs;

they cannot be developed from

scr at ch.

The minority view, on the other hand, was grounded
the conviction that individuals of
when highly motivated,

average intelligence,

are able to acquire the full

skills and abilities needed to be successful
position through formal

m

instruction,

range of

in a management

guided practice and

coaching.

This dichotomy within the HRD staff specialist group is
clearly reflected in the following set of quotations.

In

presenting the majority view, one member commented:
The things that I don't think can be developed to any
significant degree would be performance stability, in¬
ner work standards, leadership skills, and decision¬
making.
These are more innate.
You either bring them
with you and exhibit them or you don't.
Other things
we don't look at, like energy and abstract reasoning,
also fall into this category.

'While

another member,

in defending the minority view stated:

I'm of the school of thought that any skill can be
learned.
Management skills and cognitive skills can be
improved through practice, direct development, and ex-
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perience-sharing.
It's a cave-dwelling mentality to
believe that young, new college hires will not develop
later to a significant degree.

In the case of

the immediate supervisor group,

jority opinion was expressed
of

the ma¬

in the following terms by four

the group members:
Decision-making-I'm not sure you can develop that.
think it's almost a function of personality.

I don't

I

know if you can improve decision-making skills.

Leadership, I think, is an inherent ability.
You can't
train people in it.
I see people who work well in a
staff environment but don't do well in a line position.
They get by but they don't have the ability to motivate
people.

I believe that leadership can be developed but I see it
as an inherent trait.
You can see whether an individu¬
al has it.
It can certainly improve with experience.

On

the other hand,

a couple of supervisors stated:

Decision-making can be developed when people analyze
their behavior.
It improves with experience.

Prioritization and decision-making are developed by do
ing the job.
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One third of

the program participants adopted the posi¬

tion that management competencies are innate qualities or
must be previously acquired and exist
in order

in an unfinished state

to be improved through participation in corporate

development programs.

Twenty percent,

on the other hand,

argued that all management skills can be developed to some
degree;

it's more of

a question of vision,

sic aptitude in various skill

attitude,

and ba¬

areas than innate qualities or

previously acquired competencies.

In the words of one pro¬

gram participant:
I think all management skills can at least be improved.
I've heard a lot about this or that can't be taugnt to
anybody but I don't believe it.
But these skills can
only be developed if the person is willing to be devel¬
oped.
I feel that you can teach people these skills
but sometimes it is difficult and takes time.

In the program graduate group,

all of the subjects who

had been enrolled in the earliest development programs spon¬
sored by the company indicated that
der

it was difficult to ren¬

an opinion on the subject since the main thrust of the

early programs was to acquaint the new management person
with

the various functional operations of

the telephone bus¬

iness rather

than to attempt to develop a set of management

competencies

judged to be essential

ment position.

The majority of

for success in a manage¬

the early graduates pointer!
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out

that

they came into the business with a strong technical

background and were sensitive to the need to acquire such
generic management skills as time management,
munication skills,
that

and interpersonal

planning,

com¬

skills but discovered

they were forced to acquire these competencies entirely

on their own.

As one early program graduate observed:

In the program you learned your environment, not spe¬
cific skills.
You didn't learn a lot about communica¬
tion, organizing and planning, or decision-making.
You
learned to interpret information from meetings with
higher management people.
Primarily, it gave you backgr ound.

A couple of

important conclusions can be drawn from the

information gathered in the study around this particular as¬
pect of the management development process.
place,

In the first

while there was a very strong consensus that oral and

written communication skills are capable of significant im¬
provement

through formal

training and practice,

no attempt

was made by any of the subjects to identify the full
competencies essential

list of

for success in a management position.

While the majority referred to the variables contained on
the annual
question,

performance appraisal

form in responding to tne

a significant number encountered difficulty in re¬

calling which specific measures were on the form and
precise meaning attached to each.

the

No one, moreover, consid-
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ered

this list

as a definitive enumeration of

the essential

qualities of a competent manager.

The primary reason for singling out oral and written
communications as being not only important but
able skills,

presumably,

ily measured.

This is not

cited as being part of
be successful
sis,

is that

the constellation of skills needed to

in a management position.

efforts

In the final

analy¬

insuring the success of

at management development would appear

the identification of
perform well

these competencies are eas¬

the case with the other variables

two necessary conditions for

formal

also develop¬

to be

a core group of competencies needed to

in an entry-level management position and a

planned set of developmental

activities geared toward the

acquisition and enhancement of these abilities.

Second,
subjects
ties,

the

whether

innate or

decision-making and interpersonal
acquired over

in an unfinished state in order

profit

the majority of

in the sample believe that basic management aoili-

such as leadership,

skills,
ent

the data indicates that

from involvement

activities.

for an individual

to

in corporate management development

Knowingly or unknowingly,

ity opinion supports

time, must be pres¬

therefore,

the major¬

the long-standing AT&T view that tne
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skills needed to be successful

in a management position ace

acquired relatively early in life and hence the individual
already possesses them when he or she enters the corporation.

The management development process,

geared toward promoting additional
these skill

areas rather

therefore,

is

growth and development in

than attempting to establish a base

for acquiring these competencies.

Primary Target Population

When queried on the topic of which group or groups of
employees constitute the primary target population for con¬
centrated corporate efforts at management development, over
ninety percent of the subjects
program participant,
the view that all
with

in the immediate supervisor,

and program graduate groups expressed

new management trainees, especially those

line responsibilities,

should be considered

the primary

candidates for

formal management development programs.

college hires,

it was noted,

New

should be included in this cat¬

egory because they need to be integrated

into the corporate

structure and indoctrinated in the company's way of doing
things.

They need to learn the organizational

its goals and objectives,
ment,

structure,

the philosophy of upper manage¬

and corporate policy and standards.

Those recently
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promoted into a management position from within should also
be included

in the primary target population because every

new manager stands in need of

acquiring a management per¬

spective and a solid grounding in the basics of effective
management.

One immediate supervisor
of

the ideal

attempted to paint a portrait

candidate for management development in the

following terms:
In my opinion, in terms of what the company is looking
for, I would include the younger set; those between 25
and 35 years old; the ones with the college degrees;
probably more in the female than the male range.
Those
who have proven themselves on previous assignments;
those who get involved and have a good appearance and
interact well socially with peers and bosses.

A number of minority opinions on the topic were ex¬
pressed by subjects across these three groups.

Two program

participants and two program graduates defended the view
that the primary target population consists of line managers
with reporting people.
they argued, can wait

Those with staff responsibilities,
a couple of years before engaging in

formal management development activities.
supervisors suggested that high potential

A few immediate
individuals snoulu

be given an opportunity to prove themselves in some form or
accelerated development program that goes beyond initial ef-
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forts at management development.

Twenty percent of

the pro¬

gram participants argued that corporate development programs
should be open to anyone who wishes to participate in one.

All

but two of the twelve subjects interviewed in the

HRD staff specialist group defended the position that corpo¬
rate efforts

at management development should be aimed at

three primary groups.

The first target population,

and

probably the central one, consists of new college recruits
and

those recently promoted into a management position from

within.

A second target population is to be found among

those high potential

individuals who have shown evidence of

having the ability to advance within the ranks of the man¬
agement hierarchy.
be tested

These high potential

in a variety of ways in some form of advanced man¬

agement development program to let
Finally,

them prove themselves.

there is a third target population that has been

overlooked and neglected for
deal

candidates should

the most part.

While a great

of attention has been focused on new managers at one

end of

the spectrum,

other end,

and high potential managers,

the large mass of lower

who stand in need of

some form of

velopment has been ignored.
ists estimated

that

at

the

level veteran managers
additional management de¬

A couple of

HRD

staff

special¬

around eighty percent of managers fall
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into

that category.

Only two of the HRD staff specialists
in their opinion,

indicated that,

management development programs should be

open to anyone who wishes to participate,

without attempting

to differentiate the target population any further.

A detailed comparison of the views expressed by sub¬
jects in all

four major stakeholder groups on the topic of

identifying the primary candidates for management develop¬
ment reveals a strong consensus that corporate efforts
should focus primarily on new college recruits and those re¬
cently promoted into a management position from the ranks of
non-management,

particularly those with line responsibili¬

ties and reporting people.

The proposed division of the primary target population
into

three discrete groups,

tial

managers,

velopment,
needs of

namely new managers, high poten¬

and veteran managers in need of further de¬

appears to be helpful

in differentiating

the

individuals at different stages of development.

The observation,

moreover,

managers who do not
candidates or

fall

that

the development needs of

into the category of high potential

new college hires and new promotees have been
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seriously neglected suggests that upper management,

particu¬

larly in the HRD organization, might want to review priori¬
ties around the question of which employees stand in need ot
assistance in the area of management development.

Program Strengths/Weaknesses

When asked to comment on which program activities
proved to be particularly effective in promoting real
and development as a management person,
of subjects in three of

a significant number

the four groups singled out

planning and performance review requirements.
percent of

the program participants,

supervisors,
that

growth

50% of

the

Forty six

the immediate

and 25% of the HRD staff specialists maintained

the year

long developmental

plan,

including a set of

detailed action plans tailored to the unique development
needs of

the new management person,

and the quarterly per¬

formance reviews mandated by the current program should be
seen as definite strengths.
pointed out,
full

The two requirements,

it was

serve to lay the groundwork for managing the

range of developmental activities and help establish a

good working relationship between the boss and the subordi¬
nate during

the

first

critical year.
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Sixty percent of

the program participants,

of the HRD staff specialists,
pervisors indicated that
built

and a couple of

25% percent

immediate su¬

the experience-sharing sessions

into the program structure are important for the suc¬

cess of

the development process.

The opportunity to meet

others who are in similar situations and compare notes,

and

the chance to establish a network of personal contacts in
various departments across the company should be considered
definite program strengths.

Two other program strengths identified by a relatively
large number of subjects included third-party tracking and
monitoring of the process,
approach to

the process.

and a formal, highly structured
One quarter of

the HRD staff spe¬

cialists noted that third-party tracking and monitoring
makes a double contribution to the process.

It serves to

make things happen and also protects the interests of the
person under development during the formative period of man¬
agement development.
felt

that

One third of the program participants

the structured approach of

the program facilitated

the development process by providing a framework from which
to operate,

a set of concrete guidelines,

ward focus for

and a clear

for¬

engaging in management development activities.
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Additional

program strengths identified by a few indi¬

viduals in the HRD staff specialist,

immediate supervisor,

and program participant groups included a consistent ap¬
proach to management development that cuts across departmen¬
tal

lines and

the fact

that

the program components provide a

smooth lead-in to the annual performance appraisal

for the

new manager.

As noted earlier,

the majority of program graduates

found it difficult to find anything positive to say about
their experience with the programs sponsored by the company
in

the 1960s and the early 1970s.

however,

that the rotational

overview of

tain halo-effect

ment

assignments provided a good

the various functions that comprise the industry

and that successful

ties.

It was generally agreed,

completion of the program created a cer¬

that served to enhance career opportuni¬

The majority of graduates of the intensive develop¬
programs

technical
training.

felt

that

they received exceptionally good

and administrative training but

little management

In addressing the question of program weaknesses,

the majority of subjects

in both the immediate supervisor

and program participant groups indicated that
able

to detect

programs.

they were un¬

any serious weakness in any of the current

A couple of

program participants suggested

^.hai.

the current

programs could be enhanced if

boss and departmental

there were more

support of the programs and if more

information on corporate culture and departmental politics
were included as part of the formal

content of these pro¬

grams.

A couple of supervisors also raised the question of

whether

a single calendar

every management

year

allows sufficient time for

trainee to develop to the full extent of

his or her potential.

The majority of

HRD staff specialists emphasized the

failure of many departments to place new managers with
bosses skilled

in the art of developing subordinates as con¬

stituting a serious weakness in current corporate efforts at
management development.
failure to

A couple of group members cited the

address directly the political realities of

the

company as a weakness of present programs.

The comments of
group on the subject
central

the members of

the program graduate

reflected a strong consensus that a

weakness in the

administration of

the earliest de¬

velopment programs was the failure to establish a competen¬
cy-based approach to the development
ciencies

process.

Other defi¬

identified by a few graduates of the earlier pro¬

grams included a fundamental

lack of direction,

a lack of

feedback on performance,

and the lack of

follow-up once the

program had been completed.

A review of the list of program strengths compiled by
subjects

in the four major stakeholder groups reveals no new

insights

into the factors that serve to enhance the chance

of success of corporate efforts
Joint planning,

at management development.

the drafting of a detailed development plan

tailored to the needs of

the person under development, quar¬

terly performance reviews,

frequent feedback, opportunities

to share experiences and establish a network of personal
contacts,

and third-party tracking and monitoring of the

process have long been recognized as important components of
the development process.

However,

the fact that most of

these qualities were conspicuously absent

from the earliest

development programs shows these considerations can easily
be overlooked in the design of a program.
would appear
weak
clear

links

Furthermore,

it

that boss selection and boss preparation remain

in the process in many departments despite the

recognition of the need to insure the best possible

match between
first boss.

the new management

trainee and his or her
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Critical Incidents

One of the data-gathering tools used in conducting the
study was

the critical incident technique.

This technique

was selected because of its proven usefulness in surfacing
factual

information rather than opinions or generalizations

regarding a particular phenomenon.

However,

when asked to

cite one or two examples of extraordinary success or
in

failure

the realm of management development and to describe the

circumstances surrounding these events,
vidual

not a single indi¬

in any of the four major stakeholder groups was able

to recall

a single instance of management development that

could be called a "critical

Only 2 of

incident."

the 53 subjects surveyed attempted to identi¬

fy significant examples of what may be considered to be man¬
agement development
corporate hierarchy.

in the sense of

advancement within the

One member of the immediate supervisor

group recalled:
I broke P.B. (currently Vice President-Human Resources)
in.
You could spot it immediately.
He had the capa¬
bilities.
He was receptive to ideas.
When faced with
a problem, he made a decision in terms of what was
right for the company, while others might have been
concerned about how they might look.
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Another

member

of

the same

group observed:

P.H. (currently Vice-President-Marketing) is an exam¬
ple.
All the ingredients were there-capabilities,
initiative, drive, and the opportunity to display the
capabilities.
He also had good supervision.
Also he
was in the right spot at the right time.
You might
call it luck.
P.W. was his boss and p.w. had a track
record for developing people who worked for him.

Ordinarily

the

critical

incident

technique

proves

an extremely useful

research

tool

surfacing

illustrative

examples of
under
this

remarkable success

investigation.
particular

while

data.

number

of

company

It

instance,

In the case

subjects

long enough

it
of

failed

that

difficult

to

explain why

At

than

ten

to provide

This

the same

none of

the
to

been

service,

in

appears

time,

many with

in

incidents
to be

however,

a

the
in

the

a very

it

is

immediate supervisors
cite

any incidents,

majority were veteran employees

years of

phenomenon

any worth¬

not

any critical

program graduates were unable
the vast

the

to explain why,

they had

development.

explanation.

in

the program participant group,

to witness

plausible

since

failure

difficult

indicated

domain of management

or

is

or

for

to be

with more

experience

in more than

one department.

The most
failure of

the

perplexing case,
HRD staff

however,

specialists

centers around

surveyed

to

the

provide

any
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meaningful

critical

incidents,

since they were

trained pro¬

fessionals charged with the responsibility of overseeing ef¬
forts at management development across all departments and
therefore in a position to have a comprehensive view of the
process.

In the final

analysis,

possible explanations for
data.

there appear to be three

the failure to surface the desired

One possibility is that

no critical

incidents of man¬

agement development occurred in the company.
possible that

Second,

some occurred but went unobserved by

jects selected for

the study.

there were critical

Third,

incidents but

it

three,

perhaps

is possible that

they went unobserved due

the most plausible explanation of

failure of any subject
is

the

is

the sub¬

to the fact that the process is spread out over time.
the

it

Of
the

in the study to cite a single example

third.

Additional Comments

When asked to comment on the nature and character of
the management development process along dimensions not
viously explored in
jects

in all

made earlier

four
in

nothing further

the interview, virtually all of

groups tended either

the interview or
to add.

pre¬

the sub¬

to reiterate points

to state that

they had

In
subjects

the case of

the HRD staff specialists,

returned to the familiar

a number of

theme of the pressing need

to devote more attention to the selection and training of
immediate supervisors in order

to enhance the chances of

success of corporate efforts at management development.

One

member of this group suggested that an effective way of re¬
solving

the problem of boss selection and increasing

probability of success would be to discover

the

a way of making

the process more systemic and less boss-dependent.

In the case of the program graduate group,

25% of the

subjects underscored the extremely high drop-out rate of
candidates

in the early programs.

this group added that,

A couple of subjects

in their opinion,

in

those who perse¬

vered seemed to be more committed to the development process
than

those who left .

A number of subjects
returned to

the theme of

in the immediate supervisor group
the need to evaluate

the perform¬

ance of bosses

in the area of subordinate development

improvement

the quality of results of efforts at manage¬

ment

in

if any

is to be realized.

in the case of program participant group,

a few subjects
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returned
growth

to

al

notion

process

challenging
the

the

fact
in

grounded

specific

indicated

development.

If

they

subordinate

to

is

the need

then

work

these deficiencies

toward

it

together
as

ates

surveyed

tions
in
get

the

part

out

of

the

program were
their

asked

to

In

and

program;

asked

original

program

asked

in

to

and

different

each

those

for

Two

under

formal

efforts

on

to

individu¬

program par¬

development

to

at management
certain

the boss

to explore ways

and

the

of dealing with

the development

process.

Expectations

and

the

comment on his

regarding program outcomes.

a program were

motivation

also called

incumbent

of

internal

Attention was

program participants

was

a deeply

program contains

is

Personal

Each of

for

a particular

noted,

is

learning outcomes.

a realistic stance

flaws,

process

in strong personal

the experience

terms of

adopt

the

job opportunities.

that

ticipants

that

to

Those

comment

expecta¬

they expected

previously

regarding

were met,

her

gradu¬

currently enrolled

comment on what

those who had

expectations

or

program

completed

the degree

both

at

to
a

to which

the end of

the

the ensuing years.

attempting

to

articulate what

they expected

to derive
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from the experience,

two thirds of

the program participants

expressed their expectations in very broad,
non-specific terms.
'growth,'
pare

They indicated that

'development,'

and

general,

and

they were seeking

'versatility'

in order

to pre¬

themselves to handle future assignments in a management

position.

They stated that they expected to be better man¬

agers as a result of participating in the planned develop¬
mental
of

activities and be able to deal with a wide spectrum

people in a variety of business situations.

One program participant noted that his personal

expec¬

tations coincided with what he felt were corporate expectations:
What I expect of myself and what I expect of the pro¬
gram is a sense of growth, a sense of direction.
I
look for additional guidance from the program.
I want
it to be efficient and effective for me.
I expect the
company to pay attention to my growth and talent.
T
think that I'm quite talented and have a good future
ahead.

Nearly one quarter of the subjects
ticipant group stated that

in the program par¬

they had no clear expectations

from the program beyond that of helpi ng‘them perforin well on
their

present

assignment.

pressed this view,
lege graduate.

Of

the four

individuals who ex¬

it should be pointed out,

none was a col¬

All were veteran employees with high school
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diplomas who had been promoted up through the ranks.

With one or
ates stated that

two exceptions,
their

all of the program gradu¬

initial expectations coincided com¬

pletely with company expectations.
stood by both parties,

it was noted,

It was clearly under¬
that good performance

during the trial year would lead to a permanent second level
position,

with

the added expectation that successful

dates would soon advance to a higher
tion.

candi¬

level in the organiza¬

It was also clearly understood that poor performance

during this trial period would lead to termination.

The

high risk/high payoff conditions of employment during this
period were clearly understood by both parties from the out¬
set .

In reflecting on how well
were met,
tions.

their initial expectations

the subjects in this group had a variety of reac¬

One subject noted that,

the program,

while he was going through

he never really reflected on the need to ac¬

quire a set of specific management skills in order
successful
ter

in later management assignments.

to be

It was only af

a period of time that the importance of such skills be¬

came evident.

In his words:

The impression I had,

at that time,

was that the knowl
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edge about the company would be enough.
I never con¬
sidered the importance of management skills, of working
with people, of time management, and these kinds of
things.
My whole background had been technical.
I
didn't get my first supervisory job until about 10
years afterward.
By then I had been at second level
for about 4 years.

Another program graduate observed that the program
didn't

allow you to fail:

I expected to be tested.
I like solutions.
I had a
good quantitative background.
I wanted to learn about
quality.
I wanted management, not just engineering.
I
like the idea of competition.
I liked the idea of be¬
ing given the opportunity to manage people.
The prob¬
lem with the program is that it wasn't long enough.
I
wasn't given an opportunity to fail.
I never completed
a sufficient portion of a job in equipment engineering.
I didn't know if my projects succeeded.
If it takes
two years to evaluate a person's performance, then the
program should take that long.
The final impact of en¬
gineering projects take a long time to evaluate.

One female graduate who had succeeded
district level

in reaching a

position a few years after completing a de¬

velopment program said that she was disillusioned by the
manner

in which corporate expectations were expressed.

She

commented:
Some of it was a farce.
I remember on one occasion my
Assistant Vice President pulled me out of class to talk
to me.
It turned out that he was the only one at 5th
level not to have met with his department's Management
Assessment Program Candidate.
He told me that he was
sure that I would make it because I was a
broad,
was a little humiliating to hear that, but I realized
the truth in that statement.
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A detailed
both
in

groups

formal

draw
and

review of

the

remarks of

regarding personal

efforts

at

expectations

of

important

character

of

the management

tations
liest

indicates
were

tended

to shape

were geared
some

development

to

and these

being

college

able to move

a few years,

positions

in

process.

candidates

al

it

is

not

expectations

pectations

and

Second,
cific

The

to

corporate

the

new programs,

agement

tcainees,

through

the

results

who showed

Given

the
in

or

fact

more
that

the begin¬

this would condition person¬

that,

in

the end,

the corporation

personal

ex¬

and

to convey spe¬
in

in vague personal

noted earlier,

whether

ranks,

programs

holding down one

regarding participation

as

the ear¬

expectations would coincide.

failure of

program

in

The early

recruits

company.

that

the extent

expectations

development

up

surprising

First,

corporate expectations

company expectations were clearly communicated
ning,

the nature

into middle management

after

the

allows one to

and corporate expec¬

expectations.

talented male

positions within
level

programs

to

in

involvement

concerning

company policy

personal

promise of

second

that

inferences

carefully spelled out

development

from

management development

a couple

the data

the subjects

recruited
aim

at

are open

a management
expectations.
to all

new man¬

from outside or

promoted

'producing

the most

capable
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managers possible.'

The data shows

that individual expecta¬

tions were couched in the same general,

non-specific terms

found in the company brochure describing the program.
dividuals indicated that they were seeking
opment,'
aration

and

'versatility'

to assume increased

Third,

'growth,'

'devel¬

in a management position in prep¬
responsibilities.

the data appears to support

ple of

immediate supervisors,

study,

that high school

the claim of

documented earlier

a cou¬

in this

graduates tend to be less career-or¬

iented and more job-oriented than college hires.
of

in¬

All

four

the subjects in the program participant group who indi¬

cated that they had no further expectations from the program
than that of making them more proficient in carrying out
their present

job responsibilities were high school gradu¬

ates who came up through the ranks.

Summary

In one sense,

the research findings presented in this

chapter do not provide any strikingly new insights

into tne

nature and character of

process.

Indeed,

the management development

one might conclude that the results of the study

serve merely to reinforce what

a number of professionals
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within the field have long known regarding the conditions
that must be present in order
agement development

for corporate efforts at man¬

to be successful.

In another sense,

however, holistic analysis of the data provides a coherent
picture of

the way in which

interact.

It

the key elements in the process

illuminates the way in which all of the vari¬

ous piece-parts

fit together,

thereby providing members of

the four major stakeholder groups with a comprehensive un¬
derstanding of how the parts are related to the whole.

The

findings also underscore the fact that some of the most com¬
monly accepted principles of effective management develop¬
ment,

such as careful placement of the management trainee

and judicious boss selection,
practice,

are frequently violated in

despite the lip-service accorded to such princi¬

ples .

The emphasis
description of

in this chapter was on a phenomenological

the management development

enced by the 53 subjects

in the sample,

made to draw inferences and conclusions
next chapter

process as experi¬

with some attempt
from the data.

aims at exploring some further

implications of

these research findings regarding the manner

in which the

management development process should be carried out
large corporate setting if maximum benefit

The

in a

is to be derived

from efforts in that direction.

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Even cursory examination of
field of

continuing

a half

discloses

manner

in which

a

adult

education over

remarkable

the

terms

are employed

Development

professionals.

this

particular

fusion

surrounding

by both

of

by

the use of

intensified still

discern

the precise meaning of

Education'
cise

in most

fact

that

of

semantic

words
in

very

clarity

'manager'

either

is

and

French,

subject

gross,

and

and

assigned

terms

in

and

as

lit¬
to

'Manage¬

'Management

equally vague

hope of

the

attempts

such designations

is

on

semantic con¬

when one

problem

little

is

to comment

The

Development,'

The

Human Resource

and

compounded by

impre¬
the

deriving some degree

sources

since

the

'management'

have no

exact

counterparts

German,

indicates

meaningful

'Development,'

and

from outside

A comprehensive,
the

the

three

is

the

in

learning.

the qualifier

instances.

there

consistency

choosing

further

'Management

because

those

in

the past decade

these terms

these

is

Training,'

of

adult

erature

ment

of

laymen

Each

meanings

aspect

lack

'Training,'

'Education'

a wide spectrum of

materials published

Italian,

detailed
that

it

or

Russian.

review of
is possible

distinctions

between
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English

the

literature on

to make certain

training,

development,
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and education if one rigorously focuses attention on the
specific learning outcomes associated with these three func¬
tions.

In the final

analysis,

one discovers that,

number of surface differences,
appear to be in fundamental
nature and character of
tions.

In the case of

however,

the majority of commentators

agreement

the basic

the management development function,

there is evidence of

adult

regarding

the training and education func¬

a strong difference of opinion

regarding the nature and character of
of

despite a

this particular aspect

learning.

Training is generally understood to represent a
planned,

organized,

and controlled set of

adult

tivities designed to improve some aspect of
Two salient features of

learning ac¬

job performance.

the training function are its very

narrow scope and focus and an emphasis on the immediate rel¬
evancy of
hand,

the acquired skills.

Education,

on the other

is commonly viewed as occupying a position at the op¬

posite end of

the

adult

an open-ended

form of

learning continuum.

learning.

cation process is to prepare the

It

represents

The main thrust of

the edu¬

learner to meet an indeter¬

minate and unpredictable future and to function in a wide
variety of situations.

Two hallmarks of

the education func¬

tion are its broad scope and focus and its future orienta-
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t ion.

All

attempts,

however,

to discover

a similar common

thread of meaning in the way in which the term 'development'
is used by various authors prove fruitless.
finds that

three distinct schools of

in the literature.

In the end, one

thought are represented

Some commentators argue that training

and development should be viewed as part of

a single process

due to the job-relevant nature of the learning involved in
efforts at management development and the immediate utility
of

the competencies acquired in the process.

Others main¬

tain that development should be seen as being an integral
part of

the education process because of

focus and its future orientation.
that,

its wide scope and

A third group contends

despite the fact that the management development func¬

tion bears a close affinity to both management
management education,
sult

training and

efforts at management development

in a uniquely different set of

learning outcomes.

re¬
Al¬

though training and development both focus on management
functions to be performed by the job incumbent,

training

aims at improving job performance through the development of
task

related skills, while development

aims at enhancing

promotability by preparing individuals to assume higher
els of

lev¬

responsibility within the management hierarchy through
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the development of generic management competencies.

And

while development

is

resembles education,

broadly focused and future oriented,
pursuit of

knowledge for

it does not

represent

a

its own sake as is the case with

the education function.
tion of

insofar as it

Rather,

it focuses on the acquisi¬

those skills judged to be essential

for success in

holding down any management position.

Original

Problem Statement

The unresolved debate in the literature surrounding the
essential

nature and character of the management development

function served as
of

the triggering event

this research project.

Every year

for the undertaking

the business and in¬

dustrial world invests billions of dollars in human resource
development

activities conducted under

'Training,

Development,

"knowledge

is power" has any validity,

that

and Education.'

the general
If

rubric of

the aphorism

then it would appear

the chances of success for efforts at management devel¬

opment could be considerably improved if decision-makers and
information-users in corporations possessed a better under¬
standing of both the inner core of the development process
and

the key factors that strongly influence the final out-

comes of

formal efforts at management development in a large
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corporate setting.

In the final
least

analysis,

is possible to single out

at

five important unresolved issues pertaining to the de¬

velopment

function that give rise to the ambiguity surround¬

ing the term in the
ment,

it

literature.

The original

as formulated in chapter one,

problem state¬

was expressed

in the

following terms:
1.

What

is the essential difference,

management

training,

if

any,

between

management development,

and

management education?
2.

Where should one assign the primary locus of re¬
sponsibility for managing the development

3.

process?

Which group or groups of employees constitute the
primary target population for corporate efforts at
management development?

4.

Which specific management competencies can or can¬
not be improved to any significant degree through
training,

practice,

and coaching in company-spon¬

sored development programs?
5.

What are some of the more important personal,
uational,

and environmental

factors that

sit¬

prove to

have a direct bearing on the outcomes of efforts
at management development under

actual

field
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conditions ?

Research Design

Since the debate over the fundamental

nature and char¬

acter of the development process remained unresolved
lished materials on the subject,

in pub¬

a decision was made to go

outside the literature in order to gather data that would
ultimately serve to illuminate the management development
process from within.

The most promising approach appeared

to be a case study analysis of individuals deeply involved
in one or more aspects of the management development process
on a day-to-day basis in a large corporate setting.

The research was conducted in two stages.
phase of

the project,

a comprehensive and detailed review of

the literature on the subject of
ment .

initial management develop¬

Attention was focused on advances

in general

the Bell

System in particular over

the past

eight decades with respect to efforts at management

development.

In the second phase,

a detailed case stuuy

analysis was undertaken using 53 subjects
al

in the field of HRD

over the past decade and a half and on the poll1-'-

and practice of
seven or

In the first

Bell Operating Company.

in a large Region¬

The individuals selected in

u,ie
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sample

were

chosen

stakeholder
ists

veteran

the design

and

constituency groups.
Bell

the

fact

the

areas

of

college

ment

potential,

tion

programs.

and

A qualitative
search methodology
depth

tedly
sis

less

and

surface.
rigorous

the data

dence,

in

proach

to

this
the

as

long been

recruiting,

in

their

trainees,

phase

for

recognized
the

Twelve
the

selecting

locus

as

assessment
training

as

two because of

and

a manage¬

careers.

reason for
the

man¬

management

from each of

approach was selected
in

special¬

corporate development

the sponsorship of

and description of

generally

company,

management

were selected
A primary

AT&T has

staff

successfully completed

Operating Company

that

the

in one or more

program earlier

individuals

HRD

four major

administration of

programs within

employees who had

fifteen

interests ot

included

immediate supervisors of

development

gional

the

The sample

participating

programs,

to

for

development

trainees

ment

groups.

responsible

agement

to represent

four
a Re¬

the study was
a

leader
of

in

manage¬

and educa¬

the primary
the

richness

re¬
in

the data that qualitative methods

Although qualitative

analysis

is

admit¬

than quantitative or

statistical

analy¬

is more difficult

instance
subject

the

gave

to

analyze with

adoption of
some

confi¬

a qualitative

promise of

ao-

illuminating

the
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phenomenon from within.

The investigation conducted during

the first phase of the project showed that,
ature on

the subject

is replete with both

while the liter¬

theoretical models

and paradigms and descriptive narratives detailing what dif¬
ferent

companies are attempting to do in this arena,

there

is a dearth of published materials grounded in the first¬
hand experiences and reflections of

individuals deeply in¬

volved in the management development process on a daily ba¬
sis.

The main thrust of
therefore,

was to obtain an insightful,

scription of

ences and reflections of some of

in the first-hand experi¬
the major stakeholders in

The main objective was not

tically significant data regarding the
development
of

phenomenological de¬

field conditions in a large corporate

a description grounded

the process.

in phase two,

the way in which the development process actu¬

ally operates under
setting,

the research efforts

function but

the way in which

rather

to identify statis¬

administration of

the

an impressionistic picture

the development

process actually oper¬

ates under

field conditions from the perspective of some key

players

the process.

in

The primary data-collection technique employed during
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the second phase of
personal

the project was a series of

in-depth

interviews with each of the 53 subjects chosen for

the sample.
ture for

The interview guide used to provide some struc¬

these sessions contained a set of

ten questions de¬

signed to focus attention on various aspects of
resolved issues
how each of

identified at the outset.

the five un¬

Appendix C shows

the questions relates to one or more of

the un¬

resolved issues.

Secondary data-gathering strategies employed during
this phase included content analysis of published materials
relating to company policy and practice in the area of man¬
agement development,

brochures explaining the programs,

forms and materials used
grams,

in the administration of

and follow-up evaluation studies.

the pro¬

Field observations

were also conducted to witness first-hand the orientation
sessions,
sions,

joint planning sessions,

experience sharing ses¬

and the immediate work environment of each of the

subjects

in

the study.

The data collected using

these meth¬

ods served as background information for putting the case
study data into a meaningful perspective.

Individual
during

responses to each of the questions asked

the interviews were carefully transcribed and .1 a t ^ r
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factor
terns

analyzed for predominant
in the data.

themes and recurring pat¬

This comparison was conducted on both an

intra-group and an inter-group basis in an effort

to identi¬

fy areas of convergence and divergence regarding the dimen¬
sions explored during the interviews.

The primary thrust of

the analysis was to surface insightful, qualitative data
that would make

it possible for decision-makers and informa¬

tion-users in the company being studied to derive increased
benefits

from efforts at management development.

It was al¬

so assumed that the findings would have validity and appli¬
cation beyond the particular setting chosen as the locus for
the study.

Findings and Implications

The

final

marized under
shed some

results of

the study can be conveniently sum¬

three major headings.

additional

First,

the findings

light on the five dimensions of

the

problem that gave rise to the study in the first place.
Second,

the findings highlight

five forms of

adult

learning

uniquely associated with the management development process.
Third,
jor

the findings furnish a comprehensive

list of

ten ma¬

conditions that have a direct bearing on the final out¬

comes of

corporate efforts at management development.
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Towards Resolving The Issues

While a complete review of the data does not
any decidedly new insights into the essential

in turn,

the find¬

coherent picture of how the var¬

ious component parts of the process fit together.
ture,

in

nature and

character of the management development process,
ings do provide a detailed,

result

offers some meaningful

This pic¬

answers to the five

questions regarding the nature of the function that provoked
the study in the first place.

#1.

What

management
education?
that of

is the precise difference,

training,

if any,

management development,

between

and management

The scope of this question was narrowed down to

the proposed difference between training and devel¬

opment during the interview sessions because the results of
the literature review suggested that
spread agreement
function.

there is rather wide¬

regarding the basic nature of the education

The general

consensus appears to be that educa¬

tion is essentially a broadening experience with a central
focus on
al

the transmission of

information and the intellectu¬

growth and development of the individual

tion deals with concepts,
contrasting viewpoints.

opinions,

general

The process results

learner.

Educa¬

principles,

and

in an open-ended
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form of

adult

learning characterized by the pursuit of

knowledge in general.
cation function was

Another reason for excluding the edu¬

that

there is strong evidence which

shows that corporations tend to sponsor management education
programs rather

than actually conduct such programs,

in most cases the learning takes place outside of
environment,
son for

usually in a university setting.

since

the work

A third rea¬

focusing more on the training and development func¬

tions in

the case study portion of

the project was that cor¬

porate efforts at management education are generally aimed
at executive level positions in the organization rather

than

entry level positions.

The vast majority of subjects across all

four groups

were inclined to describe the essential difference between
the two remaining functions in terms of polar opposites.
Management
of

adult

training was described as being a cognitive form

learning characterized by a very narrow focus on

short-term,
ment,
tial

job-specific objectives.

on the other hand,
form of

adult

Management develop¬

was portrayed as being an experien¬

learning characterized by a broad focus

and long-range objectives that transcend the boundaries of
the present position held.
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Despite these fundamental differences,

however,

a sig¬

nificant number of subjects were convinced that the two
functions still bear a special

relationship to one another.

The management development process necessarily includes cer¬
tain elements of management
latter

training at

the front-end.

The

not only serves to provide the person under develop¬

ment with

the technical

and administrative skills needed to

hold down a given management position within the organiza¬
tion but also lays
gin to think
provides

the groundwork

the individual

and act like a manager.

At

for

to be¬

Management training

the new person with a conceptual

management mind-set
the job.

for

framework and a

approaching the responsibilities of

the same time, however,

the concept of manage¬

ment development proves to be broader than that of manage¬
ment

training.

The management development

ly aims at enhancing the chances for

process ultimate¬

advancement within the

management hierarchy and not simply improved proficiency on
a present assignment.

Development seeks to improve generic

management competencies such as problem-solving, decision¬
making,

leadership and other skills needed to be successful

in a management position through the planned use of
tional

assignments,

formance reviews,

special

coaching,

project work,
and other

rota¬

developmentol

per¬

tactics proven to be

effective in promoting growth as a management person.
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The confirmation of real

and essential differences

among these three functions has at least one important im¬
plication for

the field of

adult

Development.

If the training,

learning or Human Resource

development,

and education

functions truly serve very different purposes within
corporation,
manner

then special

attention should be devoted to the

in which each function is managed.

in the essential

the manner

administered;
sults

Real differences

nature of these functions impact the struc¬

tural design and contents of
pact

the

the programs offered;

they im¬

in which these programs are conducted and

and

they impact

the way in which

the final

re¬

are measured and evaluated.

#2.

Where should one assign

the primary locus of re¬

sponsibility for managing the management development
process?

Thirty percent of

those canvassed in

the study in¬

dicated that the ultimate responsibility rests with the in
dividual;

23%

felt

responsibility;
vidual

the immediate supervisor bears

and 17% identified the corporation or

The remaining 30% indicated that the re¬

sponsibility is shared either by the boss and

and

indi¬

departments as being primarily responsible for manag¬

ing the process.

nate,

the final

the subordi¬

by the corporation and the individual, or by the boss

the corporation.

As noted earlier,

virtually every one
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of

the subjects interviewed indicated that he or she felt

unduly constrained
of

in attempting to identify a single locus

responsibility for managing the overall

final

analysis,

therefore,

it would appear

response to this question is that

it

process.

in

the

that the proper

is ultimately a shared

responsibility,

with each of the three constituencies held

accountable for

the management of different aspects of

process.

The corporation,

for

sponsible for providing all of

its part,

is primarily re¬

the resources and support

systems needed for new managers to realize their
tial

during their

the

full poten¬

formative years in the business.

The im¬

mediate supervisor bears a responsibility for working close¬
ly with
tal

the new manager

needs,

ities,

in identifying specific developmen¬

in devising a set of planned developmental

in providing feedback

a role model.

Finally,

and coaching,

the individual

activ¬

and in serving as

under development

is

expected to take the initiative in engaging in developmental
activities and to assume responsibility for

taking full

vantage of opportunities for growth and development
by the boss and the corporation.
gested that,

with

the passage of

ad¬

provided

A number of subjects sug¬
time,

the individual should

be expected to assume an increasing amount of responsibili ty
so

that,

in

the end,

development becomes self-development.
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#3.

Which set or sets of employees should be consid¬

ered the primary target group or groups for corporate ef¬
forts at management development?

The findings show that

those interviewed were in universal
agers in
get

agreement that new man¬

the business should be considered the primary tar¬

population for corporate development programs since the

members of

this group stand in the greatest need of being

exposed to development techniques and activities.

Formal

management development programs,

play an

important

it was indicated,

role in facilitating the difficult transition from

a collegiate to a corporate culture or
to a management culture.

from a non-management

These programs also provide the

new management person with the knowledge and skill
handle the responsibilities of

a first management

needed to
job and

serve to lay the groundwork for continued growth and devel¬
opment

as a manager

A substantial

in the business.

number of subjects across all

four groups

also identified a second target group for corporate efforts
at management development composed of

talented individuals

who have given evidence of being able to progress further
within
career.

the ranks of

the management hierarchy early in their

High potential

individuals,

it was suggested,

who

have completed an initial management development program
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should be provided with further opportunities to demonstrate
their

abilities

in some type of special management develop¬

ment program.

Finally,
jects,

a concern was voiced by a small

number of sub¬

mainly within the HRD staff specialist group,

that

insufficient attention has been paid to the development
needs of
side of

the vast mass of low level managers who fall out¬
the categories of new and hign potential managers.

This large group of veteran managers who remain undeveloped
in some respects,
important

it was suggested,

should be viewed as an

third target population for corporate efforts at

management development.

In the final
tention that

all

analysis,

few would quarrel with the con¬

new managers in the business should be con¬

sidered as primary candidates for company-sponsored manage¬
ment development

programs.

posed target population,
particular

With respect to the second pro¬

it should be noted that,

project was being completed,

while this

the company intro¬

duced a new development program entitled the Corporate Lead¬
ers Program.

This most

recent attempt to promote management

growth and development within the organization provides nigh
potential managers who are judged to have exceptional

talent
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with opportunities to engage in a wide variety of major cor¬
porate projects as a means of demonstrating their
advance to a higher management position.
the proposal
might

ability to

With respect to

that a third target population exists,

argue that a realistic approach to

some

the issue of con¬

tinuing efforts at management development would involve the
recognition that

the majority of managers in any company are

going to be classified as management workhorses rather than
management stars and that,

as a result,

corporate management

development programs should be focused on those who give the
greatest

indication of being able to advance within the man¬

agement ranks.

#4.

Which specific management competencies can or can¬

not be improved to a significant degree through
practice,

and coaching within the boundaries of a formal

management development
ment

among all

groups

in all

namely oral

agree¬

four stakeholder

and written communica¬

can be remarkably improved as a result of

instruction and practice.

skills

There was universal

of those canvassed

there was very little

of

program?

that two skills,

tion skills,
mal

training,

Beyond that point, however,

agreement regarding other management

that would fall under

the majority of

for¬

this category.

those surveyed,

in order

In

the opinion

for

the new man
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agement person to benefit

in any meaningful way from partic¬

ipation in a development program,

he or she must already

possess,

all of

in an undeveloped state,

to be successful
profit

in a management position.

from the experience,

decision-making ability,
and other

abilities

In order

to

therefore the new management

person must already have some degree of

ty,

the skills needed

leadership ability,

and organizing and planning abili¬
judged to be important management

competencies.

On the other hand,
the view that

a small

number of subjects defended

any individual of

to develop the full

average intelligence is able

range of skills needed to be successful

in a management position,

provided he or she has

the proper

motivation to achieve.

In the final

analysis,

which management skills,

if

then,

the question regarding

any,

can be significantly im¬

proved through participation in a formal development program
remains essentially unanswered by the subjects in the stud/.
The majority of those in the sample,
sciously,

agree in principle with

consciously or

the traditional AT&T ap¬

proach to the issue of management development.
chapter two,

the corporate staff

uncon

at AT&T,

over

As noted in
the past

few
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decades,
success

has

adopted the position that skills essential

in a management position either emerge or

to

are ac¬

quired relatively early in life and then tend to remain sta¬
ble over

time.

Individuals,

management development
at the outset or

therefore,

program either possess these skills

they do not.

an undeveloped state,

then

If

it

they possess the skills in

remains possible for

skills to be developed through formal
at

improvement.

If,

entering a corporate

these

and informal efforts

on the other hand,

an individual enters

the company without possessing the necessary skills in at
least an undeveloped state,
that he or she will

then it

is extremely unlikely

acquire the competencies needed to be

effective in a management position.

#5.
uational,

What are some of the more important personal,
and environmental

factors that prove to have a de¬

termining influence on the ultimate success or
corporate efforts
or

sit¬

at management development?

failure of
The personal

individual variables cited most often by the subjects in

the study included such factors as goal
image,

drive,

initiative,

and ambition.

these characteristics to a high degree,
tend to move further
than

and faster

those who do not.

orientation,

self-

Those who exhibit
it was observed,

in the corporate hierarchy
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The majority of subjects in all

four groups were in

strong agreement that three situational

factors prove to

have a particularly strong influence on the outcomes of ef¬
forts at management development.

One important situational

factor

job and the types of work

is

the nature of

the first

assignments given to the management trainee during the first
year on

the job.

to take place,

In order

factor

tionship.

tor

and challenging.

is the character of the boss-subordinate rela¬

it was pointed out,

is critical

failure in this arena.

interactions in the process.

that peer

interactions are powerful

to promote or hinder

to ultimate

A third situational

identified by a majority of subjects

by peer

A second situa¬

The role played by the first boss in the develop¬

ment process,
success or

growth and development

the new management person must see the situa¬

tion as being meaningful
tional

for real

fac¬

is the role played

Experience has shown
forces that serve either

growth and development as a management

per son.

With

respect

to the last part of the question,

the

findings suggest

that environmental

factors appear to play a

relatively minor

role in sh api ng the final outcomes of for¬

mal efforts at management development.
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In

the end,

therefore,

surfaces a meaningful

a first

pass through the data

response to four of the five questions

that gave rise to this investigation.
that

remains unanswered

skill development.
however,
ther

The only question

is the one pertaining to management

A more detailed analysis of

reveals that it

the data,

is possible to penetrate still

fur¬

the surface phenomenon of management development and

identify at least six different forms of adult learning
uniquely associated with activities tied to the development
function .

Distinctive Learning Outcomes

A comprehensive and detailed review of
of

all

the reflections

53 subjects on the topic of management development

indicates

that

the growth and development of

the management

trainee is closely related to growth and development as a
person in a new and different environment.
training and education functions appear
uniquely different
dence suggests

sets of

Just

to result

as the
in two

adult learning outcomes,

the evi

that participation in management development

activities gives rise to a third distinct set of
learning outcomes.

adult
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#1.

One type of

adult learning that emanates from ef¬

forts at management development
is

in a large corporate setting

the learning required in order

for one to adjust success¬

fully to a radically new and different social
environments.

Entry into a first management

and cultural
job represents

a very significant -step in the career development of an in¬
dividual.

It

is

a move that requires learning how to oper¬

ate effectively under
In

the case of

a very different set of conditions.

an individual being promoted into a manage¬

ment position from the non-management ranks,
quires a radical shift
individual
ture,

need not

he or she must

in perspective and values.

While the

learn to adjust to a new corporate cul¬
learn to think and act

In the case of the new college hire,
individual

this move re¬

it

like a manager.

is necessary for the

to learn how to make the transition from an aca¬

demic culture to a corporate culture and how to begin to
think

and operate as a manager

in a business unit.

While

management training activities are able to provide the new
manager with a conceptual

framework

from which to operate

and some of the basic skills needed to be successful
management position,
under

actual

it

is only by functioning as a manager

work conditions that the management trainee

learns how to complete the
another .

in a

transition from one world to
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The identification of

this type of learning in the de¬

velopment process makes it possible for key players in the
process to promote the desired learning outcomes.

Formal

management development programs can be used to play an im¬
portant

'rite-of-passage '

role by helping individuals make

the transition from a collegiate environment to corporate
environment or
culture.

from a non-management culture to a management

During the first few months on the job the new

management person is exposed to new ways of doing things,
new sets of values and expected behaviors,

to new ways of

establishing priorities and setting objectives.
into a first management

job can be made easier

sition issue is directly addressed at

to

The move
if the tran¬

the outset and program

participants given an opportunity to discuss ways of dealing
with

the situation.

#2.

Another

associated with

form of

adult learning that is uniquely

the results of

the management development

process is the learning related to becoming an effective
subordinate and ultimately becoming an effective boss.
the subordinate role,

the new manager must

in

learn how to es¬

tablish an effective working relationship with his or her
immediate supervisor
bilities.

in carrying out current

This particular type of

job responsi¬

learning proves to oe
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critical

not only during the formative period of development

in business but also during the later stages of career de¬
velopment.
boss,

Learning how to deal effectively with one's

especially one’s first boss,

The comments of

some of

is an important skill.

the subjects in this study on this

topic are reinforced by the findings of a longitudinal
of management effectiveness conducted within the Bell

study
System

between 1956 and 1974 which concluded that the first boss
has a determining effect on job performance,

job satisfac¬

tion,

and the career development of the new management per¬

son.

From the very outset,

ee must

therefore,

learn how to size up the boss,

pected by way of

the management

determine what is ex¬

acceptable job performance,

particular management style of the boss,
learn from what

At
is

train¬

adjust to the

and learn how to

the boss has to offer.

the same time,

however,

that the management trainee

learning how to become an effective subordinate and how

to benefit

from the experience,

he or she is also learning

how to become an effective boss either on the present as¬
signment or
consciously,

at some time in the future.
the management

trainee attempts to model his o

her management style on that of
ing

this period that

Consciously or un¬

the first boss.

It

is dur¬

the new person also learns to observe
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and evaluate the management style of other bosses in the
business unit or department as part of learning how to deal
effectively with subordinates in a variety of situations.
While in the program,

the new manager

portunities to apply some of

the principles and techniques

of effective management under
during this period that
manage time,

#3.

is provided with op¬

real world conditions.

the management

finances, people,

A third type of

adult

and work

It

is

trainee learns how to
activities.

learning stemming from par¬

ticipation in the activities of a formal management develop¬
ment program centers around learning how to assess one's own
particular

strengths and weaknesses with respect to the job

at hand and the generic competencies needed to be successful
in any management position.
management

Working with the boss,

the new

person learns how to conduct a detailed task

analysis of the job to determine the specific skill

and

knowledge required for managing the position effectively and
how to conduct
skills as
cy.

a self-inventory and self-assessment of

a means of measuring current

This particular

levels of proficien¬

form of adult learning,

once again,

proves to be important not only in achieving success in
one's first management
a management person.

job but

also later in one's career

as
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#4.

A fourth form of

adult learning emanating from ef¬

forts at management development is that of

learning how to

establish an effective working relationship with members of
the peer group in the work unit.
ences

The new manager experi¬

the need to find ways to gain

ance of others in the work group.

the respect and accept¬
He or she also needs to

learn how to become a team player and how to cooperate with
others in the pursuit of common goals and objectives in a
business setting.

This involves learning how to deal effec¬

tively with both the task and the relationship aspects of
work

assignments.

The management

trainee must also learn

how to deal with competition-both healthy and harmful com¬
petition

and how to deal with conflict.

learning,
most of

This type of

acquired early in the development process,

the other

forms of

adult

like

learning linked to the man¬

agement development process, proves to have a relevance to
all

subsequent stages in the career development.

#5.
ated with

Finally,

a fifth form of

the outcomes of efforts

learning uniquely associ¬
at management development

relates to learning how to assume responsibility for
management of

the development process once the formal

gram supports are removed.
velopment,

the management

During the initial

the
pro¬

stage oi de¬

trainee needs to start

learning
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how to engage in self-developmental

activities once the pro¬

gram requirements have been completed.
period of time that

it

is during this

the new management person learns to lay

the groundwork for continuing self-improvement and career
development as a manager

The data surfaced
that

in the business.

in the case study results suggest

these five types of

adult learning are characteristic

of the management development function,
from the learning outcomes of
functions.
lar

Given the critical

as distinguished

the training and education
importance of these particu¬

learning outcomes both during

the formative years

in

business and for subsequent development as a management per¬
son,

it would appear

that

the quality of

the results of ef¬

forts at management development would be significantly im¬
proved if key players in the process,
participants,

particularly program

were consciously aware of the expected learn¬

ing ou-tcomes.

A third pass through the data reveals that the findings
not only offer some meaningful
raised

answers to the questions

in the beginning and some clarity regarding the pre¬

cise nature of

the

adult

learning outcomes associated with

the management development process but

also highlight tne
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conditions

that must be put in place if

corporate management

development programs are to be successful.

Major Conditions Checklist

Success factor
development

analysis of the phenomenon of management

as described in detail by individuals in

the

four major stakeholder groups indicates that some conditions
are far more effective than others in promoting real

growth

and development under field conditions in a large corporate
setting and hence warrant
ers in the process.
ticular

the special

attention of key play¬

The effective management of these par¬

factors significantly increases

the chances of suc¬

cess of efforts at management development.
ten conditions or process factors,
majority of
critical

#1.

the subjects

in the study,

appear

A sine qua non pre-condition for
to occur

is the creation of

for

the new management person.

ual

should not be put

ment.

the judgment of

the

to be the most

in determining program outcomes.

and development

fill

in

The following

any real growth
a meaningful

30b

This means that the individ¬

into a particular position simply to

a vacancy in a given business unit within tne depart¬
A meaningful

job implies a proper match between the
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needs of
ents,

the corporation and the particular

interests,

and abilities of the new management person.

for development

to take place,

the management

tal¬

in order

trainee needs

to view the position as offering opportunities to make mean¬
ingful
unit

contributions to the primary work of

the business

thereby demonstrating his or her worth to the corpora¬

tion.

#2.

A second factor

effect on development

at

that proves to have a determining
the front-end of

the process in¬

volves boss selection and boss preparation for

assuming the

responsibilities of shepherding the management

trainee

through

a complex set of planned activities designed to im¬

prove his or her competence as a manager

in the business.

The results of the study underscore a well-documented fact,
namely the fact

that

shaping the final
ment

the role played by the first boss in

outcomes of efforts at management develop¬

is an extremely critical one.

The first boss is in a

unique position to either make or break the process.
first boss is

adept

responsibilities for

first time-and devotes sufficient

velopment needs of

the

at developing subordinates-particular¬

ly those who are assuming management
the

If

the new person,

attention to the de¬

then the chances of

successful outcome are significantly increased.

If,

on

a
the
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other hand,

the immediate supervisor

art of developing subordinates,
provide meaningful work
coaching,

and consequently does not

assignments,

special

projects,

and some of the other conditions that prove to be

favorable to growth and development
tion,

is not skilled in the

it will be difficult

the full range of

for

in a management posi¬

the new manager

to develop

competencies needed to manage the position

effectively and to enhance the chances of advancement witnin
the management hierarchy.

A number of subjects called attention to the fact that
it

cannot

pervisor,

legitimately be assumed that every immediate su¬
simply by virtue of being the boss, necessarily

possesses the interest,

the ability,

carry out effectively the functional
coach,
for

resource person,

evaluator,

and the commitment to
roles of guide, mentor,

and primary role model

the new person under development.

In order

efforts at management development to succeed,
is

imperative that careful

initial

therefore,

are selected and trained to carry out their

trainees

responsibilities

this regard.

#3.

it

attention be paid to the manner

in which the immediate supervisors of management

in

for

A third condition surfaced

in the study is tne
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need to maintain some form of quality control over
process.

Subjects across all

in strong agreement

that

the

four constituency groups were

the evaluation of

the boss'

ability

to develop subordinates would improve the quality of the re¬
sults of-efforts
ments.

at management development

One way of

insuring that sufficient attention is di¬

rected to the development needs of
suggested,
to

in all depart¬

the new manager,

it was

would be to add the development of subordinates

the list of variables on the yearly performance appraisal

form.

The addition of this measure,

it was argued, would

encourage bosses to take the development needs of subordi¬
nates more seriously and consequently strive to acquire the
skills needed to be successful
time,

in this arena.

At

the same

this addition would increase opportunities for

nition and reward

for

those whose efforts in this direction

prove to be particularly successful.
proponents of

recog¬

this move,

Some of the strongest

it should be noted,

were to be

found in the immediate supervisor group.

#4.

Another set of conditions

strong bearing on the final

that

prove to have a

outcomes of formal management

development programs are carefully planned orientation ses¬
sions and periodic experience-sharing sessions.
sessions are important because they set

Orientation

the tone for

the en-
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tire process.

In addition to providing the management

trainee with important factual
things as salary,

benefits,

phy, company regulations,
tive procedures,

information regarding such

dress codes,

corporate philoso¬

rules of conduct,

and administra¬

the orientation session serves to set

the

stage for entering into a wide range of activities designed
to improve

the skills needed to become an effective manager

in the business.
hand,

Experience-sharing sessions, on the other

prove to be very useful vehicles for

facilitating

difficult transition from a collegiate culture or
agement culture to the realities of

the

a non-man¬

the management world.

These sessions provide program participants with opportuni¬
ties to compare notes on what
the groundwork

is happening.

They also lay

for establishing a network of personal

con¬

tacts both inside and outside the department.

#5.

A fifth condition that must be put

forts at management development

are to bear

in place if ef¬
fruit is the

drafting and implementation of a comprehensive development
plan tailored to meet
der development.
plan is a task

the individual

needs of

the person un¬

A first step in the creation of such a

analysis of

the position carried out by the

boss and the subordinate working together to identify all of
the competencies needed to be successful

in managing

the po-
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sition.

A detailed investigation into the individual steps

taken in carrying out the various job responsibilities sur¬
faces the knowledge and skills needed to accomplish these
tasks.

By comparing this list of required competencies with

a list of what

the job incumbent

is already able to do,

it

is possible to draft a detailed blueprint of developmental
activities designed to assist
his or her
The final

the new manager in utilizing

talents and in becoming proficient in all

areas.

plan should include such proven development tech¬

niques as special
programs,

reading assignments, management training

rotational

velopmental

#6.

assignments,

special

projects,

and de¬

performance reviews.

The nature and character of the particular work

assignments given to the management trainee during the first
year on the job represent another set of conditions that
strongly influence the outcomes of efforts at management de¬
velopment.

The subjects in the study generally agreed that

the various assignments given to the management trainee dur¬
ing

this period should be perceived by the job incumbent as

being meaningful, challenging,
tant

for

and rewarding.

the new manager to view task

this period as significant work

It

is impor¬

assignments during

activities providing real

opportunities to demonstrate his or her ability to make val-
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uable contributions to the business unit of which he or she
is a part.

It

is also important that the performance objec¬

tives set during this period be realistic and achievable.
The positive reinforcement furnished by seeing the success¬
ful

results of one's efforts proves to be a particularly

critical

condition for promoting growth and development as a

management person.

#7.

Quarterly or periodic job performance reviews,

the judgment of

the majority of subjects in all

constitute another
sults of efforts

in

four groups,

important condition for shaping the re¬

at management development.

information on job performance,

The feedback

the coaching advice,

constructive criticism contained in developmental

and the

perform¬

ance reviews facilitate growth and development by enabling
the new manager to learn quickly and in stages.

These one-

on-one performance review sessions serve to keep the full
range of

improvement objectives in clear

assess progress toward the goal;
ties to discuss ways of
much harm has been done.
is

that

they prepare

mands of the annual
management

focus;

they help

and they provide opportuni¬

improving job performance before too
An added benefit of such sessions

the management

trainee to meet

the de¬

performance review conducted with every

person in the organization.
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#8.

Another set of conditions that prove to have a

strong bearing on the ultimate results of corporate efforts
at management development relate to support systems.
company in general,

The

and the HRD organization in particular,

are expected to demonstrate that

the corporation truly val¬

ues the development of human resources by providing encour¬
agement

and recognition for

partmental

new managers, by supporting de¬

efforts at management development,

ing third-party tracking and monitoring of

and by provid¬

the process as a

means of insuring that sufficient attention is given to the
improvement needs of

#9.
of

the new management

A ninth factor

person.

to be considered in the management

the development process is the need for all of

the key

players in the process to be consciously aware of who is re¬
sponsible for what

in the overall management of

the process.

There was strong agreement among those surveyed that the re¬
sponsibility for managing the process is,
ysis,

in the final anal¬

a shared responsibility with different players being

held accountable for different dimensions of
The corporation,

for

its part,

viding company support,
preparation,
the process.

and for

the process.

is held accountable for pro¬

for overseeing boss selection and

involving trained HRD professionals in

The immediate supervisor,

on the other hand,
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is held responsible for drafting a comprehensive development
plan tailored to the needs of the new management person,
conducting periodic job performance reviews,
ing out a number of different functional
coach,

mentor,

support system,

and primary role model for

and for carry¬

roles including

resource person,

the new manager.

individual under development

evaluator,

Finally,

the

is held accountable for taking

the initiative in engaging in developmental work
for

for

activities,

seizing opportunities to develop new competencies,

and

for preparing himself or herself to assume full responsibil¬
ity for development once the formal

program requirements

have been completed.

#10.

A tenth condition singled out by a number of sub¬

jects in the study as warranting special

attention and con¬

sideration was the need to narrow down the focus on which
specific employees constitute the primary target populations
for

corporate efforts at management development.

ings clearly indicate that

it

The find¬

is possible to identify at

least three distinct target groups at lower levels of the
management hierarchy,
velopmental
and
of

needs.

each with a very different

One group includes all

new college hires

those promoted into management positions
non-management.

set of de¬

from the ranks

A second group includes high potential
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candidates or

those individuals who have given some evidence

of being able to advance rather quickly within the manage¬
ment

ranks and assume increased responsibilities.

nally,

And fi¬

there is the vast mass of lower-level managers who

have completed an initial management development program but
stand in need of further development if both they and the
corporation are to become more effective.

The results of the study show that,

while it

is possi¬

ble to have more than one primary target population for cor¬
porate efforts
priorities of

at management development,

the values and

the organization will dictate the actual num¬

ber of targeted groups.

The findings also underscore the

need to differentiate the development needs of different
target populations.

A review of this checklist of ten critical success fac¬
tors relating to the effective management of

the development

process provides no new insights into the conditions that
should be put

in place in order

for

the management develop¬

ment process to achieve maximum results.
however,

call

attention to the fact

be easily overlooked
testimony of

in actual

every one of

The findings do,

that such conditions can

practice.

the graduates of

According to the
the Initial

Man-
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agement Development Program developed by AT&T and sponsored
by the Regional
the 1960s and

Bell Operating Company in the study during

the early 1970s,

virtually none of

these con¬

ditions were present in the program in which they partici¬
pated.

Indeed,

it would appear

four or

five years has serious attention focused on building

in a complete set of

that only during the past

favorable conditions in company-spon¬

sored development programs.

Further Research Directions

In addition to furnishing some meaningful

answers to

the questions that gave rise to the study in the first
place,

and in addition to highlighting some of

the distinc¬

tive forms of adult learning that emanate from efforts at
management development and generating a useful

checklist of

conditions that strongly influence the development process,
the

findings also indicate areas requiring deeper investiga¬

tion.

It

is possible to identify at least three aspects of

management development

that warrant further

attention.

First,

the study failed to surface any new information

around

the question of which specific management competen¬

cies should be considered essential
ment

position or

around

for success in a manage¬

the question of which specific man-
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agement competencies can be developed to a significant de¬
gree as a result of formal
This dimension of

the problem,

As noted earlier,
used

therefore,

and coaching.

remains unresolved.

the majority of subjects in the study
performance

form as a primary point of reference in addressing

issue of developing management competencies.

formance measurements included oral
communication,
making,

two,

flexibility,

leadership,

standards.
ter

practice,

the list of eight variables on the annual

appraisal
the

training,

All of

These per¬

communication,

written

performance stability, decision¬

organizing and planning,
these variables,

and inner work

as pointed out

in chap¬

derive from AT&T's pioneering work with the assess¬

ment center concept

in the mid-50s.

it

these particular variables were judged

should be noted,

In the original design,

to be indicators of potential not performance.
principle behind their use was that

The core

if an individual

gave

evidence of possessing these abilities to a relatively high
degree,

then it would be reasonable to assume that he or she

would be able to perform well
some time in the future.

in a management position at

All of these variables, moreover,

were originally devised in a military setting and later
adapted to fit

a business setting.

All of this suggests

that more research in need with respect to the question ot
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which competencies should be regarded as essential

to suc¬

cess in a management position and the further question of
which specific competencies on this list can or cannot be
developed.

in addition,

management development,

while this study focused on initial
further research is needed regarding

tne application of the concept at various levels in the man¬
agement hierarchy.

A second area requiring additional

research into the

phenomenon of management development focuses on the impact
that the changing nature of the business world currently ap¬
pears

to be having on the types of skills needed to manage

effectively in a new and different environment.

The recent

deregulation of a number of industries such as banking,
transportation, construction,

and telecommunications has had

a strong impact on the way in which
managed.
which,

these industries are

Deregulation has led to increased competition

in turn,

has surfaced the importance of certain man¬

agement competencies that extend beyond the core competen¬
cies

noted above,

financial
mergers,

competencies such as strategic planning,

analysis,

and marketing skills.

Diversification,

and acquisitions are also having an impact on the

kinds of skills needed to be effective in a management posi¬
tion.
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Still
look

another factor driving the need to take a closer

at the management skills needed to function in the mod¬

ern world is a clear

trend in the direction of having fewer

layers of management,
lower

levels,

people

with decision-making pushed down to

and having individual managers supervise more

at every level.

Finally,

a third area for

further

research centers

around

the need to examine some of

vidual

departments or business units in a given company

shape the final outcomes of
process.
that

the ways in which indi¬

the management development

Some of the data surfaced

the nature of

in the study suggest

the functions supervised and the values

and priorities of different departments determine what will
be considered effective management style.
explored,
management

therefore,

is whether the concept of effective

is a univocal one,

plines as engineering,
tion,

and so forth,

A question to be

cutting across such disci¬

marketing,

sales,

finance,

installa¬

or one that derives its meaning from a

particular organizational

context.

Conclusion

The final

results of this case study,

in one sense, may
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be considered somewhat disappointing because the findings do
not provide any strikingly new insights
management of

into the effective

the management development process.

er sense, however,

In anoth¬

the findings prove to be useful to both

corporate decision-makers and information-users in at least
three ways.

First,

the information surfaced in the project

serves to provide some meaningful
questions raised

answers to most of

the

in the literature regarding the underlying

nature and character of

the management development function.

The only major question that remains unanswered relates to
which specific management competencies,

if any,

nificantly improved as a result of formal
tice,

and coaching.

can be sig¬

training,

prac¬

The remaining four questions centering

around the relationship of development to training and edu¬
cation,
process,

the locus of responsibility for managing

the

the primary target population for management devel¬

opment programs,

and criti'cal

factors that have a direct

b0acing on the outcomes of efforts at management development
are all

answered to some degree of satisfaction.

'Second,
trate beyond

the findings show that

it

the surface phenomenon of

is possible to penethe development

process and identify at least five forms of adult learning
that

are characteristic of

the development

function as op-
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posed to the training and education functions.

These learn¬

ing outcomes relate to learning how to make the transition
into a first management

job, how to become an effective su¬

pervisor, how to identify the competencies needed to manage
a particular
peers,

job,

how to collaborate and cooperate with

and how to manage one's own development.

Finally,

the results of

the study provide a comprehen¬

sive checklist of ten key factors or primary conditions that
must be managed properly if all of
the process are to benefit

the major stakeholders in

fully from efforts at management

development.

A core assumption underlying this research project as
noted at
power"

the outset was that,

has any validity,

the way in which
operates under

if

the aphorism "Knowledge is

then an increased understanding of

the management development process actually

field conditions in a large corporate setting

should make it possible for decision-makers and informationusers in business and industry to derive maximum benefits
from efforts
ever,

at management development.

The findings, how¬

suggest that knowledge is not enough

A knowledge of

in this instance.

the key factors involved in the development

process proves to be a necessary but

insufficient condition
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for

increasing the probability of successful

domain.

The experience of the subjects

results in this

in the program grad¬

uate group who had participated in the Initial Management
Development Program during the 1960s and the early 1970s
testifies to this fact.

In their opinion,

few,

if

any, of

the conditions for promoting management growth and develop¬
ment outlined above were present

in these early programs de¬

veloped by AT&T and sponsored by the Bell Operating Compa¬
nies.

And yet

it was AT&T that pioneered the field of

HRD

in the areas of college recruiting,

training and education,

assessment of management potential,

and management develop¬

ment .

In the final

analysis, then,

study may prove to be useful
in deriving maximum benefit
agement development.
sights

the results of this case

to those with a vested interest
from corporate efforts at man¬

The findings reinforce earlier

in¬

into the effective management of the development

process;

they provide some meaningful answers to four of

the

five questions that gave rise to the study; they identify
specific forms of

adult learning outcomes uniquely associ¬

ated with efforts at management development;

and they fur-

nish a comprehensive checklist of ten conditions that should
be put

in place if the management development function is to
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be managed effectively.

The findings may also prove to have

a validity and relevance that transcend the company context
in which the study was conducted,

since it

is reasonable to

assume that the experiences of the 53 subjects in the study
are somewhat representative of
groups

the four major stakeholder

in any large corporation attempting to promote man¬

agement growth and development.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW GUIDE

HRD Specialist/Immediate Supervisor

Name _

Title

Department _

Date

Development Program(s) _

1.

What does the expression "Management Development" mean
to you?
How does management development differ from
management training?

2.

How would you describe the role of the boss-subordinate
relationship in the management development process?

3.

What role, if any, do peer interactions play in the
management development process?

4.

What do you perceive to be some of the other factors
having a bearing on the outcome of efforts toward man¬
agement development?
What are some of the other human,
situational, or environmental forces that shape the
process?

5.

What particular benefits, if any, do you see being de¬
rived from an individual's participating in a corporate
management development program as opposed to entering
into some kind of informal arrangement with his or her
boss?

6

Based on your understanding of how the management de
velopment process actually works, where would you as
sign the primary responsibility for managing the
process?
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7. What specific management competencies, in your opinion,
can or cannot be significantly improved through train¬
ing and practice?

8. Which group or groups of management employees, in your
estimation, constitute the primary target population
for corporate management development programs?

9. From your experience, can you cite one or two examples
of extraordinary success or failure in the area of man¬
agement development and describe the events and circum¬
stances surrounding these instances?

10. What do you consider to be the three strongest points
of the management development program(s) with which you
are involved?
And the three weakest points?

11. So far we have explored a number of different facets of
the management development process.
Is there anything
else that occurs to you at this point which you feel is
important for gaining additional insight into the
process and the forces that shape it?

APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW GUIDE

Program Participant/Program Graduate/Immediate Supervisor

Name _

Title

Department _

Date

Development Program(s) _

************
1.

What does the expression "Management Development" mean
to you?
How does management development differ from
management training?

2.

How would you describe the role of the boss-subordinate
relationship in the management development process?

3.

What role, if any, do peer interactions play in the
management development process?

4.

What do you perceive to be some of the other factors
having a bearing on the outcome of efforts toward man¬
agement development? What are some of the other human,
situational, or environmental forces that shape the
process?

5.

What particular benefits, if any, do you see being de¬
rived from an individual's participating in a corporate
management development program as opposed to entering
into some kind of informal arrangement with his or her
boss?

6

Based on your understanding of how the management de¬
velopment process actually works, where would you as¬
sign the primary responsibility for managing tne
process?

278
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7. What specific management competencies, in your opinion,
can or cannot be significantly improved through train¬
ing and practice?

8. Which group or groups of management employees, in your
estimation, constitute the primary target population
for corporate management development programs?

9. From your experience, can you cite one or two examples
of extraordinary success or failure in the area of man¬
agement development and describe the events and circum¬
stances surrounding these instances?

10. What do you consider to be the three strongest points
of the management development program(s) with which you
are involved?
And the three weakest points?

11.

So far we have explored a number of different facets of
the management development process.
Is there anything
else that occurs to you at this point which you feel is
important for gaining additional insight into the
process and the forces that shape it?

12.

What were some of your personal expectations from the
program when you first entered it and to what extent
have they been met?

APPENDIX C

INTERVIEW GUIDE/UNRESOLVED ISSUES MATRIX

Interview Guide
Question Number

Unresolved Issue
Number

1

1

2

5

3

5

4

5

5

5

6

4

7

3

8

2

9

5

10

5

11

1-5

12

—

Unresolved Issues
#1.

What is the essential difference, if any, between man
agement development and management training and educa¬
tion?

#2.

Where should the primary locus of responsibility for
managing the .management development process be assigned?

#3.

Which group or groups of employees constitute the pri¬
mary target population for corporate efforts at manage¬
ment development?

#4.

#5.

Which specific management competencies can or cannot be
significantly improved th rough training, coaching, and
guided practice in formal management development programs?
What are some of the most important personal, situational, and environmental factors that prove to have a
direct bearing on the fin al outcomes of efforts at manlarge corporate setting?
agement development in a
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